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Abstract

In the recent decades big data has become an increasing problem as a conse-
quence of the fast growing Internet of Things. As a result Hadoop MapReduce
has been introduced as a solution to solve the issue of Big Data. MapReduce
takes complex and incomprehensible sets of data and processes them into struc-
tured sets of data. However the processing takes a considerable amount of time
due to the sheer size of the data sets, also known as jobs. It is known that
the default settings of MapReduce do not yield good results and it requires an
extensive amount of time and knowledge to tune MapReduce correctly.

In this thesis we develop lightweight algorithms that can adaptively on-the-
fly self-balance the throughput and parallelism of jobs within a batch of jobs,
by tuning a single parameter called MARP. We propose three novel lightweight
algorithms where each of them are developed with a different concept in mind.
The first algorithm slowly transitions from maximising throughput to maximis-
ing parallelism. In the second algorithm we use a concept commonly found
in optimisation algorithms and statistics, called Exponential Moving Average.
Through this concept the algorithm is able to control the parallelism of concur-
rently running jobs by controlling the throughput. In the last algorithm we use
an algorithm called the Epsilon-Greedy Algorithm to introduce reinforcement
learning on top of the exponential moving average. The experiment results
shows that we were successfully able to reduce the completion time of three
different types of benchmarks.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

In the last half century the technological advancement has grown in an exponen-
tial rate. According to Our World In Data [1], the growth is perfectly following
Moore’s Law. Moore’s Law states that the number of transistors on integrated
circuits will approximately double every other year. This observation can also
be applied to the advancement of technology such as microprocessors and com-
putational power, therefore resulting in a rapid increase of technological devices.
We have thus observed every piece of technology slowly becoming intertwined
with each other. The term ”Internet of Things” (IoT) was coined by Kevin
Ashton in 1999 [2], and has since then, at least in the last decade become more
frequently used. It has become such a relevant term that extensive research has
been conducted on it.

In the recent decade, we can observe that most pieces of technology are
somehow connected to the Internet or a network of sorts. Each device will con-
nect with another device, and that device will connect with some other device
again, causing a spiderweb of connections. With every piece of technology in-
terconnected, they will have the ability to communicate with devices located at
the other side of the Earth. It is like an interconnected railway that stretches
across the entire world. Namely IoT. However with every single piece of inter-
connected technology, they have to send some form of data to each another.
With the ever so growing Internet and amount of devices sending data through
it, we have started to worry about this vast amount of data. The term ”Big
Data” was popularised in the 1990s by John Mashey [3]. This term perfectly
describes our worlds current state with the vast amount of data flowing through
the Internet. IBM stated that 2.5 exabytes, that is 2.5 billion GB of data, was
generated every day in 2012 [4]. This was in 2012, and with todays even more
technological advanced world, the amount of data must far exceed 2.5 exabytes
of generated data per day.

Big data has two primary categories of data, structured and unstructured
data. Technologies that generate data with a certain syntax and semantic are
called ”structured data”. Structured data is usually able to reside in relational
databases. Data such as a persons name, age, number, ID, etc. This data is
organised and can easily be analysed and searched for. Every other piece of data
is within the unstructured category. Unstructured data represents roughly 80-
90% of all the available data and easily overshadows the amount of structured
data [5]. The core problem of big data besides its massive size is how to organise,
analyse and make sense of the unstructured data category.
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In 2006 Hadoop was released. It was originally born from a paper published
by Google. It proposed the fundamental ideas of todays Hadoop, back then
named Google File System [6]. Hadoops most relevant program back then, even
until this day, is MapReduce. MapReduce was designed to convert unstructured
data to structured data. Compared to back then, Hadoop has now evolved
into an entire ecosystem that does not only focus on structuring data by using
MapReduce, but also other types of APIs that support the on-going problem of
solving big data related issues.

Today companies and organisations that deal with vast amounts of data
have two options of reorganising, structuring and making sense of their data.
(1) Provided they have MapReduce set up internally, they can submit data
to their own MapReduce clusters. (2) Send the data to companies providing
MapReduce as a service. An arbitrary amount of data sent into a MapReduce
cluster for re-structuring can be considered as a job. MapReduce will submit
batch(es) of these jobs. As the name ”MapReduce” implies, each job consists
of two phases, a Map- and a Reduce-phase. The map-phase will split, sort
and reorganise the data into clusters based on similarities or other methods.
In the reduce-phase the data will be aggregated. This method of structuring
unstructured data is at its core a very simple idea. However as we dwell further
into how MapReduce cooperates with YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator)
and HDFS (Hadoop Distributed Filesystem) to make a whole functional system,
we can quickly notice how complicated this becomes.

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

MapReduces process of structuring unstructured data is simple and efficient.
However underneath this simple structure lies a complicated network of de-
pendencies. The base metric used to evaluate the performance of a Hadoop
MapReduce job batch is the execution time used to process the entire batch.
Namely a minimisation problem. However in order to achieve this, we have to
dig deeper, back to the fundamentals of how a system in itself works. Hadoop
MapReduce coupled with HDFS and YARN offer dozens of parameters to tune.
These parameters can vary from system resources such as CPU, RAM, HDFS
block sizes, disk-spill, read and write thresholds, number of disks, cluster sizes,
the operating system the cluster runs on [7] [8], etc. to MapReduce parameters.
MapReduce introduces more than 190 tuneable parameters that impact the end
metric of completion time. As if that was not enough, many of these parame-
ters are related to each other resulting in dependencies to consider when tuning.
E.g. in order to increase the allocated MBs for sorting, you have to increase
the Java heap size. But in order to increase the heap size you will have to in-
crease the available memory on each physical hardware running in the cluster,
at the same time also making sure not to increase too much as that will lower
the available resources used in MapReduce containers. The list can go on. The
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dependencies and parameters spawn across multiple layers, from cluster-level,
to job-level, workflow-level, workload-level tuning, etc. Each level focuses on a
specific part of the MapReduce process. And at last, the fact that unstructured
data can be any type of data, and MapReduce needs to adjust accordingly in
order to successfully structure the data into something sensible, the parameters
will hence also depend on the type and size of the job that gets submitted. All of
this makes tuning Hadoop MapReduce extremely tedious, time consuming and
near impossible if one were to take all of the dependencies into consideration by
tuning manually. Many articles and papers have proposed ”Rules of Thumb”
policies to take into consideration when tuning [9] [10]. These rules of thumb
quickens the process of tuning and are good for sub-optimal results. What we
are interested in however, as with many other researchers, is the process of
automated tuning of Hadoop MapReduce. To not only reduce the process of
manual tuning, but also shorten the time required. Ideally giving better than
sub-optimal results. Many of the major papers introducing automated tuning
will later be presented in Chapter 3: Related Works.

Among the vast amount of tunable parameters in MapReduce, there is es-
pecially one type of tuning that interests us. The parameter called MARP
(maximum-am-resource-percent). It balances the throughput and parallelism
of concurrently running jobs. MARP assigns a given percent of the clusters
resources to run jobs. However the problem with this parameter lies in the op-
timal balance between how many jobs to run concurrently, versus the amount
of resources each job will be assigned. If one were to run too many parallel
jobs, then the amount of resources allocated to each job will be too low, and
thus cause low throughput for each job. However if one were to assign too much
resources for each job, then the jobs will get maximum throughput, but fewer
jobs can run in parallel and thus having to queue and wait. This parameter is
especially important during job batches, as they include multiple jobs to process
and each of them can vary in type and size. But for that exact reason, a static
value of MARP will never suffice for any given job batch, size or type [11]. That
is why tuning MARP on the fly is very important in order to optimally balance
the throughput and parallelism of jobs during runtime. Traditional approaches
such as profiling and offline-tuning requires multiple test runs with multiple
trails and errors to find the optimal value for that one batch of jobs. That is far
from optimal in terms of time efficiency and the amount of work required to even
find the optimal MARP value. We therefore want to develop something that
efficiently optimises the balance between parallelism and throughput on-the-fly,
regardless of job type, input size, batch size and number of jobs. Being able
to tune on-the-fly opens many possibilities and variations of tuning. Such as
enabling adaptive tuning based on the detected input type, input size and size
of batch. It also introduces adaptive ways to tune the balance of throughput
and parallelism by only looking at the jobs within the batch, without having to
necessarily look at the type, size and size of the batch.
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This is the core of our motivation. We want to contribute to the category
of automated tuning of Hadoop MapReduce. With the recent hype of Artificial
Intelligence and the process of automating everything in the IT world, we have
proposed the following problem statement for our thesis:

How can we develop lightweight algorithms that efficiently
and adaptively on-the-fly self-balances the throughput and
parallelism of Hadoop MapReduce job batches?

We hope we are able to contribute some knowledge to this field and provide
good results within this field of research.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The thesis is divided into the following chapters:

• Introduction: An introduction to todays data problem and how it leads
to using Hadoop MapReduce, along with an introduction to our problem
statement.

• Background: A summary of relevant background knowledge required to
understand the technologies and concepts used in this thesis.

• Related Works: A summary of some of the most important related
works, along with their ideas and results.

• Approach: Summary of how we worked towards finding our problem
domain and problem statement.

• Implementation: An in-depth explanation of the solution to our prob-
lem statement.

• Experiments and Results: Overview of our testbed, setup and envi-
ronment. Experiments on our algorithms and their respective results will
be given.

• Discussion: This chapter further elaborates certain topics that are men-
tioned through this thesis, along with the discussion of new topics that
did not fit in any of the other chapters.

• Conclusion: A final conclusion of this thesis will be given.
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Chapter 2

2 Background

In order to fully understand our problem domain, the overarching concept of
developing an adaptively on-the-fly self-balancing algorithm to optimise Hadoop
MapReduce job batches, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive understand-
ing of the various technologies and concepts this thesis is based upon. This
chapter will therefore be written in a top-down approach for each core concept
and technology that is used in this thesis. We will start with some high-level
information and slowly narrow down to how it is, and which part of it is related
to our problem domain.

2.1 Apache Hadoop

Apache Hadoop is a free open-source software that is used for reliable, scalable
and distributed computing. Throughout the years Apache Hadoop has become
a collection of various open-source softwares utilities that uses clusters to solve
various problems involving massive amounts of data and computation. Along
with the continuous growing collection of utilities, developers added further
supporting modules and extensions to facilitate the quality of life for Apache
Hadoop usage. As a result Apache Hadoop has become a whole ecosystem. The
ecosystem consists of different types of services that were made to essentially
do the same task, but with different approaches and different languages.
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Figure 2.1: Hadoop ecosystem structure

As seen in Figure 2.1, we can notice the Hadoop Ecosystem itself consists of
four different layers.

• Data Management, these services enable management, collection and mon-
itoring of systems and data.

• Data Access, these services enable access of systems and data.

• Data Processing, these services allocate and use resources.

• Data Storage, the service that stores the data.

However, there are three components in the entire ecosystem that we are partic-
ularly interested in. These could easily be called the three core-components of
the ecosystem, thus we will be going through them in detail. The explanations
will be written with our thesis’ work as context.
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2.1.1 HDFS

Hadoop Distributed Filesystem is a distributed, scalable and portable file system
written in Java for the Hadoop framework. HDFS has five core components [12].

Figure 2.2: NameNode & Secondary NameNode architecture flow

• NameNode
The NameNode is also known as the MasterNode. This node maintain and
manages the DataNodes. It records metadata such as information about
data blocks, location of data blocks, size of files, permissions, hierarchy,
spread, etc. However we can easily notice the NameNode being a definite
victim of the Single Point of Failure problem. The Secondary NameNode
is luckily a solution to that.

• Secondary NameNode
The Secondary NameNode, also known as the Checkpoint Node, is simply
a back-up NameNode. The Secondary NameNodes back-up functionality
depends on two files in the NameNode. As mentioned in the earlier section,
the NameNodes job is to store the metadata of the Hadoop cluster it runs
on, and that is done by the two files, FSImage and EditLog.

– FSImage
This file contains all the modifications done to the Hadoop cluster,
ever since the NameNode was first created and started. This file can
be viewed as a snapshot of the HDFS.
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– EditLog
This file has essentially the same purpose as FSImage, however it
only stores the data of the most recent modifications done to the
cluster. These stored changes are based on the new changes made
from the last FSImage snapshot. Which means, this file contains all
the modifications made to the cluster from when the last FSImage
snapshot was made.

By knowing what these two files do, we can easily stitch them together
and examine how the Secondary NameNode actually works. When the
Secondary NameNode performs the checkpointing, it simply takes a copy
of the most recent EditLog and FSImage file and combines them into a
final FSImage file. Then it copies the final FSImage over to the NameNode
(while keeping a copy on the Secondary NameNode) and cleans out the
EditLog file. The reason for this is because the bigger the EditLog file is,
the more resources it will use on the NameNode, and that might affect
the performance on the cluster, since the EditLog file might be stored
by using RAM. This process makes the recovery time of the NameNode
much faster and has much less data loss if a failure were to occur on the
NameNode. For a visualisation refer to Figure 2.2.

• DataNode
A DataNode consists of a rack of physical storage and a slave-daemon
in charge of communication. DataNodes often refers to the physical stor-
ages while DataNode daemon refers to a slave-process taking care of the
communication between physical storages. The DataNode daemons com-
municates between themselves, but also through the NameNode, and gets
tasked to store large datasets in a distributed manner among the physical
storages, just like a RAID-setup (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks).
This includes replication for backup by spreading the backup data among
different DataNodes (usually within different racks). The files are stored
as blocks with a default block size of 128MB. This parallelism enables
much faster read and write times. The DataNode daemons also occasion-
ally sends heartbeats to the NameNode to ensure the they are alive and
doing well.

13



2.1.2 YARN

Yet Another Resource Negotiator [13], was introduced in Apache Hadoop 2.0.
The original Apache Hadoop 1.0 did not have this component. The implemen-
tation of YARN was the foundation for a new generation of Hadoop, which
enabled modern organisations to use Hadoop to realise a modern data architec-
ture. YARN has become the architectural centre of Hadoops processing engine,
which allows it to execute multiple parallel data processes. Its main task is to
function as a framework for job scheduling and cluster resource management.
YARN splits these two functionalities into two separate daemons. The YARN
framework consists of three core components [14]:

• ResourceManager
The ResourceManager has the ultimate authority, top of the hierarchy. Its
job is to distribute resources among the jobs in the system. The Resource-
Manager runs on its own machine, typically a master-node, one per cluster
usually and controls the slave-nodes. The ResourceManager is again split
into two core components:

– The Scheduler
The Schedulers job is to allocate resources to running jobs in the
cluster. It does pure scheduling, and nothing else such as monitoring
or tracking. Hence the Scheduler is not fault tolerant and will not
take care of eventual failures. There are primarily two schedulers
used out of the box [15]:

∗ Capacity Scheduler
Capacity Scheduler is the one used by the default Hadoop MapRe-
duce settings. It was developed by Yahoo in 2008. This scheduler
is primarily used for multiple users. E.g. different departments
in a company using the same Hadoop MapReduce cluster for
their own department purposes. The total amount of cluster re-
sources are split into queues, which technically means splitting
the resources into different groups which only specific depart-
ments/users are allowed to use. This is done in order to guaran-
tee a certain amount of resources for every department/user.

∗ Fair Scheduler
Fair Scheduler is the second scheduler widely used among Hadoop
MapReduce users. In contrast to Capacity Scheduler, Fair Sched-
uler focuses more on the fair share of resources, but can also
achieve the same things as the Capacity Scheduler can. Fair
Scheduler focuses on having all jobs eventually achieve the same
amount of shared resources and resource usage over time, thus
avoiding potential starvation of one or multiple jobs.
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– ApplicationsManager
The ApplicationsManager is responsible for accepting job-submissions.
Its job is to communicate with the containers to further execute the
job-specific ApplicationMaster. The ApplicationManager also pro-
vides the services that the Scheduler can not, such as restarting the
ApplicationMaster container on failure, along with monitoring and
tracking.

• ApplicationMaster
The ApplicationMaster exists per job and is tasked by the Applications-
Manager to negotiate with the Scheduler to receive the appropriate amount
of resources to execute its job. The negotiated resources comes in the form
of containers. These are what we call resource containers (also known as a
YARNChild or map/reduce task). They are simply containers with a fixed
amount of allocated resources, such as memory, cpu, disk, bandwidth, etc.
The submitted job will be split into these containers and processed accord-
ingly. The ApplicationMasters assigned for each job will continue to run
on the assigned node until the job is finished. However the containers
might be allocated randomly across all available slave-nodes.

Take note that the term for a job in MapReduce is ApplicationMasters.
However up until now we have had a mixed usage of the terms ”job” and
”ApplicationMaster”. This is due to the fact that ApplicationMasters
refers more to the piece of process that manages the entire job. The term
job thus refers to the entirety of the submitted work, that means both the
ApplicationMaster and its assigned resource containers. We will continue
to separate these two terms and use the term that gives the most context
in a given description.

• NodeManager
The NodeManager is the per-slave-machine agent. It runs on each slave-
node, along with the per-job ApplicationMaster and the assigned amount
of containers, depending on the running job. It is responsible for moni-
toring the resource usage on each container and ApplicationMaster, and
reporting back to the Scheduler.

15



Figure 2.3: YARN architecture flow

Because there are so many components and cross-interactions between the
different components in YARN, we will provide a short summary of how the
YARN architecture works, along with a visual representation in Figure 2.3 to
facilitate the summary.

Clients will submit jobs to the ResourceManager, and the ApplicationMan-
ager will be responsible for accepting them and start ApplicationMasters for
the submitted jobs. The ApplicationMasters will then contact the Scheduler
to negotiate for required resources to run the jobs. The Scheduler will allocate
resource containers and evenly spread them across multiple slave-nodes, so all
slave-nodes are evenly weighted in terms of resource usage. And finally it is the
NodeManagers job to monitor and track the resource usage of the containers
working within its node, and report back to the Scheduler. All of this is per-job,
which means that for every client job, all of these steps will be executed.
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But how exactly is YARN related to HDFS? In fact, the HDFS NameNode
and YARN ResourceManager runs on the same node, namely the master-node,
while the DataNodes in HDFS and slave-nodes in YARN are the same nodes.
This typically allows the framework to effectively schedule tasks on the nodes
where the data is stored. Gathering data across HDFS nodes is usually one of
the bigger time-factors.

2.1.3 MapReduce

MapReduce is one of the main components in Apache Hadoop. MapReduce
is at its core a framework we can use to process jobs with huge amounts of
data, in parallel. MapReduce is a processing technique, but also a model. The
MapReduce model is separated into the ”Map” and ”Reduce” phase. The map-
phase takes an input dataset and converts it into key-value tuples and shuffles
the tuples so the related tuples are located on the same working slave-node.
The reduce-phase takes the shuffled output as input and combines the tuples
into smaller aggregated sets of tuple(s). In other words, the dataset will split
the original client-sent data into chunks of smaller data-blocks and feed it to
multiple map tasks, for faster parallel processing. Then all the outputs from
the map tasks will be shuffled and fed into one or more reduce tasks to combine
the results. The amount of reduce tasks are usually lower than the amount of
map tasks, as it is a less resource heavy task to perform [16]. By default only
one reduce task gets started after fishing the map-phase.

How exactly is MapReduce related to YARN and HDFS? The MapReduce
tasks we talk about are the client jobs we refer to in YARN. The different
mapper- and reducer-tasks are the resource containers we have described in
YARN, managed by the ApplicationMaster (per job). At last the output of the
MapReduce task will be stored in HDFS. These three components together is
what form the Hadoop clusters.

In order to provide a better understanding of MapReduce, an example will
be provided, along with an illustration.
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Figure 2.4: Simple MapReduce example

One of the most common benchmarks used as a ”confirmation-benchmark”,
simply to confirm the cluster is working as expected (note this benchmark can
of course also be used as a proper benchmark in academic research), is the
benchmark ”WordCount”. Figure 2.4 is an example of WordCount, and we will
use this example to explain how a MapReduce job is executed in practice.

From left to right, we can recognise the input-data being the starting point.
That is the client-sent data to our Hadoop cluster for processing. In this case
this is a file with a few words in it.

The next phase is splitting and mapping, which we usually just refer to as
the map-phase. The splitting phase splits the original input data into multiple
smaller data blocks and ships them to their allocated containers to be mapped.
Mapping as mentioned is simply organising the content into key-value tuples.
In our case the word is the ”key”, and the occurrences of the word would be the
”value”, in our key-value tuple.

The next phase is the shuffling phase, which shuffles the key-value pairs so
the ones similar are in the same working-node. By doing this, we can avoid
cross-interaction between the nodes in the next reducing-phase.

The reducing phase takes the content from the shuffle-phase and simply
aggregates the results and ships the aggregated result to a final output. The
shuffle and reduce-phase are simply referred to as the reduce-phase.
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The explanation describing Figure 2.4 is how one would explain MapReduce
to a person using simple terms. It could be considered as an explanation in lay-
mans terms. We would however like to also provide a more in-depth explanation
of how MapReduce works.

Figure 2.5: In-depth MapReduce example

Figure 2.5 shows a MapReduce job that has smaller steps within each phase
than previously explained. We will be giving an explanation of each step. (1)
During the map-phase a map task performs the map-function computation on
each input into key-value pairs. (2) In the collection-phase, it stores the pro-
cessed key-value pairs in an output buffer. The output is logically divided into
partitions equal to the total number of reduce tasks. (3) In the sort-phase the
map task sorts the output key-value pairs in each partition. (4) When the out-
put buffer is full, the map task spills its content to the spill file on the local disk.
This is is the spill-phase. (5) The combine-phase is optional and when present,
the map task performs a local reduce operation on the output key-value pairs.
(6) At the end, if there are multiple spill files, then they are merged together
to produce a single map output file. This is the merge-spill phase. The reduce-
phase are similar to the previously explained phases: (7) The map output file
gets fed into the assigned number of assigned reduce tasks, and gets shuffled
into matching key-value pairs in the shuffle-phase. (8) Gets aggregated in the
sort-phase, (9) and finally reduced into a single output in the reduce-phase. [17]

Take note that in each phase, the amount of map- and reduce-containers
varies depending on their respectively configured parameters.
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2.1.4 Hadoop 1.0 vs Hadoop 2.0

Now that a detailed explanation of the main components in Hadoop has been
given, we will further elaborate subsection 2.1.2 concerning YARN, by giving
a short overview of what changed between the previous and current version of
Hadoop.

The overall summary would be, in the Hadoop 1.0 the ecosystem was re-
stricted to processing models that was MapReduce-based only. However in
Hadoop 2.0 the ecosystem got an overhaul to support many different types of
big data structures, and all of this was enabled by introducing YARN. Thus it
means YARN itself is the definition of Hadoop 2.0. Many changes were made
in 2.0, but to give a simple overview of the main changes, we will give a short
summary list [18] [19]:

• Daemons
In Hadoop 1.0 there are a few important daemons to take notice of:

– NameNode

– DataNode

– JobTracker

– TaskTracker

The first two, NameNode and DataNode are familiar as we have already
explained what they do. However, what exactly is JobTracker and Task-
Tracker?

– JobTracker
The JobTracker is a service that receives the client requests and
fetches the metadata required for the request by asking the NameN-
ode. E.g. the location of some stored data. The JobTracker then
proceeds to hand the metadata to the TaskTracker. The JobTracker
runs on the NameNode.

– TaskTracker
The TaskTracker is a slave-service for the JobTracker. The Task-
Tracker takes the received metadata from the JobTracker and pro-
ceeds to execute the request, whether it be writing or reading data to
the DataNodes. The TaskTracker runs on the slave-nodes/DataNodes
(NodeManager). One per slave-node/ DataNode.

The description of JobTracker and TaskTracker seems very familiar, that
is because in Hadoop 2.0 those two daemons got replaced by the previ-
ously explained ResourceManager and NodeManager, respectively. Some
changes have been made to how they function, however the overall main
functionality of these two daemons remains the same.
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• Architecture
As previously mentioned in the overall summary of the differences, YARN
is the definition of Hadoop 2.0. In Hadoop 1.0 there were simply two
layers in the architecture. At the very bottom we had the HDFS, and
on top of that wad MapReduce. However MapReduce itself was also the
cluster resource manager along with being a data processing model. In
Hadoop 2.0 they added another layer between the HDFS and MapReduce.
That is YARN. By adding YARN they decoupled the cluster resource
management and the data processing model from MapReduce into two
separate components/layers. Now YARN can support both the original
MapReduce data processing model, along with new ones which are not
MapReduce-based.

• Secondary NameNode
Back in Hadoop 1.0, the NameNode was a single point of failure. However
with YARN they introduced the Secondary NameNode as mentioned in
previous sections. This allowed Hadoop 2.0 to have higher availability in
case of failure on the NameNode.

• Miscellaneous

– In Hadoop 2.0 they offered support and compatibility for file system
snapshots.

– They added support for heterogeneous storages in Hadoop 2.0, whereas
Hadoop 1.0 was known to treat all storage devices as a single uniform
pool on a DataNode.

– Hadoop 2.0 added native Windows support.

2.2 Docker

Docker is a very useful tool that has introduced a paradigm shift. As different
IT employees are working in different environments, their reason for running
a given solution is also different. This introduces problems such as system
administrators not being able to run a given solution in their environment as
they do not have the required packages, softwares or dependencies to run the
solution. However the developers do, as they needed all of it to develop the
solution in the first place, and vice versa.

Docker introduces a container managing platform, where containers can be
loaded to and from the platform with minimal effort. Developers can now
store their entire environment, not only their solution, in the container and
ship it to the system administrators. This ensures the solution properly works
in the proper environment when being put into production or simply during
tests. Docker is not to be confused with Github, as it is about the solution and
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environment the solution runs on, while GitHub is simply a Revision Control
System (RCS).

However in this thesis’ case, we are only interested in the virtualisation
provided by Docker. Traditionally having clusters meant having a group of
interconnected physical hardware, e.g. servers or computers. But with Docker
we can use virtualisation to virtualise an entire cluster on a single machine.
Thus Docker Swarm provides easy scalability, cost efficiency, and robustness.

Docker Swarm is Dockers cluster-managing tool. Creating virtual clusters
have become something very essential to Docker-users, hence the developers
have created Docker Swarm that features everything the clusters need. In our
use-case, we use Docker Swarm to create our Hadoop cluster. This provides us
with easy scalability as we can create an arbitrary number of slave-nodes on
the fly and they will all automatically be interconnected and have centralised
management. By virtualising the clusters, we do not need to go out of our way
to set up physical hardware. At last the Docker Swarm provides automatic
robustness by automatically replicating and replacing dead nodes in the cluster.

2.3 Machine Learning

In the recent years the words ”Artificial Intelligence (AI)” and ”Machine Learn-
ing (ML)” have been circling around, and become the new hype, the new hot
topic to implement and talk about in the IT world [20]. But do we actually
know what they mean? What is the difference between AI and ML?

Artificial Intelligence consists of two words, ”Artificial” and ”Intelligence”.
The meaning of AI in laymans terms would be something along the lines of,
”something produced by humans instead of occurring naturally, and is able to
think and make decisions of their own”. In our case we refer to machines that are
able to think and make decisions of their own. However, how are we able to make
AIs? How are they built, how do we teach them and so forth? AI is essentially
just learning algorithms. And what exactly are learning algorithms? These
are algorithms which are able to learn on their own without being explicitly
programmed. These algorithms are what we call Machine Learning Algorithms
(MLA). Hence, ML is the cornerstone of AI, and is what enables AI to learn
and make decisions of their own.

”Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve
automatically through experience.” [21]

There are many different types of MLAs used to create different types of AIs.
We can primarily separate these types into three different categories:
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• Supervised Learning

• Unsupervised Learning

• Reinforcement Learning (RL)

We will give a brief overview of each category, and how they function as learning
algorithms. However take note it is the last category, Reinforcement Learning,
that is most relevant to our work, due to the nature of our problem domain.

2.3.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is a classification method. It often uses Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) to take in some inputs and returns an output. The inputs are
usually related to the output, in the sense that the ANN was trained to classify
this kind of input. Supervised learning is called ”supervised learning” as they
will need to be trained with huge amounts of labeled training data before being
able to classify efficiently. By doing so it can mostly classify anything related to
the subject it was trained to classify. This methods can e.g. use the metadata
of a Hadoop MapReduce job in order to classify their optimal job profiles. Job
profiles in this sense are simply saved parameters from previous experiments
that gave a similar job optimal results.

2.3.2 Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised learning just like supervised learning, is also a classification method.
However the big difference is there is no labeled training data. Thus an ANN
will not work, so clustering methods are used. The two most common ones are
K-Means Clustering and Self-Organising Maps (SOM). Unsupervised learning
classifies data based on the commonalities, and reacts to the presence or absence
of such commonalities in each new piece of data. At the end of a training ses-
sion, data with commonalities will cluster around a point, while other types of
data at another point. By having such behaviour, we are able to achieve a clas-
sification method. This method is mostly an exploration method. Unsupervised
learning can be used to create job profiles by running the learning algorithm
multiple times in order to find the optimal parameters for a given job.
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2.3.3 Reinforcement Learning

Regarding RL, we often hear about it being used on robots. That is because
RL is often more about continuous optimisation problems than classification
problems. The core of RL lies in the three factors, State, Action and Reward.
These three concepts are the fundamentals which makes RL.

”Reinforcement Learning is all about the state of an agent in an
environment, and how it seeks to take the optimal actions in order
to maximise its cumulative rewards.”

Figure 2.6: Reinforcement Learning model

• State
In RL the concept of state and environment are often interchangeable,
but also builds on top of each other. The agent often traverses through
an environment, and for each new step the agent takes, the environment
changes. We often refer to this as a change in state, the current state
of the environment also directly impacts the possible actions available for
the agent.

• Action
The actions are directly connected the state of the environment. Actions
simply refers to the possible decision (actions) an agent can make. These
action often refers to traversing-options in an environment when it comes
to robots. The actions taken directly affects the rewards gained for the
agent. The set of actions the agent takes defines the policy. Which means a
policy defines the behaviour of the agent, whether it was more explorative
than exploitative in his decision making or not, more greedy, etc.
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• Reward
Rewards are based on the actions taken in a specific environment-state by
the agent. Rewards can be both negative and positive.

In RL, reward is one of the harder concepts to implement. How does the agent
know what action gives a positive or negative reward? For each environment-
state, the rewards on each action might differ. There is also the decision to be
either short-sighted or long-sighted in terms of cumulative reward. If the agent
is to be long-sighted, we have to consider the importance of each future reward,
as the more immediate rewards are more important than the ones in the future.
That is why a discounting factor has to be added for each future reward. The
value of the factor increases depending on how far into the future the reward is,
meaning the further into the future the reward is, the less it will be weighted.
It is to be noted that the cumulative rewards expected by the agent, defines the
value of a policy.

In relation to our thesis’ problem domain, what interests us is the possibility
for continuous configuration optimisation. The ideal goal would be to implement
some kind of RL so it continuously optimises or adjusts MapReduce to give the
best performance, whether it be resource utilisation or parameters changes. But
along with RLs continuous configuration optimisation, what other methods are
there? What are the more traditional ways to perform continuous configuration
optimisation? There is a vast amount of possible algorithms to use to configure
parameters, thus we will give an overview of the algorithms most relevant to
our topic in the next section.

2.4 Stochastic Search and Optimisation

In this section we will go over some stochastic search algorithms that are con-
ceivably good for our problem domain, the problem of continuous configuration
optimisation. Do keep in mind we are talking about configuration sets and
parameters within these configuration sets when talking about solution sets,
dimensions, samples, neighbours, etc. in the algorithms.

2.4.1 Random Search

Random search (RS) is one of the simplest optimisation algorithms. It is a direct
search method as it does not require derivatives to search a continuous problem
domain. RS is a global search algorithm, which simply samples solutions across
the entire search space using uniform probability. Each future sample is inde-
pendent of the previous samples. For each stochastic solution that is found it
compares it to the current best found solution and saves the best. Hence this
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method is purely stochastic and has the possibility to give both good and bad
results, equally. RS does not scale well with the size of the search space as there
is no memory nor dependencies of previous solutions.

Data: NumIterations, ProblemSize, SearchSpace
Result: Best

1 Best← ∅
2 for (iteri ∈ NumIterations) do
3 candidatei ← RandomSolution(ProblemSize, SearchSpace)
4 if (Cost(candidatei < Cost(Best)) then
5 Best← candidatei
6 end

7 end
8 return (Best)

Algorithm 1: Random Search

2.4.2 Adaptive Random Search

Adaptive Random Search, or Adaptive Step-Size Random Search (ASRS) is an
extension of RS. It addresses the problem of fixed step-sizes in RS. RS has the
problem of being stuck in a local optima if the step-size is too small, and never
finding an optima if the step-size is too large. ASRS adopts adaptive step-sizing.
The algorithms step-size is based on trail and error. If the new step-size yields
better results, no matter if it was bigger or smaller than previous step-size, it
gets adopted. This method can escape potential local optimas, and increase the
probability of finding the global optima.

2.4.3 Recursive Random Search

Recursive Random Search (RRS) has the the basic idea of recursively using the
RS algorithm. This is done by restarting the algorithm before its efficiency be-
comes low. Yet, compared to basic restarting, RRS needs to memories previous
samples. Instead of randomly restarting at a position and sampling there, all
previous sample spaces are memorised and then compared to each other. After
a threshold is reached the samples will be compared and a new search space will
be assigned. Eventually RRS will reach a global or local optimum. In short,
random sampling is used for exploration and recursive random sampling is used
for exploitation. The goal is for RRS to filter out the bad search spaces during
the global phase and provide good local search space results. However, RRS is
still a stochastic algorithm and will hence not always provide good results. This
algorithm was developed by Ye and Kalyanaraman [22].
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2.4.4 Stochastic Hill Climbing

Stochastic Hill Climbing is a local search algorithm. It is one of the simplest
hill climbing algorithms as it is a direct search method, and does not require
derivatives of the search space. Its purpose is to iterate the process of randomly
selecting a neighbour from an initial candidate solution, and pick the neighbour
only if it is an improvement. The algorithm is often used after a global search
algorithm in order to refine the found solution. By implementing step-sizes,
we can define candidate-solution neighbours in a continuous domain. However
note that even though this algorithm is stochastic, it can still get stuck in local
optimas.

Data: Itermax, P roblemSize
Result: Current

1 Current← RandomSolution(ProblemSize)
2 for (iteri ∈ Itermax) do
3 Candidate← RandomNeighbour(Current)
4 if (Cost(Candidate ≥ Cost(Current)) then
5 Current← Candidate
6 end

7 end
8 return (Current)

Algorithm 2: Stochastic Hill Climbing

2.4.5 Smart Hill Climbing

Smart Hill Climbing is based on the aforementioned RRS, as it has the same
basic structure. Smart Hill Climbing has two main phases, a global search phase
and a local search phase. The purpose of the global search space is to cover as
much of the search space in order to get a good start on the local search. The
local search then proceeds to apply a gradient-based sampling method to its
neighbourhood for a better solution. As the search progresses, the local search
space will become smaller. What makes this hill climbing smart is the use of
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) during the global phase which generally pro-
vides high quality samples. LHS is further extended with importance sampling.
The extension takes advantage of correlation factors to ensure that the algo-
rithm samples more frequently from the region that is likely to provide better
results. On the local phase a gradient algorithm is applied to construct locally
fitted quadratic functions, which leads to better overall convergence. Smart Hill
Climbing was developed by Xi, Liu, Raghavachari, Xia and Zhang [23].
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2.4.6 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA) is inspired by the process of annealing in metallurgy.
In metallurgy, annealing means to heat up the material and let it slowly cool
down under controlled conditions, in order to improve the strength and durabil-
ity of the material, along with reducing the possibility of defects. In terms of the
algorithm, its purpose is to find the global optima by visiting a number of local
optimas, and is often used in large search spaces. The algorithm is rather simi-
lar to Hill Climbing in the sense that it will search its neighbourhood for good
solutions and keep it if its good, otherwise keep it with a probability T. This
probability is the ”temperature” in annealing. The initial temperature/prob-
ability is high. As time goes by the temperature/probability will eventually
decrease. This is done in order to avoid local optimas. Traditional hill climbing
algorithms are prone to getting stuck in local optimas, as with SA. However,
due to the random probability variable, there is a higher possibility of escaping
the potential local optimas.

Data: ProblemSize, iterationsmax, tempmax

Result: Sbest

1 Scurrent ← CreateInitialSolution(ProblemSize)
2 Sbest ← Scurrent

3 for (i = 1 to iterationsmax) do
4 Si ← CreateNeighborSolution(Scurrent)
5 tempcurr ← CalculateTemperature(i, tempmax)
6 if (Cost(Si) ≤ Cost(Scurrent)) then
7 Scurrent ← Si

8 if (Cost(Si) ≤ Cost(Sbest)) then
9 Sbest ← Si

10 end

11 end

12 else if Exp(
Cost(Scurrent)− Cost(Si)

tempcurr
) > Rand()) then

13 Scurrent ← Si

14 end

15 end
16 return (Sbest)

Algorithm 3: Simulated Annealing
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2.4.7 Particle Swarm Optimisation

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) belongs to the field of Swarm Intelligence
and Collective Intelligence. The goal of this algorithm is to have each particle,
whether it be a literal particle or value, locate the optima in a multi-dimensional
search space. All particles will have random initial positions and random initial
velocities. The algorithm is executed like a simulation where each particle at
each step will advance based on its position and velocity towards a certain
direction. For each particle position update, the objective function is sampled.
Eventually all the particles will cluster around one or several optimas.

Data: ProblemSize, Populationsize

Result: Pg best

1 Population← ∅
2 Pg best ← ∅
3 for (i = 1 to Populationsize) do
4 Pvelocity ← RandomV elocity()
5 Pposition ← RandomPosition(Populationsize)
6 Pp best ← Pposition

7 if (Cost(Pp best) ≤ Cost(Pg best)) then
8 Pg best ← Pp best

9 end

10 end
11 while (¬StopCondition()) do
12 for (P ∈ Population) do
13 Pvelocity ← UpdateV elocity(Pvelocity, Pg best, Pp best)
14 Pposition ← UpdatePosition(Pposition, Pvelocity)
15 if (Cost(Pposition) ≤ Cost(Pp best)) then
16 Pp best ← Pposition

17 if (Cost(Pp best) ≤ Cost(Pg best)) then
18 Pg best ← Pp best

19 end

20 end

21 end

22 end
23 return (Pg best)

Algorithm 4: Particle Swarm Optimization
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2.4.8 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a sibling of Evolutionary Algorithms, hence also uses
biologically inspired terms and methods. The GAs follows the biological evo-
lution of animals. Therefore terms within biology is used, such as population,
offspring, mutation, crossover, phenotypes, genotypes, etc. The purpose of GA
is to make sure the algorithms mimic the biological behaviour. A initial popu-
lation is often generated (search space) and parents are selected (solutions) to
produce offsprings (new solutions). The offsprings then go through mutation,
crossover, etc. (randomise or edit the new solutions), and eventually become the
new population. Then the process is repeated for a set number of generations
(iterations) or until a threshold is reached. Potentially reaching optimal results
by then.

Data: Populationsize, P roblemsize, Pcrossover, Pmutation

Result: Sbest

1 Population← InitializePopulation(Populationsize, P roblemsize)
2 EvaluatePopulation(Population)
3 Sbest ← GetBestSolution(Population)
4 while (¬StopCondition()) do
5 Parents← SelectParents(Population, Populationsize)
6 Children← ∅
7 for (Parent1, Parent2 ∈ Parents) do
8 Child1, Child2 ← Crossover(Parent1, Parent2, Parentcrossover)
9 Children←Mutate(Child1, Pmutation)

10 Children←Mutate(Child2, Pmutation)

11 end
12 EvaluatePopulation(Children)
13 Sbest ← GetBestSolution(Children)
14 Population ← Replace(Population,Children)

15 end
16 return (Sbest)

Algorithm 5: Genetic Algorithm
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Chapter 3

3 Related Work

Because of the fast growth of IoT, we have been in the need of a system that
is able to manage the issue of big data. Hence in the recent years Hadoop has
been researched upon extensively. Therefore in this chapter we will go over
some of the most relevant and popular works that has been done. The research
of Hadoop can be divided into separate groups depending on their methodology
and what their focus are. We will therefore be separating the related works into
their respective groups for a better overall structure of this section. Note that
results often refers to the completion time of a job/batch.

The term ”on-line tuning” in this context simply means tuning both YARN
and MapReduce configuration adaptively/dynamically during the run time of a
job or batch. However the configurations will not necessarily take effect imme-
diately. This means that the configurations will not take effect until next job or
batch is started. There are multiple types of on-line tuning, but we will start
with the basic ”feedback control loop”-tuning of configuration parameters.

One of the works that inspired and set the basis for our work is MrOnline:
MapReduce Online Performance Tuning [24], written by Li et al. They intro-
duce three categories that parameters can be separated into depending on their
dynamic-tuning levels. (1) The first category introduces hard to tune parame-
ters after YARN has started, hence a restart is required for the parameters to
take effect. (2) The second category includes parameters that take effect when
a new task is launched. (3) The last category consist of parameters that take
effect immediately during already running jobs. This research includes the pa-
rameters from both second and third category, hence the ”on-line tuning”. This
is accomplished by implementing a feedback control loop, consisting of a Node-
Manager monitor, Online Tuner and a Dynamic Configurator. This feedback
control loop monitors data, calculates new configuration sets using SHC, before
applying the configuration sets, respectively. Their results proved to be 30%
better than the default YARN configurations and as efficient as off-line tuning.
However the efficiency is achieved within a single job/batch, not multiple test
jobs/batches like off-line tuning requires.

Similar works such as Scalable Performance Tuning of Hadoop MapReduce:
A Noisy Gradient Approach [25], written by Kumar et al., follows a similar feed-
back control loop. However their work focus more on a noisy gradient algorithm
in the controller, called Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation
(SPSA). The research focuses on the resilience of noise and the curse of dimen-
sionality during on-line tuning. Their solution only requires two observations
per iteration, no matter the amount of of dimensions to consider. Their work
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yields 45-66% better results compared to default YARN configurations.

Dynamic Performance Tuning of Hadoop [17], written by Kc and Freeh intro-
duces the optimisation of Map Slot Value (MSV). MSV determines the number
of map tasks that can concurrently run on a node. This work tunes MSV using
a feedback controller that changes MSV in response to changes in the resource
pressure of a system. They focus on three system metrics and makes a score
system based on it. The PID controller dynamically adjusts MSV depending on
the score. The goal of the PID controller is to always achieve the highest score
possible, as higher score equals better system performance. Therefore resulting
in a shorter overall completion time.

JellyFish: Online Performance Tuning with Adaptive Configuration and
Elastic Container in Hadoop [26], written by Ding, Liu and Qian. JellyFish
is a on-line tuning system that uses real-time statistics to dynamically optimise
resource allocations and configurations during job executions. Their solution
uses two strategies. The first part is a feedback controller component called
the Parameter Tuner, residing in the ResourceManager. The ResourceMan-
ager consists of three components: (1) The Collector collects task metrics from
the monitoring daemon running on the NodeManagers. (2) The Configuration
Generator searches for suitable configuration values according to the statistics
collected in real-time using a hill climbing algorithm. (3) The Distributor re-
ceives the new configuration set while remembering all the previous configura-
tion sets, and applies and maintains the best one. This process is repeated by
testing multiple configuration sets until the optimal one is found and is then
used for the remaining part of the job/batch. Second part is to use an elas-
tic container that can expand and shrink dynamically depending on resource
usage by using a resource rescheduling strategy. The rescheduler runs on each
slave-node and monitors the container resource usage. Depending on resource
demands, under-allocated resource containers are able to receive resources from
over-allocated resource containers. Hence ”elastic container” that can shrink or
expand on demand.

Gunther: Search-Based Auto-tuning of MapReduce [27], written by Liao,
Datta and Willke. This paper is based on an earlier version of Hadoop, and was
the inspiration for many of the papers we mention in this chapter. Gunther is
an off-line tuning approach that uses Genetic algorithm to auto-tune Hadoop
through multiple job/batch executions. Due to the proclaimed inefficiency of
previous ML and cost-based works, they introduced a more efficient solution by
using genetic algorithms on the controller of a feedback-controller-loop setup.
Their solution showed a 25-33% improvement from default configurations. How-
ever compared to on-line tuning, the increase of efficiency and effectiveness are
not as impressive, as these results were achieved by off-line tuning, by running
the jobs or batches multiple times. On-line tuning could achieve this by running
a job or batch only once.
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Profiling is another type of tuning. Profiling depends on the results of past
jobs or batches (preferably the ones that yielded good results). The parameters
from previous jobs and batches will be sampled and turned into profiles. During
new executing jobs and batches, they will be sampled and matched with a profile
that was made from a similar job or batch. By doing so we can set the near
optimal configuration without having to rely on a continuous feedback controller.

Starfish: A Self-Tuning System for Big Data Analytics [28], written by
Herodotou et al., is one of the oldest, but also biggest work as it has inspired
many related works, like Gunther. To our best knowledge Starfish was one of
the first works to implement an auto-tuning system, and was implemented in
Hadoop v1. Starfish is a very in-depth work. However to give a short summary
of their work, Herodotou et al. separated Hadoop MapReduce into multiple lev-
els, each with their own optimised way of tuning. (1) Job-level tuning has three
important components, (1.1) Just-In-Time Optimiser selects unique optimisa-
tion techniques for efficient execution of MapReduce jobs. (1.2) The Profiler
learns the performance models of jobs, and creates a job profile. (1.3) The
Sampler collects statistics about running jobs, and gives it to the Profiler so it
can estimate a job profile by only analysing a fraction of the entire job. (2)
Workflow-level tuning focuses on the issue of Distributed File Systems (DFS)
and their policies about writing to blocks. It can conflict with the execution
of map/reduce task if they are executed on the same node in parallel. (3)
Workload-level tuning focuses on the workflows that together make up a work-
load. There are three important categories in this level. (1) Data-flow sharing,
where a single MapReduce job performs computations for multiple and poten-
tially different logical nodes belonging to the same or different workflows. (2)
Materialisation, where intermediate data in a workflow is stored for later reuse
in the same or different workflows. (3) Reorganisation, where new data lay-
outs and storage engines are chosen automatically and transparently, in order
to store intermediate data. Such that downstream jobs in the same or different
workflows can be executed more efficiently. The aggregation and cooperation on
these mechanics can be hard, which is why Starfish’ Elastisizer automates those
decisions. The intelligence comes from a search strategy in combination with
a What-If-Engine that uses a mix of simulation and model-based estimation to
answer what-if questions regarding workload performance on a specified cluster
configuration. This paper is very in-depth with many different factors imple-
mented into the tuning of Hadoop. However in our work we are only interested
in the job-level tuning, thus we label this as a profiling-strategy.

There is a more straight forward profiling approach compared to Starfish; A
Self-Tuning System based on Application Profiling and Performance Analysis for
Optimising Hadoop MapReduce Cluster Configuration [29], written by Wu and
Gokhale. This research proposes a profiling and Performance Analysis-based
System (PPABS) framework. This framework is compromised of two distinct
phases. (1) Analyser Phase is the profiling phase, consisting of three sub-phases.
(1.1) The Data Collection phase collects data from previous jobs and models
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a job performance pattern along with several core attributes and values. (1.2)
Job Clustering uses a modified k-means clustering algorithm to cluster together
similar jobs based on the previously collected data. (1.3) Optimum Searching
uses a modified Simulated Annealing algorithm to search the configuration space
to optimise and find the optimal solution for each cluster. (2) The Recognizer
phase is the phase that works on-line and accepts client-submitted jobs. This
phase has three sub-phases. (2.1) Job Sampling which samples a small part of
the entire job to figure out the pattern/profile of the job. (2.2) Job Classification
phase decides which cluster/job profile, the new submitted job belongs to. (2.3)
Configuration Setting phase simply sets the configuration set and runs the entire
job.

Another type of extensively researched upon on-line tuning method is the
tuning of parallelism and throughput of jobs and in MapReduce. This often
focuses on the balance of parallelism and throughput of multiple parallel running
jobs versus the amount of containers per job.

Self-Configuration of the Number of Concurrently Running MapReduce Jobs
in a Hadoop Cluster [30], written by Zhang, Krikava, Rouvoy and Seinturier,
focuses on the amount of RAM allocated to tasks in running jobs versus the
number jobs in queue. Their work configures one important parameter called
MARP (maximum-am-resource-percent). This parameter balances the resources
allocated, in percent, to the number of jobs in queue versus the amount of tasks
per job. The problem at hand is related to over- or under-allocation of resources
per job, which directly affects the amount of jobs in queue. By implementing
a basic feedback control loop, they monitored how much resources each job/-
task actually needs, finds a new MARP value and dynamically reconfigured the
MARP value, thus increasing the amount of concurrently running jobs without
losing performance. Their experiments proved to give a 30% better performance
compared to the default configuration settings.

Self-Balancing Job Parallelism and Throughput in Hadoop [31], a later work
by Zhang et al., also uses the MARP value to balance the assigned amount
of resources to run ApplicationMasters versus the amount of jobs running in
parallel. This work also uses a simple feedback controller loop that uses a
MAPE decomposition (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute). However in this work
they tune MARP based on direct theoretical strategies such as Loss of Job
Parallelism, Loss of Job Throughput and Drops in Memory Utilisation. This
work (2016) can be considered as a continuation, but also a new piece of work
with a slightly different approach than the former paper (2015). Evaluation
showed a 40% better performance compared to default configurations.

Similar works, Hadoop Performance Self-Tuning Using a Fuzzy-Prediction
Approach [32], written by Lee and Fortes uses Fuzzy Logic to predict the MARP
value based on the past and current resource usage of MapReduce jobs and the
concurrent number of jobs. It uses and constructs rules in real-time to predict
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the future resource usage and number of concurrently running tasks. They take
a new status (self-made), ”RAMPING” into consideration, something that has
not been done before in other researches. Along with this status and some
implemented components such as a local monitor to collect resource usage per-
node level and a global monitor to aggregate the collected resource usage, the
fuzzy-prediction controller predicts a new MARP values to be used.

Hierarchical Self-Tuning of Concurrency and Resource Units in Data-Analytics
Frameworks [33], a later work by Lee and Fortes, uses a similar approach by
configuring the MARP-value using Fuzzy Logic. However this time they imple-
ment a fuzzy-logic controller using fuzzy rules to dynamically control the MARP
value using the aggregated CPU usage of tasks and the number of concurrent
jobs. Like the previous work, they also use a pattern of feedback controller loop
with monitors and a controller. However in this work they focus more on the
resource allocation related to tasks within a job and jobs in queue in real-time,
instead of assigning a new value based on a future prediction by using values
from the past. Both experiments gave a 29% and 42% better results compared
to default YARN configurations, respectively.

Dynamically Controlling Node-Level Parallelism in Hadoop [17], a later work
done by Kc and Freeh, proposes an interesting approach focusing on the control
of container-parallelism in different jobs. They introduce Concurrent Container
Slots (CCS), which purely focuses on the number of containers per job. They use
three real-time system metrics to calculate the need of increasing or decreasing
CCS. They implemented three different feedback controllers. (1) Water-levelling
controller, uses a lower and upper threshold for the metrics in order to control
the CCS. Increase and decrease of the CCS is done if one of the thresholds are
reached. (2) PD-controller that aggregates the metrics and implements a score-
system to increase the CCS if the score is positive, and decrease the CCS if
the score is negative. The score system is based on the aggregated performance
of the three metrics. (3) PD-Prunin Controller, uses a similar method as (2),
however due to the constantly fluctuating metrics, the CCS will also be in
constant change even if the best score is achieved. This controller eliminates
this issue by implementing a control feature to search for a better CCS score. If
one is found, the old CCS is pruned. But if the new score does not yield better
performance, it continues to tune between the old and new CCS until a CSS
yielding better results is found. If none is found, the old CCS is kept for the
rest of the execution. This method proved to be 28% better than best practice
configuration and 60% better than default configuration.

In most of the previously mentioned works, the research has been conducted
in homogeneous environments. However there have also been researchers taking
a more realistic approach to their research of Hadoop clusters by experimenting
on heterogeneous environments. That means they have conducted experiments
on a Hadoop cluster that runs on heterogeneous hardware, as nodes in a cluster
does not necessarily need run on identical hardware.
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ANT: Improving MapReduce Performance in Heterogeneous Environments
with Adaptive Task Tuning [34], written by Cheng, Rao, Guo and Zhou. Their
research focuses on heterogeneous cluster environments and attempts to find
the most optimal settings for individual tasks running on different nodes. Their
idea is to cluster together nodes according to their hardware configurations,
and for each group, ANT launches their respective tasks with different configu-
rations. This approach is based on a Task Analyser that uses a fitness function
to evaluate task configurations and reports to the Self-Tuning Optimiser with
new configuration suggestions. The optimiser uses genetic algorithm to generate
the new task configurations followed by applying the new configurations. This
process is repeated until job completion.

AROMA: Automated Resource Allocation and Configuration of MapReduce
Environment in the Cloud [35], written by Lama and Zhou. This work is one of
the bigger works within the field of Heterogeneous environments. Their research
focuses on the heterogeneous resources available in the cloud. Their motivation
for this work is due to the lack of efficiency when using Hadoop in a pay-to-use
cloud environment, due to the users having to manually tune the configura-
tions and not knowing about the best combination of heterogeneous available
resources offered by the cloud. Thus unable to get the optimal performance
while minimising the incurred cost. They provide AROMA, a system that au-
tomates the allocation of heterogeneous cloud resources and configurations of
Hadoop parameters for achieving the best Quality of Service (QoS). All mean-
while minimising the incurred cost of renting VMs in the cloud. AROMA is a
two-phase system that uses both profiling and ML in an off-line phase, and sig-
nature matching in a on-line phase. The off-line phase uses past jobs to gather
data such as log files, completion time, input size, resource allocation, etc. in
order to learn the similarities of each job. It then clustering the similar ones
together using a clustering technique. After that a performance model is made
for each cluster by using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique which
makes accurate and fast predictions based on the gathered data. In the on-line
phase it uses small portions of the submitted job to collect the resource utili-
sation signature, and then uses this signature to find a matching cluster from
the off-line phase, and applies a matching performance model to the job. Af-
terwards the optimiser will apply a optimisation technique on the performance
model to optimise it to find a close to optimal resource allocation and configura-
tion parameters. Finally the solution is sent to the Resource Allocator and Job
Manager components to power up the set number, and types of VMs. AROMA
is one of the older works, but just like Gunther and Starfish, it is one of the
larger works within its sub-field of MapReduce tuning.
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Chapter 4

4 Approach

In this chapter we will give a detailed step-by-step explanation of how we dis-
covered our thesis idea, how we approached and implemented the idea into a
full-fledged research topic. Overview of the implementations and their respec-
tive in-depth explanations can be found in Chapter 5: Implementation.

4.1 The Fundamental Concepts

As previously mentioned, from the very start we were inspired by the paper
MrOnline: MapReduce Online Performance Tuning. What especially caught
out attention was their description of the third category of parameter classifi-
cation. The category states that MapReduce do include parameters that can
be tuned on-the-fly and become effective immediately. However we did not ex-
actly like the idea of tuning MapReduce parameters, as many previous works
have already done so. We wanted to experiment with the unusual and more
unorthodox way of tuning MapReduce.

By taking a look at Chapter 3: Related Works, we can clearly identify
the two main approaches of tuning MapReduce. The first method is to tune
MapReduce itself, by using parameters that directly affect the connection be-
tween MapReduce and the system resources. A table of important parameters
and what they affect can be seen in Table 1. The second approach of tuning
is to not directly tune the parameters within MapReduce, but rather focus on
controlling the throughput and parallelism of concurrently running jobs in a
MapReduce job batch. In summary the first method focuses on tuning the jobs
themselves, and as a result the overall completion time of a job batch will de-
crease. The second approach does not focus on the individual jobs nor the map-
and reduce-phases, but the entire batch. This is primarily done by tuning the
parameter called MARP.
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Configuration Parameter Default Value Description

Memory Tuning

mapreduce.map.memory.mb 1024 (KB)
The amount of memory to
request for each map task.

mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb 1024 (KB)
The amount of memory to
request for each reduce task.

mapreduce.task.io.sort.mb 100 (MB)
Total amount of buffer
memory to use while sorting files.

mapreduce.map.sort.spill.percent 0.80 (%)
The soft limit in the serialization buffer.
Once the threshold is reached, spilling
of content to disk will start in the background.

mapreduce.reduce.merge.inmem.threshold 1000 (#)
When the accumulated number of
files reaches the threshold, initiate
the in-memory merge and spill to disk.

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.input.buffer.percent 0.70 (%)
The percentage of memory to be allocated
from the maximum heap size to store map outputs
during the shuffle phase.

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.merge.percent 0.66 (%)

The usage threshold of when an in-memory merge
will be initiated.
Percantage is of total memory allocated
to storing in-memory map outputs, as defined by
mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.input.buffer.percent.

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.memory.limit.percent 0.25 (%)
Maximum percentage of the in-memory
limit that a single shuffle can consume.

mapreduce.reduce.input.buffer.percent 0.0 (%)
The percentage of memory relative to the maximum
heap size to retain map outputs during reduce.

mapreduce.child.java.opts 200 (MB) Heap size for each map task.

mapreduce.task.io.sort.factor 10 (#)
Number of streams to merge at once while sorting files.
Determines the number of open file handles.

CPU Tuning

mapreduce.map.cpu.vcores 1 (#)
The number of virtual cores to
request from the scheduler for each map task.

mapreduce.reduce.cpu.vcores 1 (#)
The number of virtual cores to
request from the scheduler for each reduce task.

mapreduce.reduce.shuffle.parallelcopies 5 (#)
The number of parallel transfers
run by reduce during the shuffle phase.

Table 1: Table of a few important MapReduce configuration parameters
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In order to understand how to tune MARP we have to look at three im-
portant concepts. How MARP itself works, Loss of Job Throughput (LoJT)
and Loss of Job Parallelism (LoJP). The concepts are inspired by the related
works Self-Configuration of the Number of Concurrently Running MapReduce
Jobs in a Hadoop Cluster and Self-Balancing Job Parallelism and Throughput
in Hadoop.

4.1.1 MARP

MARP is a parameters that decides the amount of resources allocated to each
ApplicationMaster, versus the number of concurrently running ApplicationMas-
ters. In laymans term this parameter decides how much of the available resources
are to be allocated for each running job, so they can utilise the remaining re-
sources for the appropriate number of map-/reduce-containers, versus how many
jobs run in parallel at the cost of the amount of map-/reduce-containers per job.
MARP is represented as a percentage, the value of MARP is therefore relative
to the system and the amount of resources allocated to the MapReduce cluster.
Within a job batch, the number of accepted, running and completed jobs will
always change as jobs finishes and new ones gets submitted. The jobs can also
vary in size and type. Therefore a static MARP value will never be sufficient
for optimal performance, as the queue itself, size and content of the job batch
will always vary. MARP is therefore a value that is widely tuned on-the-fly in
order to achieve optimal performance. However a badly tuned MARP can also
cause problems such as inefficiency in terms of performance.
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Figure 4.1: The theoretical MARP curve

As seen in Figure 4.1 there is a pattern we call ” The MARP Curve”. This
curve often visualises the effect a certain MARP value has on a job/batch (rel-
ative to the jobs/batches size and type). This curve informs us of both the
most and least optimal MARP value. As previously mentioned, MARP decides
how much resources are to be allocated for each job, versus how much of it is
allocated to run jobs in parallel. The lower the MARP value is, the less jobs can
run in parallel, but potentially giving each running job more resources to utilise,
and vice versa. Figure 4.1 visualises this well. At MARP value 0.1(meaning 10%
of all allocated resources) and 0.2 we can see there is a high completion time
due to there not being enough resources allocated to start all the queued jobs.
Thus the batch has to be split into multiple mini-batches and run sequentially.
At MARP 0.3 we can observe the lowest possible completion time, which means
the balance of parallelism and throughput is just right. Afterwards, the com-
pletion time steadily increases due to more and more resources being allocated
to increase the amount of jobs running in parallel. Instead of giving the already
running jobs the appropriate amount of resources to run efficiently. If there
were more jobs to start then that would not be an issue. But in the case of the
example in Figure 4.1, the MARP value of 0.3 is the perfect value in terms of
parallelism and throughput for each job. That is why the increase of MARP
values afterwards simply allocates more resources to starting non-existing jobs
at the cost of allocating less resources to the already running jobs.
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The MARP value is a Scheduler parameter. That means it is not part of the
parameters for tuning MapReduce itself. This parameter tunes the Scheduler.
In other words, the piece of the system that decides how to allocate resources
to the running/queued jobs.

MARP has two main concepts that decides the overall performance a job/-
batch is able to achieve.

4.1.2 Loss of Job Throughput

Loss of Job Throughput (LoJT) is the result of too many concurrently running
jobs. If one were to start up too many jobs at once, most of the available
resources will be used to start the ApplicationMasters. Hence that will result
in an insufficient amount of resources being allocated to run the jobs. This will
result in higher parallelism, at the cost of sufficient job throughput.

Figure 4.2: Loss of Job Throughput example

Figure 4.2 shows a simple illustration of LoJT. E.g. if MARP was set to 0.7,
which means 70% of all available resources would be used to start jobs. Mul-
tiple jobs would start in parallel. However as seen in the figure, an insufficient
amount of resources remain for all the jobs to receive the appropriate amount of
containers in order to run efficiently. This is a big problem as there will either
be many inefficient or idle jobs.
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4.1.3 Loss of Job Parallelism

Loss of Job Parallelism (LoJP) is the result of too few concurrently running
jobs. If too few jobs are running in parallel, then all running jobs will be able to
get their needed resources. However that is at the cost of parallelism, and can
lead to two scenarios. (1) The first scenario being, even though the running jobs
are using their needed resources, an insufficient number of them are running.
That means the overall completion time might decrease if the running jobs were
to share some of their resources with one or more additional jobs. Hopefully
without the running jobs having to lose much throughput. (2) Second scenario
is the amount of idle resources. Too low parallelism might enable the jobs to run
with their needed resources, but at the cost of not fully utilising all available
resources. In other words, there are leftover resources that can be utilised.
Illustration of these scenarios can be seen in the Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Loss of Job Parallelism examples

In summary, the MARP value decides how much of all the available resources
are used for starting ApplicationMasters so jobs can run in parallel, versus the
amount of resources per job. E.g., if we have nine jobs that each requires
10% of the available resources to start the ApplicationMaster. That would
mean we need a MARP value of 0.9, meaning 90% of all available resources are
required to run the jobs in parallel. However that would mean the nine jobs
have 10% left of the available resources to actually process the jobs, therefore
causing LoJT. If we had one job that required 20%(MARP value of 0.2) of all
available resources to run, then that would mean we would have 80% left of
all available resources to process that job, therefore causing LoJP. LoJP and
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LoJT can often be considered as counterparts. It is important to balance these
two concepts when tuning MARP in order to achieve the optimal performance
of a job/batch. That is why it is essential to be able to tune MARP on-the-
fly in order to maintain the perfect balance between LoTP and LoTJ during a
job/batch execution.

4.2 Exploration of Implementation

With the fundamental concepts in place, we had already made a few decisions.
We did not want to tune MapReduce parameters due to many of the parameters
not being able to take immediate effect, and is already a very popular research
topic. We wanted to tune MARP, in order to balance the throughput and
parallelism of jobs within a batch. This decision was made due to MARP being
an area far less researched upon, and changes to the MARP value is able to take
immediate effect. These decisions made us study and take inspirations from
two previously mentioned related works. Self-Configuration of the Number of
Concurrently Running MapReduce Jobs in a Hadoop Cluster and Self-Balancing
Job Parallelism and Throughput in Hadoop.

Furthermore in section 2.1.2 we explained the difference between Fair Sched-
uler and Capacity Scheduler. By having decided to tune MARP, we saw Fair
Scheduler to be the most fitting for our problem statement. Future explana-
tions about scheduling and job executions will be explained by having the Fair
Scheduler as context, unless specified.

We had to further explore our research topic and discover a seemingly un-
orthodox way of reducing the completion time by using MARP. After doing an
in-depth read of all the papers we easily saw that the primary resource being
monitored is memory, RAM to be specific. CPU is for the most part a secondary
resource to be monitored. We were curious as to why it was like that. This give
us a good opportunity to explore the CPU resource, while most of the other
related works explored the memory resource.

The first step was to monitor the CPU usage during the execution of a job.
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Figure 4.4: CPU usage of a single running job

As we can see from Figure 4.4 there is one major increase and decrease of
CPU usage. At the very start of the job the CPU usage fluctuates until it
rapidly increases all the way up to 100% usage, and stays there for a period of
time. Then it rapidly decreases and fluctuates significantly at the lower levels of
CPU usage. This alone does not explain much, therefore a gantt diagram was
plotted so we could have a visual comparison of the jobs progression and CPU
usage.
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Figure 4.5: The relation between CPU and a single running job

Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between CPU usage and a running job.
By having them visualised we can easily see there is a certain pattern. During
the map-phase of a job the CPU usage is at maximum. Once the map-phase
transitions into the reduce-phase, the CPU usage rapidly drops down to the
lower levels of CPU usage and fluctuates until the job is complete. Take notice
that the small CPU-usage part before the CPU reaches 100% (0 - 13 seconds in
Figure 4.4) is removed from Figure 4.5 due to it representing the CPU resources
required to start the job. Which is not important in our case. That part will
also be removed from future figures, only the CPU resources used to run the
job will be shown.

With further experiments we were able to discover the reason behind the
major drop in CPU usage during the reduce-phase. MapReduce only assigns
one resource container for reduce purposes by default. Hence the major drop in
CPU usage. In contrast, the map-phase uses a few dozen containers to process
their data by default, depending on the container size and input file size. We
might thus be able to take advantage of this.

During a job the map- and reduce-phases are 50% each in terms of overall
job execution. The shift from grey to orange in Figure 4.5 represents a phase
transition. It does however not represent a 100% accurate phase transition, as
the reduce-containers might start somewhere towards the end of the map-phase.
Even though each of the map- and reduce-phases are 50% of the total progression
each, it does not necessarily mean they will spend 50% of the total execution
time in each of those phases. The map-phase has more containers running while
the reduce-phase only has one container by default. This means the map-phase
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will most likely spend less time than the reduce-phase to complete. But the 50%
marks does represent that the entire map-phase is now complete. Thus what
Figure 4.5 shows is the time the job spends in each of those phases.

To further prove our initial observation was correct, we attempted to graph
out the two primary ways jobs can be scheduled in MapReduce. We compared
multiple jobs runnings in a ”First In, First Out” (FIFO) queue, to running
multiple jobs in parallel. We will call this for PRJ (Parallel Running Jobs)
hence forth.

Figure 4.6: CPU usage of First In, First Out
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Figure 4.7: CPU usage of Parallel Running Jobs

Figure 4.6 further proves our observation of there being a significant amount
of idle CPU during the reduce-phase of each job. Figure 4.7 also shows there
being a significant amount of idle CPU even during PRJ. However we can ob-
serve there being more CPU usage during PRJ in the reduce-phase compared
to a single job in the reduce-phase. That is because of the amount of concur-
rently running jobs in the reduce-phase. With these discoveries we attempted
to develop lightweight algorithms that can adaptively on-the-fly self-balance the
throughput and parallelism of job batches, by primarily focusing on the CPU
resource.

4.3 The Lifespan of a Job

The fundamental basics have now been explained, giving us a good opportunity
to explain the lifespan of a job running in MapReduce and their relation to
MARP.

There are primarily 5 job statuses. (1) ACCEPTED, when the job has been
sent to MapReduce to be processed. (2) RUNNING, when the job is being
processed and using system resources. (3) FINISHED, when the job has been
completed and released the system resources it used during processing. (4)
KILLED, when a job has been manually killed. (5) FAILED, when a job has
failed due to either errors encountered when processing the job, lack of system
resources or system errors. Some of these states can be seen in the MapReduce
API in Figure 6.1.
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In order for one or multiple jobs to start, the MARP value has to be high
enough. In other words there has to be enough allocated resources to start the
desired amount of ApplicationMasters. If the MARP value is too low, the job
will be stuck in an accepted state where it is ready to start, but is unable to
due to insufficient amount of resources allocated to start the ApplicationMaster.
When enough resources are allocated, the job will fully start running and process
the data. However the transition from being accepted to fully start running has
a slight delay. This is because of the time it takes to process the metadata of a
job and allocate the appropriate amount of resources to the job. The processing
of metadata is illustrated in Figure 4.4, from 0 seconds to roughly 13 seconds
as previously explained. This resource usage is included in the total completion
time of a job, but not important for visualisation.

A job in the running state will use as much resources as it needs or can,
and eventually having to fairly share resources and resource time with other
running jobs if the Fair Scheduler is used. If the Capacity Scheduler is used, the
jobs will only use their allocated amount of resources, unless otherwise specified.
Once the map-phase is complete, the job will release most of the used resources
and proceed to start up a single reduce-container for the reduce-phase. This
results in a huge overall resource usage drop. But take note, as we previously
mentioned the reduce-container might have been booted and started to run
even in the map-phase, as it is not strictly limited to start after the entire map-
phase is completed. The jobs will then continue until it has finished processing.
However because of the nature of the Fair Scheduler the jobs might be blocked
from processing because of having to fairly share their resources and resource
time with other jobs, even if the job in question is close to finishing.

The throughput of a job with default configurations is very high at the start
of the job, due to the arbitrary amount of containers assigned in the map-phase.
MapReduce usually assigns as many map-containers as needed (relative to the
input file size), or at least is able to, during the map-phase. However the reduce-
phase will by default always assign one reduce-container. Thus the reduce-phase
will always have a large drop in throughput when a job enters the reduce-phase.

As a side note, there is no way to stop a running job unless it is manually
killed. One might think reducing the MARP value to be lower than the required
amount of resources to run a particular ApplicationMaster might stop it, but
that is not the case. If an ApplicationMaster requires a MARP value of 0.1 to
start, but gets reduced to a lower value while the job is running, the job simply
uses the minimum amount of resources needed to continue the job.
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Chapter 5

5 Implementation

In this chapter we will explain how the discoveries from the previous chapter con-
tributed to the findings of the solution to our problem statement. An in-depth
explanation of our implementations and pseudo-code will be given. Certain
topics in this chapter will be further elaborated on in Chapter 7: Discussion.

5.1 Implementing the Solution

From our initial discoveries and experiments as described in the previous chap-
ter, we discovered there was a clear pattern to how the CPU was utilised during
the execution of a job/batch. By having what we discovered and observed in
mind, we quickly saw both main approaches, FIFO and PRJ, were rather inef-
ficient. Running jobs in a FIFO manner caused short bursts of optimal CPU
utilisation in the map-phase, meanwhile there was a significant amount of idle
CPU during the reduce-phase, as seen in Figure 4.6. In short, FIFO causes a
major LoJP factor, as well as LoJT during the reduce-phases. Running jobs in
parallel causes maximum CPU usage, but depending on the number of concur-
rently running jobs, the maximum CPU usage might actually cause large LoJT
at the cost of smaller LoJP, as seen in Figure 4.7. Take note when we talk
about PRJ, we often refer to running all of the jobs within a batch in parallel,
not separating the jobs into smaller mini-batches within a batch. This will be
further elaborated on in Chapter 7: Discussion.

Based on the observation of the previous experiments we realised we certainly
wanted to find a way to reduce the idleness of the CPU during the reduce-phases
of FIFO, but keep the throughput a job in the map-phase gives. All meanwhile
keeping the parallelism of PRJ without losing throughput. All of this at least to
a certain degree. We were limited to what we could tinker with. One of the most
straightforward options would be to increase the amount of reduce-containers,
as that would solve the issue of LoJT during the reduce-phase. But that would
require a change in the default MapReduce configurations. That is exactly why
increasing the amount of reduce-containers was not feasible to us, as we wanted
to develop lightweight algorithms on a default configured version of MapReduce.
The lightweight algorithms would ideally perform better than FIFO and PRJ
by keep the best of both worlds. Increasing the amount of reduce-containers
would also require a job restart for it to take effect. Hence we were limited
to tuning MARP to solve this issue, as MARP takes immediate effect and is
part of the scheduler configuration settings and not part of the MapReduce
configuration settings. What we figured we could experiment with was to make
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a hybrid method of FIFO and PRJ. We ideally wanted the throughput of FIFO
and the parallelism of PRJ, both to a certain degree as achieving maximum
FIFO-throughout and PRJ-parallelism is impossible.

Figure 5.1: FIFO vs PRJ completion times

Figure 5.1 displays the completion time of 10 batches, each batch with four
jobs for both FIFO and PRJ. However for FIFO we set the MARP value to
be only sufficient enough to execute one job at a time. Meanwhile PRJ had
a high enough MARP value to run all the jobs in the batch in parallel. We
can observe running jobs in a FIFO manner causes less variation in completion
times due to all resources being used for one single job at all times. Yet for PRJ
we can observe the completion times varying significantly. This is based on how
the system and scheduler decides to share the available resources to each of the
parallel running jobs. This is something we need to further elaborate on and
discuss in Chapter 7: Discussion. For that reason the completion time for each
individual job batch can vary. Nonetheless, running jobs in PRJ does have a
significant decrease in overall completion time. The results from the experiment
visualised in Figure 5.1 shows us FIFO has an average completion time of 697
seconds, and PRJ with an average completion time of 442 seconds. This results
in PRJ having a 36.6% shorter completion time compared to FIFO. This is the
case for all PRJs compared to FIFOs. PRJ always has a significantly shorter
completion time than FIFO at the cost of more varying completion times.
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Figure 5.2: Throughput measurement of a single running job vs 6 parallel run-
ning jobs

In Figure 5.2 we can visualise the throughput of FIFO versus PRJ. This
figure visualises the throughput of one single job, versus six jobs running in
parallel. Take notice that the blue line representing the single job, is shorter
than the orange, six parallel jobs, due to it finishing earlier. Thats is why the
lines are not completely aligned, but still visualises what we are trying to show
nonetheless. The throughput is measured by measuring the delta progression of
the running jobs (in percent) between set intervals. We have an interval of 10
seconds and we measure the delta progression of each job between each interval
to determine the throughput. The reason why we us the delta progression of
jobs as throughput is something we will further elaborate on in Chapter 7:
Discussion.

As we can observe from Figure 5.2, the throughput of six parallel running
jobs rarely exceeds the throughout a single job is able to give. This is exactly
what we are trying to showcase. For a single job, we get smallest possible LoJT,
but at the cost of LoJP. For parallel running jobs, we achieve a smaller LoJP, at
the cost of larger LoJT. What we want our algorithms to achieve, is something
in-between. An algorithm that is able to adaptively on-the-fly self-balance the
LoJT and LoJP.
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5.2 CBT: CPU-Based Tuning

Based on the previous experiments and observations, we were able to develop
a simple algorithm. The algorithm would start a single job at first. As the
job reaches the reduce-phase and releases a set amount of CPU resources, the
algorithm would adaptively on-the-fly start another job. This is done so that
the remainder of the CPU that is not being used by the job in the reduce-phase,
can be used to start another job. This continues on for all the jobs in the
batch. By implementing an adaptive self-balancing algorithm for MARP, we
are able to fully utilise the CPU at all times. A job during the map-phase will
get the majority of the CPU resources in order to maximise the throughput of
the map-phase. As the job reaches the reduce-phase it will automatically use
the needed CPU and the freed CPU resources will be allocated to start a new
job. The CPU will therefore never be idle for too long. By continuously doing
this we could get the throughput of FIFO at the very start, but as each job
enters the reduce-phase, the parallelism will increase at the cost of throughput.
The algorithm can therefore be explained as a FIFO that slowly transitions into
PRJ over time. This can therefore be considered as a type of hybrid of FIFO
and PRJ. A visualisation of the flow of a job batch using this algorithm can be
seen in Figure 5.3.

Do however take notice again, that this algorithm was developed based on
the observations in Chapter 4: Approach. Our goal is to create an efficient
lightweight algorithm that achieves the throughput of FIFO and parallelism of
PRJ to a certain degree, hopefully resulting in a shorter completion time than
PRJ. Similar results as our algorithm, in both completion time and work-flow
could probably have been achieved if one were to e.g., increase the amount of
reduce-containers or adjust the configurations of MapReduce. But our goal is
to hopefully achieve this by using an out-of-the box version MapReduce with
no changes to the default configurations. The only allowed configuration modi-
fication is on the MARP value in the Scheduler.
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Figure 5.3: CPU-Based Tuning execution pattern

Figure 5.3 is a visual representation of how the work-flow of a job batch
using this lightweight algorithm looks like. We simply call this algorithm for
CPU-based Tuning (CBT). Take notice that the alignment of the CPU usage
line is not perfectly aligned with the gantt diagram. This is due to system-
delays during measuring. The concept is nonetheless still clearly shown. At the
start of a job batch, we start by a finding MARP value that only allows one
job to start. As job1 finishes its map-phase, we can observe the CPU usage
drastically dropping. This is because the job enters the reduce-phase. After
detecting this drop of CPU utilisation, in other words detecting the amount of
idle CPU increasing above a certain threshold, we immediately increase MARP
to a value that is just enough to start a new single job, in this case job4.

However we can see a clear gap between job1 and job4 (and every other job)
where the CPU utilisation is very low, around 20%-30% for a period of time.
This is what we call the ”Delay Factor”, and is due to the time it takes for the
changed MARP value to take effect. According to the official documentation site
for Fair Scheduler [36], the schedulers configuration file, by default named fair-
scheduler.xml, gets automatically reloaded every 10 seconds from the moment
the file has been edited. This allows for fast configuration changes on-the-fly.
We had two discoveries when we tested the Delay Factor. The first discovery was
that the time it takes for a MARP value to take full effect is actually between
10-15 seconds. That means if a change in MARP is done when there are either,
no running jobs, all in an ACCEPTED state, or to be added into the queue,
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then the delay for MARP to take full effect is indeed 10 to 15 seconds. But in
our second discovery we found that if changes in MARP are done when jobs
are being processed, it still takes roughly 10-15 seconds for MARP to change
and take full effect. But an additional 10 to 15 seconds for the MARP itself
to become active. In other words the additional seconds are due to the time it
takes the system to actually use the MARP. The system needs to free and collect
resources from other running jobs. It is only when there are enough gathered
resources that the scheduler will allocate the resources to start a new job.

With the two previous discoveries it now makes sense why there is such a
huge amount idle CPU for a period of time between jobs. The amount idle CPU
between jobs results in our algorithm losing a significant amount of potential
CPU time where it could have been fully utilised. That means we lose valuable
time which could have contributed to the reduction of the overall completion
time. However we were unable to find a solution to this problem. This will be
further discussed in Chapter 7: Discussion.

Figure 5.4 is our CBT algorithm visualised as a decision tree. The figure
shows a visual representation of how our algorithm works. A written explanation
will also be given further down. In the written explanation of CBT, we will give
line numbers relating to our pseudo-code, making it easier to understand the
code. For pseudo code of CBT, refer to Algorithm 6 below.
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Figure 5.4: Visualisation of CBT: Decision tree
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We have already explained when and how we increase MARP (line 2-11).
However we will also have to eventually decrease MARP. This is done by pre-
emptively decreasing MARP when we detect a certain job is about to finish (line
13-24). Preemptive decrease of MARP is necessary due to the aforementioned
Delay Factor. If we decrease the MARP when a job finishes, the scheduler will
instantly use the freed resources to replace the finished job with a new job be-
fore the decreased MARP takes effect. This will immediately ruin our idea of
balancing throughput and parallelism, e.g., if there are three out of five jobs
running. When idle CPU is detected, we change MARP so there are enough
resources for a fourth job to start. But at the same time the second job might
be finished and will release enough resources for the fifth job to start. This
will result in two jobs starting, both having to share the available resources.
This means that both jobs will have to share the available resources during the
map-phase, the phase where it is the most crucial for us to achieve maximum
throughput. Hence a major LoJT might occur at the cost of an accidental higher
parallelism.

By preemptively decreasing the MARP whenever a specific job reaches a
certain threshold in its overall progression, we can avoid this problem. Remem-
ber however, even if the decreased MARP is below the actual required MARP
for the concurrently running jobs, the scheduler will by default keep the jobs
running by assigning them the minimum amount of required resources. If a job
finishes before we are able to detect the progression threshold for the preemptive
drop, we still decrease MARP. This is necessary because if we do not decrease
it, the algorithm will detect a high amount of idle CPU (due to a job finishing)
and increase the MARP to start a new job. At the same time, the finished
job will most likely release enough resources to start a new job as well. This
will results in two jobs starting at the same time, resulting in the previously
mentioned problem again.

Towards the end of the algorithm (line 26-32), if the MARP was increased,
we need to make sure the algorithm sleeps for the amount of seconds the Delay
Factor lasts. If the algorithm does not sleep, then during the Delay Factor the
algorithm will continuously increase MARP due to the CPU being idle. By
sleeping through the Delay Factor we are able to avoid this problem. If the
MARP was decreased we do not need to sleep through the Delay Factor due to
us decreasing it preemptively. Even if MARP was not decreased preemptively,
the sleep is not needed as the decrease will be done to avoid starting up more
than one job.

The main difference between the two MARP decrease scenarios is that pre-
emptive decrease of MARP ensures that no finished job will automatically be
replaced by a new job, as it is ideally the algorithms job to make such decisions.
The failed preemptive decrease of MARP, in other words, decreasing MARP
after a job has already finished is necessary so that the MARP increase after a
certain amount of idle CPU is detected, does not add up to value that is able to
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start multiple jobs in parallel. By doing this we are in most cases able to avoid
any accidental job-starts, and the algorithm is able to control when to start a
new job.

By doing so we are able to control the throughput and parallelism. We
want the best throughput for each job, but at the same time slowly increase
the parallelism, in order to decrease the overall completion time of a job batch.
Below, a pseudo code of CBT is given.

1 while (JobsRunning 6= 0) do
2 CPUidle ← fetchIdleCPU()
3 if (CPUidle > CPUidle threshold) then
4 JobsRemaining ← fetchRemainingJobs()
5 JobsRunning ← fetchRunningJobs()
6 if (JobsRemaining == 0 AND JobsRunning ≥ 0) then
7 Complete
8 Exit

9 else
10 MARPNew ← IncreaseMARP (MARPOld)
11 end

12 else
13 for (Job ∈ JobAll) do
14 JobProgression ← fetchJobProgression(Job)
15 if (JobProgression > JobPrgoression Threshold) then
16 JobAll ← removeJob(Job)
17 Counter + +

18 end

19 end
20 if (Counter 6= 0) then
21 PreDrop = True
22 MARPNew ← DecreaseMARP (Counter)
23 Counter ← Reset(Counter)

24 end

25 end
26 if (MARPNew 6= MARPOld) then
27 ApplyNewMARP (MARPnew)
28 if (PreDrop == True) then
29 PreDrop = False
30 else
31 Sleep
32 end

33 end

34 end
Algorithm 6: CPU-Based Tuning
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5.3 CBTwS: CPU-Based Tuning with Smoothing

There is actually a bottleneck with CBT. By having a transition from FIFO
to PRJ, we are able to start with the optimal throughput. As time goes, our
algorithm slowly increase the parallelism at the cost of throughput. Towards
the end if the number of parallel running jobs exceeds the amount of resources
available, we can quickly see CBT will eventually cause major LoJT by reducing
LoJP. E.g., if we run four jobs, each requiring 25% of the total amount of
resources available. By stopping at this point, the jobs are running optimally
in terms of throughput and parallelism. However if we were to add another job,
that would increase the parallelism at the cost of the overall throughput of all
running jobs. It is by default for the Fair Scheduler to share resources among
all running jobs, even if all resources are already in use.

To solve the aforementioned problem we had to develop CBT into including a
progression system. The progression system will act as an indicator to when the
parallelism is increased at the cost of throughput. The progression will also be
used as a threshold system to achieve the optimal balance between parallelism
and throughput. We call this updated version of the algorithm for CPU-Based
Tuning with Smoothing (CBTwS). A visual presentation of our algorithm in the
form of a decision tree is given in Figure 5.5, along with CBTwS’ pseudo-code
in Algorithm 9 below.
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Figure 5.5: Visualisation of CBTwS: Decision tree
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What we take into consideration now is the delta progression (line 4-15)
between the current average progression of all currently running jobs, versus the
previously calculated average progression of all previous concurrently running
jobs. The average progression is measured at an interval of each time the CPU
is idle and not in a lockout (line 3).

By doing so, each time the idle CPU threshold is reached, we can indirectly
measure the previous throughput versus the current throughput. If the current
delta progression of all concurrently running jobs is higher than the previous,
then that translates into there being higher throughput than previous measure-
ment. We can then take that as an indication of there being a sufficient amount
of resources to efficiently start a new job (line 19-27).

As a side note, in CBT there is only a single array called ”jobs” (line 13
of CBT psuedo-code), that keeps track of all the jobs within the batch. It is
primarily used to preemptively drop the MARP when a certain threshold of a
jobs overall progression is reached, including when the job is finished. However
in CBTwS we have another array called Apps (line 36-40), which primarily does
the same as the previously mentioned array (line 42-48), but instead of being
used to control the MARP, it controls the progression calculation of the all
running jobs.

The lockout variable (line 32-33) is needed to avoid the algorithm being stuck
on the right side of the algorithm for a long period of time without going over
to the left side. Refer to Figure 5.5. The left side of the algorithm ensures the
arrays, in other words, the preemptive MARP drops and progression calculations
are always up to date. Because the lockout is enabled whenever the right side is
visited and there is idle CPU, we can ensure the interval between each time the
progression is calculated remains consistent. In short, the intervals to calculate
the throughput is consistent as long as there is idle CPU. The consistency is
only significant when there are idle CPU resources, but insufficient throughput
to start a new job. Whenever the CPU is not idle, the sleep interval and
throughput are insignificant, as our goal is to check if there is enough throughput
to start a job when there is idle CPU to utilise.
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Figure 5.6: Shows the smoothing of delta values EMA gives compared to SMA

As previously mentioned, our current progression system is based on the
delta value from the current average progression and previous average progres-
sion of all concurrently running jobs, versus the previously calculated delta
value. We took inspiration from algorithms from the field of Stochastic Search
and Optimisation algorithms (some of the algorithms are mentioned in Chapter
2.4), and the study of statistics. The first way of calculating the delta value is
to use something called Simple Moving Average (SMA). SMA simply takes all
the progression values and divides it by the number of progression values. In
other words, it is the standard way of calculating the average. This method of
calculation is very easy and basic, however there are several issues when using
SMA to calculate the average. The calculation will give us a delta value that
fluctuates significantly between each measurement, due to the type of value that
is being used to calculate the average. By type of value, we mean the value that
is being used is the progression-value of a job. Another problem with SMA is it
being very prone to outliers. An outlier greatly affects the overall average. That
is why receiving significantly fluctuating values might result in a value that is
not very representing of the actual average.
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1 AverageProgression = (job1 + job2 ..... jobn) ÷ n
2 ∆Previous = AverageProgressioni−1 −AverageProgressioni−2
3 ∆Current = AverageProgressioni −AverageProgressioni−1
4 ∆ = ∆Current −∆Previous

5

Algorithm 7: Simple Moving Average

What we use to calculate the average progression is the progression of the
each concurrently running job. That is why if a new job started, the progression
value of that job is far smaller than the other jobs that have already been running
for a while, e.g. three jobs at 60% and one job at 5%, resulting in a delta value
that fluctuates a lot. See Figure 5.6, the blue plotted line representing SMA.

That is why we had to take further inspiration from methods in Statistics
and implement a concept called Exponential Moving Average (EMA). What
EMA essentially does is to smoothen our delta value (line 15). The way the
progression and delta values are calculated remains the same as SMA. However
instead of simply comparing the current and previous delta values to determine
the throughput, EMA takes a greater weight and significance on the more recent
delta values. In laymans terms we take history into consideration. Calculation
of the current delta is based on the values of the previous deltas. By doing so, we
are able to avoid the problem of outliers causing fluctuating averages, resulting
in a smoother delta value when determining the throughput of the jobs, refer
to Figure 5.6 for visualisation.

EMA can take an arbitrary number of previous delta values into consid-
eration when calculating the current delta progression. But we only use the
current and the previous delta values, due to our jobs being small and short.
The percentages used for each of the values in EMA can also vary depending
on the situation. All of this will be further elaborated on in section 5.5.

1 Significance in percent, j = {1...100}
2 Percent History, {j > j − 1 > j − 2 > ..... > j −m} = 100%
3 Delta Value History, i .. i− 1 .. i− 2 ..... i− n
4

5 ∆i = j∆i + j − 1∆i−1 + ..... + j-m∆i−n
6

Algorithm 8: Exponential Moving Average

Having implemented EMA, we can as a result adaptively on-the-fly self-
balance the throughput and parallelism by taking more control of the parallelism
by monitoring the throughput. This algorithm covers the short-comings of CBT.
A detailed pseudo code is given below.
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1 while (JobsRunning 6= 0) do
2 CPUidle ← fetchIdleCPU()
3 if (CPUidle > CPUidle threshold AND LockOut == False) then
4 for (App ∈ AppAll) do
5 AppProgression ← fetchAppProgression(App)
6 if (AppProgression > 0) then
7 ProgressionSum ← CalculateProgressionSum(AppProgression)

JobsInProgress++
8 end

9 end
10 ProgressionCurrent Average ←

CalculateCurrentAverageProgression(ProgressionSum, JobsInProgress)
11 DeltaCurrent ←

CalculateCurrentDelta(ProgressionCurrent Average, P rogressionPrevious Average)
12

13 ProgressionSum ← Reset(ProgressionSum)
14 JobsInProgress← Reset(JobsInProgress)
15 DeltaCurrent ←

CalculateUsingExponentialMovingAverage(DeltaCurrent)
16

17 JobsRemaining ← fetchRemainingJobs()
18 JobsRunning ← fetchRunningJobs()
19 if (JobsRemaining == 0 AND JobsRunning ≥ 0) then
20 Complete Exit
21 else
22 if (DeltaCurrent > DeltaPrevious) then
23 MARPNew ← IncreaseMARP (MARPOld)
24 end
25 else if (DeltaCurrent ≤ DeltaPrevious) then
26 Continue
27 end
28 ProgressionPrevious Average = ProgressionCurrent Average

DeltaPrevious = DetlaCurrent

29 end
30 LockOut = true

31 else
32 if (LockOut == true) then
33 LockOut = False
34 Sleep

35 end
36 for (App ∈ AppAll) do
37 AppProgression ← fetchAppProgression(App)
38 if (AppProgression == Finished) then
39 AppAll ← removeApp(App)
40 end

41 end
42 for (Job ∈ JobAll) do
43 JobProgression ← fetchJobProgression(Job)
44 if (JobProgression > JobPrgoression Threshold) then
45 JobAll ← removeJob(Job)
46 Counter ++

47 end

48 end
49 if (Counter 6= 0) then
50 PreDrop = True
51 MARPNew ← DecreaseMARP (Counter)
52 Counter ← Reset(Counter)

53 end

54 end
55 if (MARPNew 6= MARPOld) then
56 ApplyNewMARP (MARPnew)
57 if (PreDrop == True) then
58 PreDrop = False
59 else
60 Sleep
61 end

62 end

63 end
Algorithm 9: CPU-Based Tuning with Smoothing
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5.4 CBTwAT: CPU-Based Tuning with Adaptive Thresh-
old

With CBTwS implemented, we had technically reached what we wanted to
achieve. However we discovered there was another tweak we could do on top
of that. This tweak was inspired by Machine Learning (Chapter 2.3). CBTwS
works in a way that if the previous delta progression was lower than the current
delta progression, we would interpret that as a positive throughput and therefore
start a new job. But that means even the smallest difference between the current
and the previous delta progression would be able to start a new job. That
might not always lead to good results, as we would sometimes want to reach
a certain threshold of throughput before it actually becomes profitable to start
a new job. CBTwS does not take that into consideration. Thus comes the
third version of our lightweight algorithm; CPU-Based Tuning with Adaptive
Threshold (CBTwAT).

What we do in this version of the algorithm is to take a very simple algorithm
but yet widely applied within the fields of machine learning, especially within
reinforcement learning, to our algorithm. The epsilon-greedy algorithm. This al-
gorithm is often associated with the Multi-Armed Bandit Problem (MABP) [37].
MABP is a known problem within probability theory. The problem statement
is as such; we have a limited amount of resources, and the resources must be
allocated to competing choices in a way that maximises ones gain. Each choices
properties are only partially known at the start, but as we allocate more resources
to each choice, they become better understood. Thus we want to maximise our
gain from the gained knowledge about each competing choice. MABP comes
from the image of a gambler trying to maximise his gains from a set of slot ma-
chines. By using the slot machines as an example we can explain the problem
in laymans terms. In what way can a gambler maximise his gains from a set of
slot machines? The most obvious answer would be to ask the gambler to test
each slot machine for a period of time, and then stick with the one that gave
the gambler the most profit. This is exactly what the epsilon-greedy algorithm
does.

Figure 5.7: Duration of exploration & exploitation during the exectuion of a
job/batch
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The epsilon-greedy algorithm is an algorithm that borrows two concepts from
reinforcement leaning, Exploration and Exploitation. Explaining exploration
and exploitation in relation to the gambler and his slot machines would go like
this; if the gambler has a limited amount of money to use on the slot machines,
he would need to use a small portion of it to explore each of the slot machines
to see which machine gives the most profit. After exploring, he will exploit.
Meaning he will focus primarily on the machine that he concluded gave him
the most profit. However within the epsilon greedy-algorithm, there is also a
small chance that the gambler should choose another slot machine at random.
The machine concluded as the most profitable can also be chosen again in this
random selection.

In relation to CBTwAT, we can visualise it as seen in Figure 5.7. At the
start of a job batch, we would want to spend time on exploring different delta-
thresholds to use. For each delta-threshold tested, we take note of the achieved
progression/throughput. At the end of the exploration phase, we exploit the
delta-threshold that gave us the overall best progression/throughput. However
there is aways a slight chance for the epsilon-greedy algorithm to choose a ran-
dom delta-threshold, including the one giving the best results, often at a ratio
of 95% chance of exploitation the best delta-threshold and 5% of randomly
choosing a delta-threshold.
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Figure 5.8: Visualisation of CBTwAT: Decision tree
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See Figure 5.8 for visual presentation and Algorithm 10 for pseudo code of
CBTwAT.
In CBTwATs case that means we will generate a few delta-thresholds to test
throughout a small portion of the job batch (line 1). We start with the ex-
ploration phase and start by testing one of the generated delta-thresholds (line
5-9) and measures the throughput for each delta-threshold by measuring the
progression for a set number of intervals (line 44-52). In our case one interval
equals the interval between two idle CPU detections. The interval system is the
same as in CBTwS. This goes on for a set number of intervals for each delta-
threshold, and at the end we calculate the throughput based on the collected
progression data of each delta-threshold (line 44-52). Thus we continue on to
the exploitation phase (line 10-17). In this phase, each time the CPU is detected
as idle, we choose a random delta-threshold to use. Where the majority of the
chances goes to choosing the delta-threshold with the best throughput, and the
rest is entirely random. E.g. we have an epsilon value of 95%, which means 95%
of the time we choose the delta-threshold yielding the best throughput, and 5%
of the time we choose a completely random delta-threshold (best one included).
Rest of the CBTwAT algorithm is the same as CBTwS.
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1 DeltaThresholds← GenerateRandomDeltaThresholds()
2 while (JobsRunning 6= 0) do
3 CPUidle ← fetchIdleCPU()
4 if (CPUidle > CPUidle threshold AND LockOut == False) then
5 if (Exploration == True AND ChangeDeltaThreshold == True) then
6 DeltaThreshold ← AssignNewDeltaThreshold(DeltaThresholds)
7 ChangeDeltaThreshold = False
8 SampleDeltaThreshold← Reset(SampleDeltaThreshold)

9 end
10 if (Exploitation == True) then
11 DeltaThreshold ← FindBestDeltaThreshold()
12 RNG← GenerateRandomNumber()
13 if (RNG > Epsilon) then
14 DeltaThreshold ← ApplyBestDeltaThreshold()
15 end
16 DeltaThreshold ← ApplyRandomDeltaThreshold()

17 end
18 for (App ∈ AppAll) do
19 AppProgression ← fetchAppProgression(App)
20 if (AppProgression > 0) then
21 ProgressionSum ← CalculateProgressionSum(AppProgression)

JobsInProgress + +
22 end

23 end
24 ProgressionCurrent Average ←

CalculateCurrentAverageProgression(ProgressionSum, JobsInProgress)
25 DeltaCurrent ←

CalculateCurrentDelta(ProgressionCurrent Average, ProgressionPrevious Average)
26

27 ProgressionSum ← Reset(ProgressionSum)
28 JobsInProgress← Reset(JobsInProgress)
29 DeltaCurrent ← CalculateUsingExponentialMovingAverage(DeltaCurrent)
30 Delta← DeltaCurrent −DeltaPrevious

31

32 JobsRemaining ← fetchRemainingJobs()
33 JobsRunning ← fetchRunningJobs()
34 if (JobsRemaining == 0 AND JobsRunning ≥ 0) then
35 Complete Exit
36 else
37 if (Delta > DeltaThreshold) then
38 MARPNew ← IncreaseMARP (MARPOld)
39 else
40 Continue
41 end
42 ProgressionPrevious Average = ProgressionCurrent Average

DeltaPrevious = DeltaCurrent

43 end
44 CalculateDeltaThresholdThroughput()
45 SampleDeltaThreshold + +
46 if (Exploration == True AND SampleDeltaThreshold == Reached) then
47 SaveThroughputForDeltaThreshold(DeltaThreshold)
48 ChangeDeltaThreshold = True
49 if (AllDeltaThresholdSampled == True) then
50 Exploration == False
51 Exploitation == True

52 end

53 end
54 LockOut = true

55 else
56 if (LockOut == true) then
57 LockOut = False
58 Sleep

59 end
60 for (App ∈ AppAll) do
61 AppProgression ← fetchAppProgression(App)
62 if (AppProgression == Finished) then
63 AppAll ← removeApp(App)
64 end

65 end
66 for (Job ∈ JobAll) do
67 JobProgression ← fetchJobProgression(Job)
68 if (JobProgression > JobPrgoression Threshold) then
69 JobAll ← removeJob(Job)
70 Counter + +

71 end

72 end
73 if (Counter 6= 0) then
74 PreDrop = True
75 MARPNew ← DecreaseMARP (Counter)
76 Counter ← Reset(Counter)

77 end

78 end
79 if (MARPNew 6= MARPOld) then
80 ApplyNewMARP (MARPnew)
81 if (PreDrop == True) then
82 PreDrop = False
83 else
84 Sleep
85 end

86 end

87 end

Algorithm 10: CPU-Based Tuning with Adaptive Threshold
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5.5 The Algorithms and Variables

Before we continue on to Chapter 6: Experiments and Results, we have to men-
tion why we consider our three algorithms as separate algorithms. The original
idea was to use the best algorithm. However we came to the conclusion that
the algorithms can be considered as separate algorithms although the essence
of the algorithm remains the same. The reasoning behind this decision is based
on the concept for each algorithm. CBT purely builds on our observations
and idea from the previous chapter of how to implement something in-between
FIFO and PRJ. CBTwS was inspired by a method used in statistics and op-
timisation algorithms. CBTwAT was inspired by machine learning (on top of
EMA), especially reinforcement learning. The algorithms function perfectly fine
by themselves, and does not require the changes we mention in their respective
algorithm section to give results. Thus we concluded to treat these different
versions of the same algorithm as separate algorithms, and will further perform
individual experiments on them.

The concept of our algorithms can in a nutshell be described as trying to
achieve maximum throughput for each job in the the map-phase, while pack-
ing as many concurrently running jobs that is in the reduce-phase together as
possible, without it majorly affecting the throughput of jobs in the map-phase.

Secondly, in the next paragraphs we give an overview of a few variables
used in the algorithms. These variables are specifically mentioned due to them
having to be manually tuned in order to get optimal performance. This makes
it so the algorithms are not fully self-adaptive. Because we have to provide
some manual tweaking based on the jobs size and type before it becomes a fully
self-adaptive and self-balancing algorithm. These variables along with their
descriptions are listed in Table 2 below. We will in the rest of this subsection
discuss the importance of these variables, and why they have to be manually
tuned.

The most important variables to consider in all three algorithms is the start-
ing MARP value, and the variables MARP Increase and MARP Decrease. These
variables contains the value we would like to start, increase and decrease MARP
with. These are a crucial variables to tune correctly as they will greatly impact
the performance. The tuning of these variables are not easy to automate, as the
value used to start, increase and decrease by depends on the amount of resources
allocated to MapReduce. Thus the start value, increase and decrease of MARP
on our system might not result in the same amount of resources allocated in
someone else’s system. Nonetheless, depending on the number of jobs in queue,
if the starting MARP value is too high, it might start more than one job. If
the MARP value is too low, no jobs will be able to start. If a MARP value
is increased too much, it might eventually start multiple jobs. This is because
the extra resources allocated for each new job will build up over time, and at
a certain point the extra resources is able to start two new jobs instead of the
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controlled, one at a time principle. The value used to decrease MARP is also
important as we do not want to decrease MARP too much. Decreasing it too
much preemptively or when a job finishes, will eventually cause the increase of
MARP to have no effect. E.g., we have three jobs running, by the time two
are about to finish, we have already decreased MARP by so much that an in-
crease in MARP is not sufficient enough to start a new job. Another scenario
would be similar to the scenario of increasing MARP. By having a slightly too
high decrease of MARP over a period of time, it might build up over time and
eventually cause the increase of MARP to be irrelevant. The rule of thumb for
MARP Increase is to find a MARP value that allocates just enough resources for
the jobs ApplicationMaster to start. MARP Decrease should be slightly lower
than MARP Increase. The starting MARP value should be slightly higher or
equal to MARP Increase.

For CBTwS, we have two additional variables to consider aside from the
aforementioned variables for MARP. We have to tune how much each delta value
is valued within a set of previous delta values. That means, we have to take the
history of previously calculated delta values into account. The number of delta
values to take into account can vary depending on the context of the use case.
In our case we only take the current and previous delta value into account. Thus
we only have two variables, one for each delta value. The way EMA Current and
EMA Previous are tuned depends on the logic and context behind the algorithm.
In our case we observed the delta value to have a significant fluctuation due to
the major difference in progression of a job that just started or a job nearing
its end. With this knowledge we can predict the EMA Current should be lower
than EMA Previous. This prediction is based on the fact that if a large variation
between the current and previous delta value occurs, then it most certainly
means either a new job has just started or a job has just finished. That means the
previous delta value is more accurate than the current delta value, meaning the
new current delta value is less representative of the actual delta value compared
to the previous delta value.

Lastly, CBTwAT has three additional variables to consider aside from the
ones in CBT and CBTwS. To fully utilise the exploration phase, we want to
generate an arbitrary number of random delta-thresholds in order to test a wide
variety of delta-thresholds. However the amount of delta-thresholds we can test
will depend on the total execution time of a job/batch. That is why we have
to manually tune the variable Threshold Length to decide how many delta-
thresholds to generate and test during the exploration phase. Along with the
previous variable we have to manually tune the variables Threshold Range and
Delta Average Counter Threshold to decide the range we want to generate our
delta-thresholds within, and how many samples we want to gather for each delta-
threshold. respectively. In other words, how many times we want to test each
delta-threshold before deciding which delta-threshold gives the best throughput.
This variable will also depend much on the length of the job batch. These two
variables, Threshold Length and Delta Average Counter Threshold, have to
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be balanced so they do not take up too much exploration time, thus not allowing
the job batch to fully utilise the exploitation phase. But it can not be too
short either, as that would result in not very reliable samples to be used in
the exploitation phase. Last variable is the Epsilon value. This value simply
decides the chance of using the best delta-threshold versus choosing a random
delta-threshold. We obviously want to use the delta-threshold that yields the
best results, therefore the chance for choosing the best one is usually very high
compared to choosing a random delta-threshold.

Variables Description Algorithm

Starting MARP
The initial MARP value at the
beginning of a job batch.

CBT, CBTwS, CBTwAT

MARP Increase
The amount of MARP to increase
per new-starting job.

CBT, CBTwS, CBTwAT

MARP Decrease
The amount of MARP to decrease
per job (preemptive) finish.

CBT, CBTwS, CBTwAT

EMA Current
Used in EMA, we need to consider how much
the current delta-value is valued across a
set of previous delta-values.

CBTwS, CBTwAT

EMA Previous
Used in EMA, we need to consider how much
the previous delta-value is valued across a
set of previous delta-values.

CBTwS, CBTwAT

Delta Average Counter Threshold

Used in epsilon-greedy algorithm,
we want to set a threshold to how
many times we want to sample a delta-threshold
before going to the next delta-threshold.

CBTwAT

Threshold Length
Used in epsilon-greedy algorithm,
we want to decide how many delta-thresholds
to generate and test.

CBTwAT

Threshold Range
Decides the range the delta-thresholds
should be generated within.

CBTwAT

Epsilon
Used in epsilon-greedy algorithm,
we want to decide the probability
of choosing a random delta-threshold.

CBTwAT

Table 2: Manually tuned variables in our algorithms
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Chapter 6

6 Experiments & Results

In this chapter we will first present our testbed, setup and environment. In the
remainder of the chapter we will solely focus on the experiments. We compare
PRJ to CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT in three different types of benchmarks,
TeraSort, WordCount and Sort, respectively. Throughout the experiments,
analysis and insight based on the observations from the benchmark figures will
be given. At the very end we will compare and analyse all the results from each
type of benchmark.

6.1 Testbed, Setup and Environment

Our testbed is a physical Dell PowerEdge r710 server. The server is equipped
with 16 Intel(R) Xeon(R) L5630 CPUs, all clocked at a speed of 2.13 GHz.
Additionally, each CPU has 4 cores. We have 74GB of RAM. The RAM is set
up by using a mix of 4GiB and 8GiB DDR3, all clocked at a speed of 1333MHz.
Lastly a SAS HDD running at 6 GBps, rotation speed of 15K RPM and disk
space of 146GB.

We have installed a desktop version of Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on the server.
Server version was not installed due to not being able to look at the API MapRe-
duce and HDFS offered. The APIs are not strictly needed, however it makes
monitoring and debugging easier as we have a GUI to use. A small snippet of
MapReduce is shown in Figure 6.1 and HDFS in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Main page of MapReduce API
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Figure 6.2: Snippet of HDFS API

Our Hadoop MapReduce cluster is set up by using the guide provided by
Newnius [38] and the scripts provided on his GitHub repository [39]. As far as
we know, his scripts install a clean default version of Hadoop and MapReduce.
Through Docker Swarm version 18.09.4, we created a cluster of four nodes, one
master-node and three slave-nodes. Each node is running Hadoop version 2.7.5
on Alpine 3.8. Each slave-node have been given 17GB of RAM and 17 virtual
cores (vcores) each, and are all using default settings. On the master-node we
use Fair Scheduler instead of Capacity Scheduler. Capacity Scheduler is the
default one out of the box, but was replaced with Fair Scheduler due to it being
more fitting for our project.
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6.2 Experiments and Results

As previously mentioned, default Hadoop has two primary ways of running a
job batch. Either FIFO or PRJ in any type, size and form. From section 5.1 we
already discovered PRJ being 36.6% faster than FIFO. We therefore obviously
chose to compare our algorithms to PRJ. We will only experiment with running
all jobs in a batch concurrently. Thus when we talk about PRJ in this chapter,
we refer to running all the jobs within the batch in parallel, with the smallest
MARP as possible, such that each of the jobs can get their needed resources.
Take note of two things: (1) PRJ can also be split into multi mini-batches of
parallel running jobs, and then execute the mini-batches in a FIFO manner,
but we only take PRJ into consideration during the following experiments. (2)
During the following experiments, all concurrently running jobs within each
benchmark-type use the same input file for all benchmarks. These two topics
will be further elaborated on in Chapter 7: Discussion.

In all of our experiments we have used default MapReduce settings with no
modifications to anything besides MARP and allocating system resources to the
cluster. We have conducted tests on three different type of benchmarks. Tera-
Sort, WordCount and Sort. Each of the benchmark-types have four different
experiments conducted on them. In three of the experiments we use our devel-
oped algorithms, CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT. The last one being PRJ, the one
we compare our algorithms to. We will then visualise the results and analyse
them. Towards the end of each benchmark-type, a summary and final evalua-
tion of the achieved results will be given. When we evaluate a result, we always
compare it to the results we achieved from PRJ on that specific benchmark-type
we are currently running. Keep this in mind throughout the entire experiment
section.
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In all of our experiments we used the values listed in Table 3. Refer to Table
2 for variable descriptions.

Variables Value

Static MARP for PRJ 0.250
Starting MARP for Algorithms 0.050
MARP Increase 0.040
MARP Decrease 0.030
EMA Current 40%
EMA Previous 60%
Delta Average Counter Threshold 3
Threshold Length 3
Threshold Range 1-4 (inclusive)
Epsilon 90% Best / 10% Random

Table 3: The values we used in our experiements
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6.2.1 TeraSort

TeraSort is a popular benchmarking job that measures the amount of time it
takes to sort a terabyte of randomly distributed data. This experiment runs
six parallel jobs with 3GB input each. The generation of the TeraSort-data is
done by TeraGen, a program included in MapReduce by default. Cache will be
cleared between each benchmark.

6.2.1.1 Overview of PRJ Results

Figure 6.3: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks
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Figure 6.4: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks in a scatterplot

Figure 6.3 represents the completion time of 40 individual benchmarks. We can
see there is a decent amount of variations among the sampled completion times.
This can be better visualised by using a scatterplot. Figure 6.4 represents the
samples in a much better way in terms of finding where the majority of the
completion times are gathered. We can observe there being a denser set of
samples between the time value of 760-780 seconds on the y-axis. We can thus
assume this is most likely where the average completion time will be found. The
820 seconds mark also has a rather dense line of samples, meaning the average
will most likely be more evenly distributed towards the higher completion times.
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Figure 6.5: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks in a box plot

Figure 6.5 visualises a box plot of our 40 benchmarks. In terms of solely
visualising the completion times, a box plot is often the most informative one.
A visual guide explaining how to read a box plot is given in the appendix section
9.1, Figure 9.1. The values we get from analysing PRJ are the values we will use
for comparison when we analyse the results from our algorithms. This applies
for all three benchmark-types.

• We have a median of 778.4 seconds and an average of 782.5 seconds. The
median and average is quite close to one another with only 4.1 seconds
in difference. That means the calculated average is quite similar to the
median. The average is very prone to outliers and major fluctuations in
completion time, thus the average can be very different from the median.
However that is not the case for this set of samples. The average also lines
up with our assumption from the scatterplot in Figure 6.4.

• We have a lower quartile of 761 seconds and an upper quartile of 810 sec-
onds. That results in an interquartile range of 49 seconds. The interquar-
tile range informs us how distributed the middle 50% of our samples are.
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• The lower extreme has a value of 724.3 seconds and the upper extreme
has a value of 827.2 seconds. The upper quartile spreads more towards
the upper extreme than the lower quartile spreads to the lower extreme.
This means our samples in the second quartile are more evenly spread,
giving a more balanced variation of completion times from the median and
towards the upper extreme value. This also lines up with the observation
of there being a denser line of samples around the 820 seconds mark on
the scatterplot. The lower values below the median has larger variety
in completion times due to the lower quartile being more compact than
spread towards the lower extreme. This tells us 25% (second quartile) of
the samples below the median are quite similar to the median, while the
other 25% (first quartile) is widely distributed towards the lower extreme.
There are no outliers in this set of samples due to no completion times
being one and a half box length away from the upper or lower quartile.

6.2.1.2 Overview of CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT Results

Figure 6.6: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively
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Figure 6.7: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a scatterplot

Figure 6.6 presents three graphs showing the completion times of all 40 bench-
marks using CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT, respectively. As predicted there is
a significant amount varying completion times within the algorithms compared
to PRJ. This is due to how the nature of our algorithms and how the system
allocates its resources. By looking at the scatterplots in Figure 6.7, we see
no noteworthy dense groups of samples in CBT. However in CBTwS we see a
denser group of samples in the very middle, around the 640 seconds mark on
the y-axis. CBTwAT has a looser group around the 620 seconds mark. With
these observations we assume that CBTwS should have an average around the
640 seconds mark because of the dense amount of samples gathered around that
point. CBTwAT should have an average around the 620 seconds mark or lower,
because the majority of the samples are gathered towards the lower comple-
tion times. CBT seems rather randomly scattered without any obvious visible
densities.
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Figure 6.8: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a box plot

• CBT

– The box plot tells us the median value is at 691 seconds, with an av-
erage value of 696.5 seconds. The difference between the median and
average is roughly 5.5 seconds. That means the calculated average
is quite similar to the median, meaning we have quite an accurate
average. However the difference is slightly worse than PRJ. The aver-
age has not been significantly affected by the fluctuating completion
times.

– The lower quartile is at 673.3 seconds along with an upper quartile
of 723 seconds. This gives us a interquartile range of 49.7 seconds.
With 50% of the samples being within the boundaries of 49.7 seconds,
we can say our initial observation from the scatterplot was wrong.
Our initial observation assumed the spread of the samples was quite
big, but 50% of the samples actually have the same spread as PRJ.

– The lower extreme has a value of 627 seconds and the upper extreme
has a value of 784.2 seconds. 50% of the samples are densely gathered
around the average and median values. That means the samples have
a significant spread from the upper quartile to the upper extreme,
likewise from the lower quartile to the lower extreme. The upper
quartile is definitely more evenly distributed. However the upper
whisker is also longer, compared to the lower quartile and its lower
whisker.
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• CBTwS

– We can observe we have a median of 638.9 seconds and average of
641.3 seconds. The difference between the median and average is
roughly 2.4 seconds. With such a small difference we can see the
average is very accurate despite being affected by two outliers. This
proves our assumption of the average value being around the 640 sec-
onds mark based on the observation from the respective scatterplot
in Figure 6.7 (CBTwS) to be correct.

– The lower quartile is at 626 seconds with an upper quartile at 661.3
seconds. This gives us a interquartile range of 35.3 seconds. This re-
sults in a very consistent 50% of samples compared to the previously
gathered interquartile ranges.

– The lower extreme value has a value of 583 seconds and the upper
extreme has a value of 709 seconds. The 25% of samples in the sec-
ond quartile is very compact and represents the average and median
well. The third quartile has a larger spread than the second quartile.
Because the box is so compact, we are easily able to fit one and a
half box length from the lower and upper quartile to the next value.
Thus easily having outliers, along with rather long whiskers on both
upper and lower part of the box. Upper outlier is at 724.8 seconds
and lower outlier is at 568 seconds.

• CBTwAT

– The box plot shows we have a median value of 618.5 seconds and
an average value of 634.4 seconds. Compared to the two other box
plots we can see the median and average are quite far apart, with a
difference of 15.9 seconds. That means our average has been highly
affected by a significant amount of varying completion times, most
likely from the upper- quartile and whisker. Seeing how the average
value is quite deep into the third quartile further proves our observa-
tion. The average we assumed in the respective scatterplot in Figure
6.7 is a bit low due to us missing the fact that the average got highly
affected by the higher values from the upper- quartile and whisker.
However that makes the median into the ”true” average, and thus
matches with the assumption we had of the average value being 620
seconds or lower.

– The lower quartile has a value of 600.6 seconds and the upper quartile
has a value of 660.6 seconds. This leaves us with an interquartile
range of 60 seconds. With 50% of our samples being spread within
a range of 60 seconds, we can conclude that the samples to be not
very consistent. The samples in the first and second quartile is very
compact. That mean our assumption from the scatterplot is correct.
The average (true average) value will be low due to the dense group
of values at the lower part of the gathered samples.
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– The lower extreme has a value of 586 seconds and the upper extreme
has a value of 743.3 seconds. The lower extreme is very close to the
lower quartile, meaning the entire 50% of samples from the median
to the lower extreme are all quite similar. Albeit the median to the
higher extreme are very unevenly distributed.

6.2.1.3 Summary, Comparisons and Results

Box plot values PRJ CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Lower Quartile 761.0s 673.3s 626.0s 600.6s
Upper Quartile 810.0s 723.0s 661.3s 660.6s
Interquartile Range 49.0s 49.7s 35.3s 60.0s
Lower Extreme 724.3s 627.0s 583.0s 586.0s
Upper Extreme 827.2s 784.2s 709.0s 743.3s
Median 778.4s 691.0s 638.9s 618.5s
Average 782.5s ±8.64s 696.5s ±11.5s 641.3s ±10.2s 634.4s ±12.6s
Median & Average
Difference

4.1s 5.5s 2.4s 15.9s

Lower Outlier N/A N/A 568.0s N/A
Upper Outlier N/A N/A 724.8s N/A

Table 4: Summary of TeraSort box plot values. Confidence Level of 95%.

Table 4 gives us a summary of all the previously mentioned values. Remember
we are using the PRJ values as comparison/threshold. By comparing to PRJs
interquartile range we can observe CBTwS having an interquartile range of only
35.3 seconds. CBT has a similar interquartile range as PRJ, while CBTwAT
falls short, giving a wider spread of data. That means CBTwS has the most
consistent 50% of samples out of the four tests, followed by CBT and PRJ,
and lastly CBTwAT. Looking at the extreme values, PRJ has a difference of
102.9 seconds. Our algorithms as previously observed have a larger fluctuation
compared to PRJ. This leads to a wider range between the two extreme values
in all of our algorithms. CBT giving us 157.2 seconds, CBTwS 126 seconds and
lastly CBTwAT 157.3 seconds. This lines up our previous observations of PRJ
having less fluctuation and CBTwS having the least variation among our algo-
rithms. We are surprised to see CBT having the same amount of fluctuations as
CBTwAT, as CBTwAT should have less since it takes throughput into consid-
eration. The differences between median and average are all quite similar. The
ones that stand out are definitely CBTwS with 2.4 seconds despite having two
outliers, and CBTwAT with an awful 15.9 seconds because of its large spread in
the upper quartile and whisker. PRJ and CBT are similar, with CBTwS being
the best and CBTwAT being the worst. CBT and falls short on results because
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it does not take throughput into consideration, and CBTwAT falls short due to
it theoretically having a bit short of an explore and exploit phase. That might
explain why CBTwAT had the same amount of fluctuation as CBT. Although
our algorithms have more and larger fluctuations, our algorithms extreme values
never passes the ones from PRJ. We have also achieved a better average and
median than PRJ in all algorithms.

Results CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Average 10.9% ±1.6% 18.0% ±1.6% 18.9% ±2.0%
Median 11.2% 17.9% 20.5%
Worst 5.2% 14.2% 10.1%
Best 13.4% 19.5% 19.0%
Worst vs Best 24.2% 29.5% 29.1%
Best vs Worst -8.2% 2.1% -2.5%

Table 5: Summary of TeraSort results when comparing PRJ to our algorithms

Table 5 shows a summary of all our results. We compare PRJ with each
of our algorithms. Data from FIFO is not included as we already know FIFO
is significantly slower than PRJ. At average our algorithms gives a 10.9%, 18%
and 18.9% shorter completion time, respectively. CBTwAT giving the best re-
sults actually surprised us due to the factors that will be mentioned in Chapter
7: Discussion. The median shows quite similar results as the average for all
the algorithms, but CBTwAT. This was all something we predicted. CBT and
CBTwS was predicted due to the median and average in the box plot only hav-
ing a few seconds in difference, while CBTwAT had a rather large difference
between the average and median. Thus making the median into the ”true av-
erage”. Comparing the worst result of PRJ with each of our algorithms worst
results, we get 5.2%, 14.2% and 10.1% improvement respectively. In this case
CBTwS actually has a rather similar value to its average compared to CBT and
CTBwAT. When comparing the best results from PRJ with each of our algo-
rithms best, we have an improvement of 13.4%, 19.5% and 19.0% respectively.
Each of them are actually not far from the actual average. Comparing PRJs
worst to each of our algorithms best we actually get quite the drastic improve-
ment of 24.2%, 29.5% and 29.1% for CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT, respectively.
CBT almost catches up to the other two algorithms. When comparing the best
PRJ result to the worst results on each of the algorithms, we see CBTwS is
actually quite good, as it is the only algorithm with a positive result. CBT and
CBTwAT has a longer completion time of 8.2% and 2.5%, respectively. We do
not consider outliers when calculating results within the ”worst” category.
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As a summary, we are running six TeraSort jobs in parallel with 3GB input
each. We can quickly see CBT falls short on the results. Comparing CBTwS and
CBTwAT, we can see CBTwAT actually giving the best average value. However
it starts to fall short on the other measurements. We therefore conclude that
CBTwS is the best algorithm for TeraSort as it holds the middle ground of
having no extremely bad values compared to CBTwAT. CBTwS’ worst and
best are both quite close to the average, meaning this set of samples is the most
accurate.

6.2.2 WordCount

WordCount is a map/reduce program that counts the amount words in the given
input files. This experiment is based on running 6 parallel jobs with 2GB input
each. Even though we wanted to be consistent and use 3GB as the input size,
our system was unable to as it ran out of disk space. Thus we had to reduce
the input file size to 2GB. The data we used for WordCount was generated
by TeraGen. There are no significant differences between using data that is
specially generated for WordCount versus using TeraSort-data. Everything is
fine as long as WordCount is able to count the words from the input files. Cache
will be cleared between each benchmark.
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6.2.2.1 Overview of PRJ Results

Figure 6.9: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks
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Figure 6.10: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks in a scatterplot

Based on Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 we can clearly see that the completion
times are rather consistent. However in the 40 samples we gathered it seems
like we measured three extremely high completion times, most likely outliers.
An obvious horizontal line of samples are visible in both figures, we can therefore
assume the average is within that area somewhere. But what concerns us the
most is the average most likely being significantly affected by the three outliers,
thus giving us an average that will significantly lean towards higher completion
times. Based on that observation we think the median will represents the actual
average more than the average itself.
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Figure 6.11: Visualised completion time of 40 PRJ benchmarks in a box plot

• We have a median value of 907.6 seconds and an average of 920.3 seconds.
The difference is 12.7 seconds. The difference is quite large considering
this is PRJ. The big difference between the average and median is caused
by the three upper outliers. This causes the average to lean towards the
higher completion times. We can see the average value is almost at the
point of the upper quartile. Thus the median is a better representation of
the actual average. This further proves our initial assumption made from
the scatterplot in Figure 6.10.

• The lower quartile has a value of 886.3 seconds and the upper quartile has
a value of 921.8 seconds. Giving us interquartile range of 35.5 seconds.
This short interquartile range proves our initial assumption of the samples
being rather compact, with little variations.

• The lower extreme has a value of 850.5 seconds and an upper extreme of
943.5 seconds. The upper and lower whiskers are rather short, meaning
the entire set of samples are compact with little variations. The outliers
have a value of 1209.6, 1164.8 and 1123.3 seconds.
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6.2.2.2 Overview of CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT Results

Figure 6.12: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively

Figure 6.13: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a scatterplot

Looking at Figure 6.12 we can easily see all of our algorithms are fluctuating
significantly more than PRJ as seen in Figure 6.9. On the scatterplots in Figure
6.13 we can see CBT has a rather dense group of samples compared to CBTwS
and CBTwAT. CBTwS has no noteworthy dense groups as all the samples
are randomly spread, with a small lean towards the lower completion times.
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CBTwAT has a slight denser group of values around the 720 second mark.
This tells us the values in CBT are rather compact and has an average roughly
around 760 seconds. Considering CBTwATs single dense group, we can assume
the average will lean towards that group.

Figure 6.14: Visualised completion time of 40 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a box plot

• CBT

– We have a median of 769.8 seconds and an average value of 767.3
seconds. This gives us a difference of 2.5 seconds. That means our
calculated average is very accurate when compared to the median.
No samples make the average lean more towards the lower or upper
extreme values. This lines up with our observation in Figure 6.12
and Figure 6.13 of the average value being somewhere close to the
dense horizontal line of samples.

– The lower quartile has a value of 751.8 seconds and an upper quartile
of 789.6 seconds. Giving us a interquartile range of 37.8 seconds. The
range is quite decent as it is quite similar to the interquartile range of
PRJ. As 50% of the samples are within a spread of 37.8 seconds, we
can easily conclude the majority of the samples are rather compact
as previously observed in the scatterplot.

– We have a lower extreme of 714 seconds and an upper extreme of 819
seconds. Both whiskers and the second and third quartile are all very
similar to each other in terms of spread, making this a very uniform
set. The pattern on the previous figures also show a very uniform
pattern with only small variations.
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• CBTwS

– We have a median of 710.9 seconds and an average of 706 seconds.
Giving us a difference of 4.9 seconds. That means our average falls a
tiny bit short in terms accuracy. The average is most likely affected
by the long whiskers.

– The lower quartile has a value of 676.3 seconds. The upper quartile
has a value of 734.8 seconds, giving us a interquartile range of 58.5
seconds. This interquartile range is quite long if we compare it to
PRJ. There is almost the double amount of spread on the second
quartile compared to the third quartile. That means 25% of the
samples in the lower quartile are more evenly spread towards the
lower extreme compared to the third quartile being more compact
towards the median. This range proves the assumption we made in
the respective scatterplot in Figure 6.13. CBTwS’ completion times
leans towards the lower completion times.

– Lower extreme has a value of 624.2 seconds, and the upper extreme
has a value of 800.8 seconds. The whiskers are quite long, meaning
there is a large amount of unevenly spread numbers in the first and
fourth quartile. This further proves our observation in the scatterplot
of no dense groups of samples, as most of them are randomly spread.

• CBTwAT

– We have a median of 696.5 seconds and an average completion time
of 694.9 seconds. This gives a difference of 1.6 seconds. With such
a small difference we can conclude the calculated average is very
accurate. This confirms that our observation from the scatterplot
are wrong, as we predicted the average and median to lean more
towards the upper 700s. However it ended up being at the lower end
of the 700s.

– The lower quartile is at 666.2 seconds and upper quartile at 717.1
seconds. This gives an interquartile range of 50.9 seconds. Again
like CBTwS, this range is rather long compared to the range in PRJ.
That means the 50% of the samples in both CBTwS and CBTwAT
are widely spread. This is something we already observed from their
respective scatterplots in Figure 6.13.

– The lower extreme has a value of 627.3 seconds and the upper extreme
has a value of 764.6 seconds. The spread on each whiskers are quite
similar to each other, meaning the spread is most likely quite uniform.
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6.2.2.3 Summary, Comparisons and Results

Box plot values PRJ CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Lower Quartile 886.3s 751.8s 676.3s 666.2s
Upper Quartile 921.8s 789.6s 734.8s 717.1s
Interquartile Range 35.5s 37.8s 58.5s 50.9s
Lower Extreme 850.5s 714.0s 624.2s 627.3s
Upper Extreme 943.5s 819.0s 800.8s 764.6s
Median 907.6s 769.8s 710.9s 696.5s
Average 920.3s ±23.3s 767.3s ±8.5s 706.0s ±12.7s 694.9s ±10.4s
Median & Average
Difference

12.7s 2.5s 4.9s 1.6s

Lower Outlier N/A N/A N/A N/A

Upper Outlier
1209.6s
1164.8s
1123.3s

N/A N/A N/A

Table 6: Summary of WordCount box plot values. Confidence Level of 95%.

Table 6 gives a summary of all the results from the respective box plots shown
in this section. By first looking at the interquartile range values, we can see
CBT has the smallest difference of 37.8 seconds, meaning it is very close to the
interquartile range of PRJ at 35.5 seconds. That means 50% of the samples from
CBT are almost as evenly spread as the ones from PRJ. CBTwS and CBTwAT
seems to have a significantly longer interquartile range compared to PRJ and
CBT. With CBTwS being the worst at 58.5 seconds, followed by CBTwAT
at 50.9 seconds. That means CBTwS has the largest spread, followed up by
CBTwAT. Comparing the extreme values of PRJ, CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT,
we can observe each of them having a large difference of 93, 105, 176.6 and 137.3
seconds, respectively. CBT seems to be right being PRJ again, while the two
others has a larger difference. However this data lines up with the interquartile
ranges, where PRJ and CBT are very similar, followed by CBTwAT and then
CBTwS. All of this further proves our initial observation of the scatterplots in
Figure 6.13. Both PRJ and CBT are very similar, but CBT is slightly worse in
all aspects. CBTwS and CBTwAT having large fluctuations. Resulting in CBT
being the most stable algorithm. Looking at the average and median values,
all of our algorithms are quite accurate with only 2.5, 4.9 and 1.6 seconds in
difference for CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT respectively. PRJ struggles with its
three outliers, making the average lean more towards the upper values than it
should, giving it a difference of 12.7 seconds. CBTwAT beating CBT in this
metric was surprising as CBT has been giving the best results so far.
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Results CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Average 16.6% ±1.1% 23.3% ±1.8% 24.5% ±1.4%
Median 15.2% 21.7% 23.2%
Worst 13.2% 15.1% 19.0%
Best 16.0% 26.6% 26.2%
Worst vs Best 24.3% 33.8% 33.5%
Best vs Worst 3.7% 5.8% 10.1%

Table 7: Summary of WordCount results when comparing PRJ to our algorithms

Table 7 is a summary of our results. By comparing PRJ to our algorithms,
we have achieved 16.6%, 23.3% and 24.5% shorter completion time for CBT,
CBTwS and CBTwAT, respectively. The median values are slightly higher
than the average values, giving us a worse result of 15.2%, 21.7% and 23.2%,
respectively. This can be explained by looking at the respective box plots in
Figure 6.14. We can observe the median being larger than the average, due to
the spread being higher towards the upper quartile and whisker. Nonetheless
the median and average values are very similar to each other as we have already
observed. By comparing PRJs worst to our algorithms worst we can see we have
an improvement of 13.2%, 15.1% and 19.0%, in the tables respective order. Each
of the algorithms falls a bit short compared to CBT, where its worst value is
very similar to its average. Looking at the best values we have an improvement
of 16.0%, 26.6% and 26.2%. They are all surprisingly similar to their average.
Comparing PRJs worst to our algorithms best we have an improvement of 24.3%,
33.8% and 33.5% for CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT respectively. With PRJs
best and our algorithms worst we have a small improvement of 3.7%, 5.8% and
10.1%, respectively. We do not consider outliers when calculating results within
the ”worst” category.

As a summary, we are running six WordCount jobs in parallel with 2GB of
input each. We can quickly see all of our algorithms are giving rather consistent
overall results, despite the observations of significant spreads in CBTwS and
CBTwAT. However CBTwAT ended up giving the best average. We therefore
conclude that CBTwAT is the best algorithm for WordCount as it gave the
best results, but CBT has definitely the most consistent results compared to
the other algorithms.
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6.2.3 Sort

Sort is a simple map/reduce program that sorts the data in the given input
files. The input files are generated by using RandomWriter, a built in program
in Hadoop MapReduce. It generates by default 10GB of data, but we configured
it to generate 2.5GB of data. The disk would run out of disk space if larger
input files were being processed. We ran six parallel jobs with 2.5GB input
each. We encountered some technical difficulties when collecting the samples
for this experiment. Thus we are only able to showcase 20 benchmark samples
on PRJ and each of the algorithms.

6.2.3.1 Overview of PRJ Results

Figure 6.15: Visualised completion time of 20 PRJ benchmarks
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Figure 6.16: Visualised completion time of 20 PRJ benchmarks in a scatterplot

When looking at Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 we can clearly see there is an outlier
that stands out compared to the other measured completion times. This outlier
is so far away from the other values, even further than the previous outliers we
have measured. That makes us assume this was purely due to system resource
allocation issues. This assumption makes more sense as we look at the other
completion times. They are all between 800 seconds to 900 seconds. We can
also observe that the average will be around 850 seconds.
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Figure 6.17: Visualised completion time of 20 PRJ benchmarks in a box plot

When taking a look at our benchmarks box plot (the left one) in Figure 6.17,
we can clearly see the outlier is so off it makes the entire box plot too compact
for us to analyse. That is why we added another box plot on the right side.
This box plot is the same as the left one, but without the outlier.

• We can see our median is at 843.1 seconds and the average is at 856.2
seconds. That gives us a difference of 13.1 seconds, a rather large difference
considering this is PRJ. The reason for this wide difference is most likely
due to the outlier and the upper whisker. We can see the average almost
being at the same value as the upper quartile.

• The lower quartile is at 813.3 seconds and the upper quartile is at 857.5.
Giving us an interquartile range of 44.2 seconds. The third quartile is
rather compact compared to the second quartile. That means the values
below the median are much more evenly distributed towards the lower
extreme, meanwhile the values in the third quartile are not evenly dis-
tributed, this observation is further proved by the long upper whisker.

• We have a lower extreme of 805.6 seconds and upper extreme of 889.1 sec-
onds. The lower whisker is very short due to the second quartile being very
evenly distributed, meanwhile the upper whisker is very long because of
the compact distribution of the third quartile. Most likely also contribut-
ing to the average value leaning farther towards the higher completion
times.
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6.2.3.2 Overview of CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT Results

Figure 6.18: Visualised completion time of 20 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively

Figure 6.19: Visualised completion time of 20 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a scatterplot

By looking at Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19, we can see CBT clearly having overall
higher completion times compared to CBTwS and CBTwAT, along with most
likely an outlier. CBTwS and CBTwAT has overall lower completion times,
but a wider spread among the gathered samples. PRJ has a very dense line of
samples, followed up by CBT, CBTwS and then CBTwAT. CBT has no clear
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dense groups of samples, thus hard to assume the average. But what we can
observe is that CBT will most likely have a short interquartile range due to the
compact samples and an average that leans heavily towards the upper extreme.
CBTwS has a slight dense line of samples at the 750 seconds mark, meaning
the average will most likely be around 750 seconds or lower. CBTwAT is very
spread, but we can see a linear line of samples going from 750 seconds and up
to 850 seconds. The average value can be anywhere in between, but what we
know for sure is the average will most likely lean towards the higher completion
times.

Figure 6.20: Visualised completion time of 20 CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT bench-
marks respectively in a box plot

• CBT

– We have a median of 792 seconds and an average of 793.1 seconds.
This gives us a very small difference of 1.1 seconds. This is very odd,
and makes our observations from the respective scatterplot in Figure
6.19 wrong. We thought the average would be heavily affected by the
outlier, but that is strangely not the case. Thus making our average
very accurate.

– The lower quartile has a value of 769 seconds and the upper quartile
has a value of 813.3 seconds. This gives us an interquartile range of
44.3 seconds, meaning it is 0.1 seconds away from being identical to
PRJs interquartile range. Nonetheless, this means 50% of the samples
in CBT are almost as equally spread as PRJ. The distribution on the
second and third quartile are almost identical in terms of spread.
This gives us a very uniform 50% of samples.
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– The lower extreme has a value of 751 seconds and the upper extreme
has a value of 821.9 seconds. Both whiskers are very short and further
proves the assumption of this entire set being very uniform.

• CBTwS

– We have a median of 754.2 seconds and an average value of 750.8
seconds. This gives us a small difference of 3.4 seconds. That means
the average is quite accurate, and is not significantly affected by
any extreme values. The average of 754.2 seconds lines up with our
assumption of the respective scatterplot in Figure 6.19.

– The lower quartile has a value of 741.6 seconds and the upper quartile
has a value of 777.5 seconds. This gives us an interquartile range of
35.9 seconds. This range is very short and is also the shortest one so
far. That means we actually have a more compact 50% of samples
than CBT.

– We have a lower extreme of 720.9 seconds and an upper extreme of
813.7 seconds. The upper whisker is definitely longer than the lower
whisker. However, even though the third and fourth quartile are all
bigger than the first and second quartile, the average is actually being
more affected by the first and second quartile.

• CBTwAT

– We have a median of 759.1 seconds and an average of 755.5 seconds.
This gives us a difference of 3.6 seconds. The difference is rather
small, thus we can conclude the average is quite accurate and not
affected by any extreme values. As we observed in the respective
scatterplot in Figure 6.19, we saw the average was around the 750
seconds mark or above.

– The lower quartile has a value of 718.8 seconds and an upper quartile
of 794.6 seconds. This gives us an interquartile range of 75.8 seconds.
That is the largest range we have gotten thus far, in all of our ex-
periments. This is most likely due to the linear line of samples we
observed in the respective scatterplot. Therefore resulting in a wide
distribution in the 50% of samples.

– We have a lower extreme of 672.1 seconds and an upper extreme of
822.6 seconds. There is clearly a huge difference between these two
extremes. This is also most likely caused by the linear line of samples.
What we find strange is despite the wide distribution of samples,
and most of them leaning towards the higher completion times, our
average is lower than the median. That means the average was clearly
not much affected as we thought it would be when observing the
respective scatterplot.
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6.2.3.3 Summary, Comparisons and Results

Box plot values PRJ CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Lower Quartile 813.3s 769.0s 741.6s 718.8s
Upper Quartile 857.5s 813.3s 777.5s 794.6s
Interquartile Range 44.2s 44.3s 35.9s 75.8s
Lower Extreme 805.6s 751.0s 720.9s 672.1s
Upper Extreme 889.1s 821.9s 813.7s 822.6s
Median 843.1s 792.0s 754.2s 759.1s
Average 856.2s ±40.2s 793.1s ±13.4s 750.8s ±23.4s 755.5s ±13.6s
Median & Average
Difference

13.1s 1.1s 3.4s 3.6s

Lower Outlier N/A N/A N/A N/A
Upper Outlier N/A 881.3s N/A N/A

Table 8: Summary of Sort box plot values. Confidence Level of 95%.

Table 8 gives us a summary of all the previously mentioned box plot values we
gathered. Note the confidence intervals are slightly larger compared to the other
experiments due to the smaller sample size. PRJ has an interquartile range of
44.2 seconds with CBT being very close, with a value of 44.3 seconds. CBTwS
has a shorter range of 35.9 seconds. CBTwAT has a interquartile range of 75.8
seconds, the largest one we have gotten so far. As we previously mentioned this
is most likely due to the linear line of samples we observed on the respective
scatterplot figure. Thus resulting in a wide spread of samples. Looking at the
extreme values we have the differences of 83.5, 70.9, 92.8 and 150.5 seconds
for PRJ, CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT, respectively. These results line up with
our interquartile range values, therefore further proving our initial assumptions.
The difference in median and average is as following, 13.1, 1.1, 3.4 and 3.6
seconds in the respective order as previously mentioned. The large difference
for PRJ makes sense because of the outlier. However despite CBTwAT having
such a widely distributed set of samples, the average is barely affected and is
almost identical to CBTwS, which is strange as CBTwS’ samples are much more
compact. CBT being the most accurate is also strange as it has an outlier, but
is barely affected by it.
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Results CBT CBTwS CBTwAT

Average 7.3% ±1.8% 12.3% ±3.1% 11.7% ±1.8%
Median 6.0% 10.5% 10.0%
Worst 7.5% 8.5% 7.5%
Best 6.7% 10.5% 16.5%
Worst vs Best 15.5% 18.9% 24.4%
Best vs Worst -2.0% -1.0% -2.1%

Table 9: Summary of Sort results when comparing PRJ to our algorithms

Table 9 shows a summary of all our achieved results. We compare the values
from PRJ to calculate the results we have achieved from our algorithms. At
average CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT has an improvement of 7.3%, 12.3% and
11.7%, along with a median of 6.0%, 10.5% and 10.0%, respectively. We are not
surprised to see CBTwS yielding the best result as it gave the best results from
the previous box plot. Despite the huge distribution of samples for CBTwAT,
it still yielded better results than CBT. The median gave lower improvement
than the average. We would however have achieved a lower improvement if we
compared the median of PRJ to the averages of our algorithms, since the av-
erage of PRJ is affected by the outlier. Comparing PRJs worst to each of our
algorithms worst, we get 6.7%, 10.5% and 16.5% improved results, along with
6.7%, 10.5% and 16.5% improved results when comparing the best results, re-
spectively. For CBTwS and CBTwAT the worst and the best results fluctuates,
however for CBT they all remain quite close to the average. Comparing the
worst in PRJ to the best in our algorithms, we get 15.5%, 18.9% and 24.4% for
CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT, respectively. What stands out in our results is
the increase of completion time we achieve when comparing the best result of
PRJ to the worst results in our algorithms, respectively getting an increase of
2%, 1% and 2.1%. We do not consider outliers when calculating results within
the ”worst” category.

As a summary, we are running six Sort jobs in parallel with 2.5GB input
each. When comparing all the averages, we can see CBTwS giving the best
result. When we compare the other values we can see that CBTwS actually
wins in most of the comparisons, with CBTwAT beating it in some comparisons.
CBTwAT never falls far behind on the results when comparing it to CBTwS.
CBT does however not hold up with almost 50% worse results than the other
two algorithms. Thus we conclude CBTwS is the best algorithm for Sort.
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6.2.4 Analysing the Results

In this section we will analyse the values from the box plots and see if they
match the logic of our algorithms.

We original thought that all of our algorithms would give significantly dis-
tributed results due to the huge amount of fluctuations in completion times
compared to PRJ. But after looking at the interquartile ranges of CBT, we
can see that majority the samples gathered were actually not significantly more
distributed than PRJ. CBT was the one closest to PRJ in terms of all the gath-
ered samples. If we compare PRJs and CBTs interquartile range, the difference
between lower and upper extreme and the difference between the median and
average, we can see they all have quite similar differences, especially in Word-
Count and Sort. There are however a few exceptions, such as the slightly higher
difference between lower- and upper extreme for CBT in TeraSort and the dif-
ference between the average and median for PRJ in WordCount and Sort. The
latter happened because of the outliers and the former might be just be a co-
incidence, as we can not think of any reason for it to be significantly higher
than PRJ. The rest of the samples are understandable as PRJ and CBT are
rather similar. Both favours parallelism over throughput. However CBT favours
throughput and slowly transitions over to favouring parallelism at the cost of
throughput. Thus yielding better overall results despite being very similar to
PRJ. For these reasons it makes sense for CBT to give similar difference-values
as PRJ, but overall better samples.

From the gathered samples of CBTwS and CBTwAT, we can see these two
are in most cases polar opposites of each when we compare their interquar-
tile ranges. In TeraSort CBTwS has a short range, but CBTwAT has a long
range. For WordCount, CBTwS has a slightly longer range. Lastly, CBTwS
has a shorter range for Sort. Nonetheless their interquartile ranges fluctuates
a lot. This was expected due to these two algorithms depending more on the
throughput rather than parallelism, thus also depending more on how the system
allocates the resources between each job and the type of job being processed.
The interquartile range for CBTwS is prone to being shorter than CBTwAT
due to the short exploration and exploitation phase CBTwAT has been given.
This will be further discussed in Chapter 7: Discussion. This results in a rather
inconsistent interquartile range compared to what PRJ and CBT is able to
achieve. The larger difference in the lower- and upper extremes also tells us
the samples is very spread compared to PRJ and CBT. This all proves that
these two algorithms have larger fluctuations than PRJ and CBT. This can also
be observed in Figure 6.6, 6.12 and 6.18 by comparing CBT to CBTwS and
CBTwAT. The difference in median and average is hard to explain. We see no
clear correlation between these and the other values. E.g, in TeraSort CBTwS
has two outliers while CBTwAT has a large spread among all of its samples,
yielding an understandable difference of 2.4 seconds and 15.9 seconds, respec-
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tively. However if we take a look at WordCount, CBTwS has an overall larger
spread of samples than CBTwAT, but gives a difference of 4.9 seconds and 1.6
seconds, respectively. In Sort, CBTwS has a much more compact set of samples
than CBTwAT, but still gives the same difference as CBTwAT.

In TeraSort CBTwAT had a very high difference in the average and median,
and interquartile range. We do not think it is not a coincidence. CBTwATs
performance is limited to the completion time of a job batch. In our case, the
TeraSorts batch completion time was lower than WordCount, thus CBTwAT
was unable to fully utilise its exploration and exploitation phase, resulting in a
larger difference in TeraSort, but smaller in WordCount. That is why CBTwS
gave better results in TeraSort but not WordCount. This can also be seen in
Sort, although not as clearly.

Some insight of the algorithms will be given in Chapter 7: Discussion.

6.2.5 Comparison of Throughput

In Figure 6.21 we visualised the throughput of a single job versus six parallel
running jobs. As we stated back in section 5.1, we wanted the throughput of a
single job, but also the parallelism of PRJ. Of course it is not fully possible to
achieve the throughput of a single running job by having multiple jobs running
in parallel. However achieving a better throughput than PRJ is the result we
are striving for, and was actually able to achieve based on the experiment results
and Figure 6.21 showcasing the throughput of our algorithms.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of PRJ, CBT, CBTwS and CBTwAT throughput.
6 parallel jobs - 3GB each

Figure 6.21 visualises the throughput we are able to achieve by using our
algorithms. The blue, orange, green and grey line represents CBT, CBTwS,
CBTwAT and PRJ, respectively. From the figure we can see that PRJ has the
lowest throughput of them all. CBT having higher than PRJ, but worse than
CBTwS and CBTwAT. CBTwS has the highest overall throughput over the
entire execution of the batch, while CBTwAT is on par with CBT at the start,
but as CBTs throughput drops, CBTwATs throughput remains the same and
even increases towards the end. CBTwAT suffers at the start due to exploration,
but picks up the throughput at the end during the exploitation phase. Take note
this graph does not represent how the throughput is for every benchmark, this
is simply the throughput we achieved from the benchmarks we ran to generate
this graph. This graph correctly lines up with our previous conclusions.

As mentioned in section 5.1, there is a clear pattern to the throughput.
Because every job in the map-phase gets allocated multiple map-containers, the
throughput of a job in the map-phase will always be very high, resulting in a
steep increase of throughput. However once the job transitions into the reduce-
phase, the job only gets allocated one reduce-container, resulting in a steep
decrease in throughput. If we put this logic into Figure 6.21, we can actually
see when a job starts, changes phase and when it finishes.
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Chapter 7

7 Discussion

In this chapter we will be going back to the topics we previously mentioned
we could elaborate further. Other topics that did not fit in any of the previ-
ous chapters will also be discussed here. In this chapter we will essentially be
discussing, giving insight and thoughts about many different topics.

7.1 Discoveries

In this section we will give some insight on some of the discoveries we made
during our experiments.

7.1.1 Caching

By repeatedly running the same job batch for benchmark purposes, we discov-
ered how the caching activities on the system affected our benchmarks. When
a job is running and processing, MapReduce uses the systems RAM as cache.
That means much of the processed data will be cached throughout the execution
of a run. Thus, if we were to benchmark the completion time of that particular
batch multiple times, more data from the jobs in the batch will be cached. That
means less read and write I/Os to disk are needed. As a result the completion
time of the batch will slowly converge to lower execution times. This is not ideal
as our goal is to shorten the execution time of a batch by running it once, not
multiple times so it gets cached into the system. In a real world situation it does
not make sense to run a 12 hour long batch just for caching purposes, and then
rerun it in order to get a shorter completion time, since the data has already
been processed. That is why in our experiments we clear out the systems cache
before each benchmark.
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Figure 7.1: The effect of clearing cache and not clearing cache

In Figure 7.1 we visualise the effect of caching relevant job data. We ran
three tests in total. In each of the three tests we ran four parallel jobs with 3GB
input each, 20 benchmarks on each test. In the first test we cleared the cache
between each benchmark. In the last two tests we did not clear the cache. We
could thus see the blue and orange lines drastically drop to a lower completion
time on the second benchmark. Due to the system having cached some data
from the first benchmark. The benchmark with cache clearing remains with a
rather high completion time, but also fluctuates quite drastically between each
benchmark. The fluctuation is not as drastic in the two runs with no cache
clearing. Fluctuation in completion time will be further discussed later in this
chapter.

7.1.2 System Bottleneck

Throughout the development of our algorithms we discovered a problematic
bottleneck in our system, easily the bottleneck of our entire thesis. Our server
has a large amount of RAM and CPU resources. But if we taking a look at the
HDD, we simply have 146GB of disk space. This limited amount of disk space
limits the variety of experiments we are able to perform (to a certain degree).
MapReduce jobs does an extreme amount read and write I/Os to disk. As the
jobs continue to process data, more and more of the data will be temporarily
written to disk. Thus with the limited amount of disk space we have, we are
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limited to how many jobs we can run in parallel, along with the size of the jobs,
before the disk runs out of space and the entire batch fails. In order for us
to maximise the input file size and the amount of parallel running jobs in our
experiments, we had to make compromises. We limited the experiments to use
the same input file for all parallel running jobs within a benchmark-type. E.g.
we generated one 3GB TeraSort input file and used that one input file on all
six parallel running jobs during PRJ and our three algorithms for the TeraSort
benchmarks. At the start of the experiments we generated six different 3GB
input files for TeraSort (we also tested heterogeneous input file sizes) however
that covered 18GB of disk space instead of 3GB, thus severely limiting the
number of concurrently running jobs, to the point where our algorithm was not
able to efficiently self-balance the jobs, due to the lack of jobs to balance. The
same was done for WordCount and Sort.

Figure 7.2: Disk usage for 6 parallel running jobs, 3GB input each

Figure 7.2 shows a visualisation of how much disk space gets used through-
out the run of six concurrently runnings jobs with 3GB input each. As seen on
the figure, the disk usage steadily increases until the batch finishes. At the end
the disk usage drops down to about 50GB. That is because it releases much of
the data written to disk. The main concern here is the steady increase of disk
usage during runtime. Our server has one HDD at the size of 146GB. That
means only 136GB is of practical use. Then we have to consider the Operating
System (OS) installation and its usages. Running six parallel jobs with 3GB
input each already uses 80GB of total disk space. If we were to blindly increase
the size of the input file and parallelism, the jobs will eventually fail due to
the lack disk space. In order for us to show what our algorithms are capable
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of, we have to properly balance the number of parallel jobs and input file size.
Therefore the variety in our experiments are limited. The error we receive is:
1/1 local-dirs are bad: /tmp/hadoop-node/nm-local-dir;

1/1 log-dirs are bad: /usr/local/hadoop/logs/userlogs.
A common solution people suggest is to tweak the parameter called:
yarn.nodemanager.disk-health-checker.max-disk-utilization-per-disk-percentage,
which decides how much of the total disk space MapReduce is allowed to use,
default value is set to 90%. However, it is also recommended to not go above
90%, as that will eventually start throttling the OS.

The perfect combination of job size and parallelism we found for our system
is approximately six concurrently running jobs with 3GB of input each. If we
decrease the amount of concurrently running jobs our algorithms will not show
full effect as there are too few parallel running jobs to self-balance efficiently.
If we increase the input size of the jobs, it will fail towards the end due to the
lack of disk space. Another approach is to increase the parallelism at the cost
of input size, but that would not yield good results either. If the input size
of a job is too small, they will be able to finish faster than our algorithm can
get through the Delay Factor. That means our algorithms can not start the
self-balancing properly. If we were to do the opposite, increase the input size
at the cost of parallelism, then we would again encounter the problem of an
insufficient amount concurrently running jobs to properly self-balance. Thus
our experiments are currently based on the combination of around six parallel
running jobs, around the size of 3GB input each. Theoretically if we had more
disk space, anything equal or above 2GB of input data and above 5 parallel jobs
should yield good results, but this also depends on the type of benchmark. The
experiments we went through is a good example of that. Despite the parallelism
and size of the input file being similar in all three benchmark-types, the results
varied significantly between each benchmark-type.

During the end of Chapter 6: Experiments & Results, we discovered our
algorithms were able to bypass this bottleneck to a certain degree.
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Figure 7.3: Disk usage of PRJ, CBT, CBTwS & CBTwAT

In Figure 7.3 we have visualised the disk usage of PRJ, CBT, CBTwS and
CBTwAT. Each of our algorithms have a steady increase of disk usage on par
with PRJ, until a certain point where it starts falling off and remains below the
disk usage of PRJ. In the case of CBT this is most likely because of one or more
jobs finishes as the last ones start. CBTwS has this drop most likely due to the
control of throughput. Up to the point of the drop, we have enough resources to
run multiple jobs in parallel with good throughput. However at the point of the
drop, the throughput decreases and thus the algorithm has to wait to start new
jobs. This results in one or more jobs finishing and releasing disk space. At last,
CBTwAT is definitely the one standing out. We assume this has something to
do with the exploration and exploitation phase. During the steady increase of
disk usage, CBTwAT is most likely in its exploration phase. At the point of the
drop, CBTwAT might have switched over to the exploitation phase. Therefore
prioritising throughput over parallelism. However because of the limited disk
space, we are not 100% sure if the drop of disk usage happens because of the
exploitation phase or because of the same reason as CBTwS. We will discuss
how CBTwAT is affected by the disk space in the coming algorithms section.
None of our algorithms has the drastic drop in disk usage like PRJ does, most
likely because the algorithms continuously start and finish jobs throughout the
entire execution of the batch. PRJ has the drastic decrease due to most of the
jobs finishing at the same time.
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Based on some quick tests we were able to run two additional jobs using our
algorithms. However further tests and experiments are needed before we can
conclude anything. This was not part of Chapter 6: Experiments & Results
due to the lack of tests. Even if we were able to add additional jobs to our
algorithms, PRJs limit remains the same, essentially meaning we will not have
PRJ benchmarks to compare our algorithms to.

7.2 Time Fluctuations

In this section we will take a look at some factors that might contribute to the
fluctuation of completion times.

7.2.1 Scheduler

From the very start, visualised in Figure 5.1, we observed that PRJ have larger
time variations compared to FIFO. The reason behind this depends on how the
resources are shared among the jobs. In FIFO we make sure the MARP value
is at a value that only allows one job to run at a time, thus all of the allocated
system resources will focus on that one specific job. However when we use Fair
Scheduler and try to run many jobs in parallel, the sharing of resources will
begin to vary significantly between each benchmark. For each benchmark the
Fair Scheduler will assign the resources differently. E.g. in one benchmark, the
system has been prioritising three out of five jobs. When the time comes to
prioritise the two other jobs, the three jobs might already be at 95%, but are
unable to finish due to them having all of their resources reallocated to the two
other jobs. This will cause the system to be unable to use the resources used to
keep the three jobs alive, as the system could instead have finished them and
allocate all of the freed resources to the two other jobs. In another benchmark
this might not be a problem. We tried to implement Capacity Scheduler to
avoid this problem, however it showed similar results.

7.2.2 System Resources

As the fluctuations primarily seemed to be a scheduler problem, we therefore
tried to minimise the amount of fluctuations by reducing the amount of resources
used by the system itself. We started by disabling the GUI during benchmarks,
as the GUI actually uses a few percent of our system resources. That showed
a slight improvement. Furthermore we tried to rebind the NUMA nodes (Non-
Uniform Memory Architecture nodes). NUMA node architecture might have a
say in the systems overall performance. NUMA is a memory design where the
memory access time depends on the memories location relative to the processors.
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Due to us having a large server with 16 CPUs and 74GB RAM, we can assume
the physical hardwares are quite spread on the motherboard. Depending on
which specific memory a specific CPU tries to access, the travel time might
either be short or long. This can in return cause time fluctuations. We tried to
rebind our slave-nodes to specific NUMA nodes, but we were unable to achieve
noticeable improvements.

7.3 The Algorithms

In this section we will provide with some insight and discuss some of the issues
and limitations concerning our algorithms.

7.3.1 PRJ and its batch sizes

When comparing our algorithms we always use PRJ as a comparison or thresh-
old. This is simply because we have to choose between FIFO and PRJ, the two
default methods to run jobs in MapReduce. At the start of chapter 5 we discov-
ered FIFO being slower than PRJ. That is why in order to achieve a reduction
in completion time, we do not want our algorithms to perform worse than PRJ.
We have tested variants of PRJ, such as adjusting the MARP value so that only
a few jobs within the job batch can run in parallel. Essentially splitting the
entire batch into mini-batches and running them in a FIFO manner. Variations
of this method has not yielded significantly better results than normal PRJ.
The performance and ability to separate a job batch into mini batches will also
depend on the size of the batch and the amount of allocated system resources.
That is why it will vary from system to system. Because of this we set PRJ to
run all jobs within a batch concurrently as the primary threshold to compare
to, as that is the simplest and requires no trail and error. For instance trying
to find the optimal mini-batch size or how many mini-batches the entire job
batch has to be split into, in order to achieve better performance than normal
PRJ. In a real situation the batch sizes are significantly larger than the ones
from our experiments, therefore resulting in more trail and error. This is all
considered from the perspective of a person with little MapReduce knowledge
and that wants to use MapReduce straight out of the box.

7.3.2 CBT and its limitations

CBT is a rather simple algorithm. It simply increases parallelism over time
whenever there is idle CPU to utilise. However we are unable to test using CBT
on a larger job batch. Following the logic of how CBT works, theoretically CBT
should become worse and worse as CBT steadily increases the parallelism, just
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like PRJ. The only limitation CBT has is the amount of idle CPU. As jobs
finishes and releases CPU resources, CBT uses that as an indication to start
a new job (as long as the idleness is above a certain threshold). However at a
certain point, CBT will run more jobs than the system can handle in terms of
resources, even if all the running jobs are already in the reduce-phase. Thus
resulting either in a halt or very slow progression until one or more jobs finishes
and releases its resources. Theoretically, this means CBTs performance is based
on the size of the job batch and the amount of resources available. In summary,
CBT only cares for minimising LoJP regardless of LoJT, therefore theoretically
giving worse results as LoJP increases at the cost of LoJT. Because of these
reasons we think CBT gave worse results compared to the two other algorithms
in Chapter 6: Experiments & Results, as it is very similar to how PRJ works.
But nonetheless, it still gave better overall results than PRJ due to it favouring
throughput over parallelism at the start of the job batch.

7.3.3 CBTwS

CBTwS is an improved version of CBT. It limits the problem of CBT by con-
trolling the parallelism through throughput. This version of the algorithm is
the one we consider as the most stable and successful one, because it has close
to no exceptions or problems. This was proven in Chapter 6: Experiments
& Results, as CBTwS was never the worst among the three algorithms. At
times CBTwS would be the best, however CBTwAT would sometimes be bet-
ter. Nonetheless, even when CBTwS was not the best, it always gave results on
par with the best algorithm. The only algorithm-specific values to take notice
of are EMA Current and EMA Previous described in Table 2. How these values
are decided has already been described in section 5.5.

7.3.4 CBTwAT and its limitations

CBTwAT is the algorithm that theoretically has the most potential, but we are
unable to fully utilise its abilities due to the aforementioned disk space limita-
tions. Although CBTwAT has the most potential, it is also the algorithm that
is hardest to optimise. CBTwAT heavily depends on the job batches execution
time. That means CBTwAT is heavily dependant on the batch size and input
size, which further translates into the available disk space in our system. If the
execution time of a job batch is too short, the exploration phase will also be too
short, resulting in a sub-optimal exploitation phase. Having a short execution
time will also result in skewed data samples for the first threshold used to gather
samples in the exploration phase. This skewness comes from the fact that at
the start of a job batch the throughput will always be very high (Figure 5.2 blue
FIFO line). This is because all of the resources are idle and there is only one
running job, thus the results will be biased towards the first threshold it uses. In
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other words, the first threshold will always achieve good results due to the high
throughput at the start of a job batch. By having longer execution times we are
able to neutralise this bias as more samples are gathered. Another problem with
short execution times are e.g., if we generate five random thresholds, then each
of the thresholds will only be able to gather a small amount of throughput sam-
ples before having to decide which threshold to use for the exploitation phase.
Exploration phases will always have to be shorter than the exploitation phase
so CBTwAT can use most of its execution time with the best threshold. Luckily
for our experiments in Chapter 6: Experiments & Results, the combination of
six parallel jobs with 2-3GB input each yielded decent results. However from
our observations the first threshold used still had some bias due to the afore-
mentioned issues. Theoretically CBTwAT should have given us better results if
we were able to increase the batch size and/or input size. CBTwAT was on par
with CBTwS on the results, but it fluctuated significantly more than CBTwS.
Occasionally CBTwATs results would be superior, but sometimes it would fall
short. We think this has to do with the combination of batch size, input size,
input type and all of the manually tuned variables we used, thus leading back to
the fact that CBTwAT is definitely the hardest algorithm to tune and optimise.

In summary the larger and longer the execution time of a job batch is,
the better results CTBwAT should theoretically yield. We were therefore not
surprised to see CBTwAT be better than CBTwS on WordCount. It seems like
the combination of six jobs and input sizes of 2GB using WordCount was just
enough to show the potential CBTwAT has over CBTwS.

We will further elaborate on some of the CBTwAT specific variables de-
scribed in Table 2. Each of those variables has to be tuned with the following
in mind:

• Threshold Length

This variable determines the number of delta-thresholds to generate. It
depends on the execution time of the job batch. We have to balance the
number of delta-thresholds and the amount of samples gathered for each
delta-threshold.

• Threshold Range

This variable determines the range the delta-thresholds should be gener-
ated within. It depends on the interval between each throughput mea-
surement. If the interval is too short, smaller delta-thresholds should be
generated, as larger ones will never be reached. Longer intervals will re-
quire larger delta-thresholds as small delta-thresholds will not have much
significance.
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• Delta Average Counter Threshold

This variable controls the amount of samples. It depends on the execution
time of the batch and amount of delta-thresholds generated. We need to
determine how many samples each delta-threshold will collect before go-
ing over to the next delta-threshold. If too few samples are collected, the
delta-thresholds might not be very representative of the actual through-
put it gives. If too many samples are collected we might risk a shorter
exploitation phase, or the batch finishing, thus not being able to test all
delta-thresholds in time.

• Epsilon Value

The epsilon value determines the chance of choosing the best delta-threshold
versus picking a random delta-threshold during the exploitation phase.

7.3.5 Execution pattern of CBTwS & CBTwAT

By having CBTwS and CBTwAT focus more on throughput than parallelism,
the execution of a job batch does not necessarily follow the pattern we were
trying to achieve in CBT, Figure 5.3. The execution pattern of a batch follows
the CBT pattern at the start, but when all the resources are in use, the pattern
will start to differ from the CBT pattern. The pattern now solely depends on
the overall throughput and how the resources are allocated to each individual
job. Because of these reasons it is not possible to visualise a generalised pattern.
However Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 visualises two examples of how the patterns
can be.
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Figure 7.4: One of many CBTwS execution patterns

Figure 7.5: One of many CBTwAT execution patterns
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Figure 7.4 visualises one of many CBTwS patterns. The figure shows the
batch of six jobs being split into three groups of two jobs each. The first two
groups run as CBT in a FIFO manner. However the last group does not wait
for the second group to finish, like the second group did for the first group. The
last group starts as soon as one of the two jobs in the second group finishes. The
last group then proceeds to run its two jobs based on the CBT pattern. Figure
7.5 visualises one of many CBTwAT patterns. The figure shows the batch of six
jobs being split into two groups, first group with two jobs and last group with
four jobs. The first group runs in a CBT manner, however second group does
not start before group one finishes. Then it starts to run its four jobs in a CBT
manner. Take note again, the pattern shown on these two figures are specific
for the those benchmarks. The patterns are never predetermined, and we will
never know what the patterns look like until the batch is close to finishing. It all
depends on how the system and our algorithms decides to handle and allocate
the resources.

7.4 Throughput

In this section we will explain why our throughput measurement is based on a
jobs delta progression instead of the most obvious choice, the amount of read
and write bytes per second. Measuring disk throughput is not as simple as just
monitoring the CPU. We can not simply take the amount of read and write
bytes per second and use it as throughput. This is due to the fact that our
Hadoop cluster runs on a server through Docker. That means by measuring the
disk I/Os we are also capturing some of the disk I/O the server itself does, not
only our MapReduce jobs. Even if that was possible, the data would still be
rather incorrect. This is why many people suggest using tools to measure disk
throughput. However since we wanted this to be as default as possible, we did
not use additional tools that required installation. Thus using the jobs progres-
sion as throughput was the most appealing approach. Not to mention it is very
easy to fetch such data from MapReduces own REST API [40]. The REST API
instantly gives us information in real-time. We have commands such as curl -s

http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics to receive cluster met-
rics and http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/apps/"$JOB" to receive
metrics about a specific job.

Another way of getting the metrics for throughput would be to use Hadoop
Counters. Hadoop Counters are built-in metrics that measures the progression
or the number of operations that occur within a MapReduce job. There are
two primary categories of Counters, Built-In Counters and Custom Counters.
Custom Counters are just as the name implies, counters that one can design on
their own. However this requires in-depth knowledge of the Hadoop Counter
metrics and Java (the source language) as you need to edit and write your own
Java code. Thus this option was not feasible for us. The remaining category
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is Built-In Counters. These Counters represent metrics such as input records,
filesystem read and write bytes, amount of launched map-/reduce-containers,
etc. But for one to even use the metrics, one needs in-depth understanding
of what they mean and how they work, as they are not as straight forward
as normal metrics within a OS. This will take an immense amount of time
to learn and understand. Even if we were able to understand the necessary
metrics, it would still not be viable. This is due to a comment written by
James Casaletto, a Principal Solution Architect for MapR Technologies [41] (a
widely used company that provides MapReduce as one of their services). James
Casaletto states that there are no guarantees to how soon a Counter will update
during a running job. The only time the Counters are 100% accurate is when
the job has finished [42]. Thus this solution will not work, because we want
to measure metrics whenever we want to on-the-fly, and as a result receive the
most recently updated metrics. That is why we did not want to take the risk of
possibly receiving incorrect and outdated metrics from Hadoop Counters.

One program that we did heavily consider was HiBench [43] as many previous
works have used it as their benchmarking tool. It provides different workload
generators and provides a report about the metrics and statistics of each bench-
mark. However that report is always generated at the end of a benchmark. That
means we have to manually edit their scripts to to able to get the throughput
data in real-time for our algorithms, since we are adaptively self-balancing the
jobs on-the-fly. However we did not have enough time to successfully edit the
scripts and extract the necessary data.

7.5 Delay Factor

In this section we will discuss the issue regarding the Delay Factor. As previ-
ously mentioned, it takes roughly 10-15 seconds for a MARP change in the Fair
Schedulers configuration file to take effect. However, if the change is applied
when jobs are already running, it will take an additional 10-15 seconds for the
system to set aside enough resources to start a new job. Note the latter 10-15
seconds do not exist when we decrease MARP, as no resources need to be set
aside. For those two reasons, there is roughly 30 seconds of idle CPU time
whenever we try to start a new job by using our algorithms. Refer to Figure 5.3
for visualisation of Delay Factor. The obvious solution to avoid the Delay Fac-
tor would be to preemptively increase the MARP value before the drop in CPU
utilisation happens. If we were able to predict when the CPU utilisation would
drop, we could preemptively increase the MARP value and thus preemptively
set aside enough resources. By doing such, the system can immediately start
a new job when we detect a drop in CPU utilisation. That would reduce the
completion time by roughly 30 seconds for every other job in the batch. For our
experiments with six jobs, we would be able to roughly reduce the completion
time by an additional 150 seconds. This is however all theoretical. The main
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problem about this is to figure out how to predict the CPU utilisation drop. We
could measure the average time it takes for a job to reach a certain point where
we can preemptively increase MARP. But that is not easy due to the varying
completion times for a job, as it is affected by the amount of parallelism, input
size and benchmark-type. Thus the most obvious choice would be to look at
the CPU utilisation to see if there are any notable patterns.

Figure 7.6: The different CPU-state usages in a batch execution using CBT

Figure 7.6 displays a graph over the different CPU-states and the respective
amount of CPU resources they use. This graph was made by running six jobs
with CBT. The two CPU-states that stands out the most are the User- and
IOW-state. We ran some test runs to see if there were any User-state patterns
that would indicate a CPU utilisation drop. There were some cases such patterns
were found. If we take a look at the area before each major CPU utilisation
drop, we can see the CPU usage in the User-state increase before it drastically
drops. However that small increase was not possible to differentiate from other
increases during a batch run. The patterns are only noticeable if we visualise
them. The IOW-state is interesting as it increases every time a job would enter
its reduce-phase (when we increase the MARP value and get the Delay Factor).
However just like the drastic drop in CPU utilisation, there are cases where
the IOW increases just as much without any sign that indicates it is going to
increase. None of the CPU-states provided any reliable CPU usage data, thus
we were unable to implement a solution to the Delay Factor.
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7.6 Future Work

Many parts of our work can be further extended and researched upon. Most of
the topics suited for further research has already been discussed in the previous
sections. However we will summarise two of the future works we are most curious
about.

The first future work we would like to undertake is the further development
of our algorithms, such as automating the tuning of the variables that currently
needs to be manually tuned, and fix potential issues. In particular we would
like to take a further look at how our algorithms hold up when we increase the
disk space. We have so far been limited in terms of input size and parallelism
due to the aforementioned disk space issues. As a result we have had to make
compromises regarding the variety of input sizes and input files we were able
to use for our experiments. Thus we are curious to see how our algorithms will
perform and what their potential bottlenecks are when we increase both the
input size and parallelism, and use heterogeneous input sizes and input files.

The second future work we would like to research further is the Delay Factor.
The potential reduction in completion time we lose due to the Delay Factor is
quite significant. As we previously discussed for ever second job we start, we lose
roughly 30 seconds. That means for a batch with six jobs, we lose 150 seconds.
If we were to reduce CBTs average of 696.5 seconds for TeraSort, 767.3 seconds
for WordCount and 793.1 seconds for Sort with an additional 150 seconds each,
that would result in a 19.2%, 16.3% and 17.6% (respectively) improvement on
top of the achieved results. It remains to be seen if this is at all possible, as this
has all been hypothetical.
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Chapter 8

8 Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to develop efficient lightweight algorithms that were
able to adaptively on-the-fly self-balance the throughput and parallelism of jobs
within a MapReduce job batch. We wanted to develop these algorithms by
using unorthodox ways of tuning. We ended up using the MARP (maximum-
am-resource-percent) value to balance the throughput and parallelism of jobs
within a batch, coupled with the CPU as the primary resource used to control
and determine the Loss of Job Throughput (LoJT) and Loss of Job Parallelism
(LoJP).

In order to solve the problem statement we developed three lightweight al-
gorithms, each based on their own concepts. The CBT (CPU-Based Tuning)
algorithm was developed to fully utilise the CPU resource in order to slowly
maximise the parallelism regardless of LoJT. CBTwS (CPU-Based Tuning with
Smoothing) efficiently balances the LoJT and LoJP, and was inspired by a
concept called Exponential Moving Average (EMA), often used in optimisa-
tion algorithms and statistics. EMA is used to smoothen the delta-values used
to determine the throughput of a running job batch. CBTwAT (CPU-Based
Tuning with Adaptive Threshold) uses EMA along with an algorithm called
the Epsilon-Greedy Algorithm. This algorithm was inspired by Reinforcement
Learning (RL). It uses similar concepts as we can find in RL, such as explo-
ration and exploitation phases. The phases’ purpose is to explore different
delta-thresholds and exploit the one that yields the best results.

By performing experiments on a default configured MapReduce, we were able
to successfully achieve reduced completion times compared to standard Parallel
Running Jobs (PRJ). We were able to achieve a shortened completion time of
10.9%, 18.0% and 18.9% in TeraSort. 16.6%, 23.3% and 24.5% in WordCount.
Lastly 7.3%, 12.3% and 11.7% in Sort. All in the respective order of CBT,
CBTwS and CBTwAT.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to develop lightweight
algorithms that adaptively on-the-fly self-balances the LoJT and LoJP between
jobs within a batch by using the CPU as the primary resource to determine the
tuning of MARP.
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Chapter 9

9 Appendix

9.1 Box Plot Visual Guide

Figure 9.1: Visual guide for understanding box plot
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9.2 Benchmarking Scripts

9.2.1 benchmark.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to start

# the benchmark of a MapReduce job batch.

# Input parameters decide how many parallel running jobs,

# input file-size and how many iterations.

# This script returns the execution time for each iterations

# and the average time for all iterations.

# Connected to run.sh and delete.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Parallel Jobs - Input Size - Iterations ###"

exit

fi

# Batch size.

JOBS=$1

# Size of input file.

SIZE=$2

# How many runs/iterations.

RUNS=$3

# Execution time variables.

TIME=0

TOTAL=0

# Benchmark output filename.

OUTPUT_FILE=benchmarks/benchmark_test.out

# Additional scripts to run in parallel.

#./cpu.sh &

# Times the execution time of each batch iteration.

for i in `seq 1 $RUNS`;
do

# Runs run.sh to actually start the job batch.

# Also times the execution time.

TIME=$(/usr/bin/time -f "\%e" ./run.sh $JOBS $SIZE 2>&1

↪→ 1>/dev/null)

TOTAL=$(echo $TIME $TOTAL | awk '{printf "%0.2f", $1 + $2
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↪→ }')

echo -n $TIME >> $OUTPUT_FILE
echo -n ',' >> $OUTPUT_FILE

# If all iterations are done, calculates the average

# completion time and kills the CPU monitoring script.

if [ $i -eq $RUNS ];

then

echo $(echo $TOTAL $RUNS | awk '{printf "%0.2f", $1
↪→ / $2}') >> $OUTPUT_FILE

for p in `seq 1 2`; do

PIDS=$(ps aux | grep '/bin/bash ./cpu.sh' |

↪→ head -2 | awk '{print $2}')
for pid in $PIDS; do

kill -9 $pid
done

done

fi

# Deletes the newly created output files,

# has to be done due to limited disk space.

./delete.sh $JOBS > /dev/null 2>&1

done
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9.2.2 multi benchmark.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to automate the process of

# running multiple benchmarks with different MARP values.

# Connected to benchmark.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Parallel Jobs - Input Size - Iterations ###"

exit

fi

# Parallel runnings jobs.

JOBS=$1

# Size of input file.

SIZE=$2

# Number of runs per MARP value.

RUNS=$3

# Fair-scheduler file. Location of MARP value.

FILE=$HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/fair-scheduler.xml

# MARP values.

MARP_VALUE=0.100

NEW_MARP_VALUE=0.100

END=9

# Loops through the range of MARP values to benchmark.

for i in `seq 1 $END`;
do

NEW_MARP_VALUE=0."$i"00
sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|<

↪→ maxAMShare>$NEW_MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|g" $FILE
sleep 20

./benchmark.sh $JOBS $SIZE $RUNS
MARP_VALUE=$NEW_MARP_VALUE

done
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9.2.3 benchmark outside.sh

# !/bin/bash

# This script does the same thing as benchmark.sh does,

# however this script is used if the benchmarks are started

# from the host OS instead of the master-node.

# Connected to run.sh, delete.sh, CBT.sh, CBTwS.sh and CBTwAT.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Parallel Jobs - Input Size - Iterations ###"

exit

fi

# Parallel runnings jobs.

JOBS=$1

# Size of Input file.

SIZE=$2

# How many runs/iterations.

RUNS=$3

# Execution time variables.

TIME=0

# Output filename.

OUTPUT_FILE=$4

# Algorithm to use on the benchmark.

#./CBTwAT.sh &

#./CBTwS.sh &

#./CBT.sh &

# Loops through the specified amount of benchmarks.

for i in `seq 1 $RUNS`;
do

# Times the execution time of one benchmark.

TIME=$(/usr/bin/time -f "%e" ./run.sh $JOBS $SIZE 2>&1 1>/

↪→ dev/null)

# Writes the benchmark time into the specified file.

TIME=$(echo $TIME | tr '.' ',')
echo -n $TIME >> $OUTPUT_FILE
echo -n ';' >> $OUTPUT_FILE

# Deletes the newly created output files from job,
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# has to be done due to limited disk space.

./delete.sh $JOBS > /dev/null 2>&1

done
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9.2.4 multi benchmark outside.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to entirely automate the process

# of running multiple benchmarks with different MARP values.

# This script can be configured to either benchmark using

# different MARP values or the same MARP value.

# The script is similar to multi_benchmark.sh,

# but with a few modifications as this script

# is supposed to be ran from the host OS, not master-node.

# Connected to clearcache.sh and benchmark_outside.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Parallel Jobs - Input Size - Iterations ###"

exit

fi

# Parallel runnings jobs.

JOBS=$1

# Size of Input file.

SIZE=$2

# How many runs/benchmarks.

RUNS=$3

# MARP Variables

C_MARP=0.100

N_MARP="cbtwat"

END=1

# Loops for the specified amount of iterations.

# Comment/uncomment the commands changing the MARP value to

# decide whether to benchmark with different MARP values

# or the same.

for i in `seq 1 $END`;
do

#N_MARP=0."$i"00
#docker exec hadoop-master.1.1y44nhf8wcurpolj8jq0osh05 /

↪→ usr/local/hadoop/marp_change.sh $C_MARP $N_MARP
OUTPUT_FILE=benchmarks/benchmark_marp_"$N_MARP".out
sleep 10

for j in `seq 1 $RUNS`;
do

docker exec hadoop-master.1.1

↪→ y44nhf8wcurpolj8jq0osh05 /usr/local/hadoop/
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↪→ benchmark_outside.sh $JOBS $SIZE 1

↪→ $OUTPUT_FILE
sleep 90

# Clears cache and swap between each benchmark.

./clearcache.sh

sleep 10

done

#C_MARP=$N_MARP
done

#docker exec hadoop-master.1.1y44nhf8wcurpolj8jq0osh05 /usr/local

↪→ /hadoop/marp_change.sh $C_MARP 0.100

echo "Multi-Bencmark Done"
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9.2.5 run.sh

# !/bin/bash

# This script starts the MapReduce jobs.

# Connected to benchmark.sh and benchmark_outside.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Give number of jobs and size ###"

exit

fi

# Batch size.

JOBS=$1

# Size of input file.

SIZE=$2

# Starts the specified amount of jobs of given input size.

for i in `seq 1 $JOBS`;
do

$HADOOP_HOME/bin/hadoop jar share/hadoop/mapreduce/hadoop-

↪→ mapreduce-examples-2.7.5.jar terasort -D mapreduce.

↪→ job.queuename=root.default /user/root/input_TS"

↪→ $SIZE"GB /user/root/output_TS"$i" > /dev/null 2>&1

↪→ &

done

wait
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9.2.6 delete.sh

# !/bin/bash

# This script simply deletes MapReduce outputs.

# Connected to benchmark.sh and benchmark_outside.sh.

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

echo "### Give number of outputs ###"

exit

fi

# Number of outputs to delete.

NUM=$1

# For-loop deletes the number of outputs given as argument.

# The output names are designed to have the same names

# with a sequential number behind.

for i in `seq 1 $NUM`;
do

$HADOOP_HOME/bin/hdfs dfs -rm -r /user/root/output_TS$i;
done
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9.2.7 gantt main.sh

# !/bin/bash

# The main gantt script. Purpose of this script is to

# keep track of when a job starts running.

# Connected to gantt_timer.sh.

# Waits for the jobs to appear in the application list.

while [ $(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc -l)

↪→ -eq 0 ]

do

:

done

# Fetches all job names, and puts them into an array.

JOB_NAMES=$(yarn application -list | awk '{print $1}' | awk '{if(
↪→ NR>2)print}')

COUNTER=0

for JOB in $JOB_NAMES; do

ACCEPTED[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
COUNTER=$(($COUNTER+1))

done

# Continue looping while there are remaining jobs

# in the ACCEPTED array.

while [ ${#ACCEPTED[@]} -ne 0 ]

do

for NAME in "${ACCEPTED[@]}"
do

# If a job started running, remove it from

# the ACCEPTED array and start tracking

# the job by running gantt_timer.sh.

if [[ $(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/apps/"$NAME" | awk -F',' '{print $5
↪→ }' | awk -F':' '{print $2}') == *"RUNNING"*

↪→ ]]; then

ACCEPTED=( ${ACCEPTED[@]/"$NAME"} )

./gantt_timer.sh $NAME &

fi

done

sleep 1

done

# Wait for all jobs to finish before proceeding.

while [ $(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics

↪→ | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}') -ne 0
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↪→ ];

do

sleep 5

done

# Proceed to aggregate all of the gathered data

# into one single output file.

for JOB in $JOB_NAMES; do

echo $(cat gantts/"$JOB".txt) >> gantts/gantt_data.txt

sleep 1

done
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9.2.8 gantt timer.sh

# !/bin/bash

# The gantt script that keeps track of the start

# and end time of a job.

# Purpose is to note down the timestamps in order

# to visualise the job as a gantt entry.

# Connected to gantt_main.sh.

# Name of the job.

JOB=$1

# Phaseshift value in percent, needed in order to

# save the timestamp for phaseshift.

PHASE_SHIFT=50

# Output file for timestamps.

OUTPUT_FILE=gantts/"$JOB".txt
touch $OUTPUT_FILE

echo -n "$JOB," >> $OUTPUT_FILE

# Saves the jobs starting timestamp.

T1=$(date +%H:%M:%S)

# Keeps checking if we are still in the map-phase,

# if the job goes over to the reduce-phase, save the timestamp.

while [ $(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/apps/"

↪→ $JOB" | awk -F',' '{print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".") -lt $PHASE_SHIFT ];

do

sleep 1;

done

T2=$(date +%H:%M:%S)

# Keeps checking if the job has finished,

# if so, save the timestamp.

while [[ $(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/apps/"

↪→ $JOB" | awk -F',' '{print $5}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
↪→ != *"FINISHED"* ]];

do

sleep 1;

done

T3=$(date +%H:%M:%S)
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# Write data to output file.

echo -n "$T1," >> $OUTPUT_FILE
echo -n "$T2," >> $OUTPUT_FILE
echo -n $T3 >> $OUTPUT_FILE

9.2.9 marp changer.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to change the MARP value,

# from the outside of the container

# running the master-node (host OS).

# Current MARP.

C_MARP=$1

# NEW MARP.

N_MARP=$2

# Fair-scheduler file. Location of the MARP value.

FILE=$HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/fair-scheduler.xml

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$C_MARP<\/maxAMShare>|<maxAMShare>
↪→ $N_MARP<\/maxAMShare>|g" $FILE
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9.2.10 cpu.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to measure the CPU utilisation

# during a running job batch.

# Output directory and output filenames.

OUTPUT_DIR=cpudata

USED_FILE=$OUTPUT_DIR/cpu_used.csv
SYS_FILE=$OUTPUT_DIR/sys_used.csv
USR_FILE=$OUTPUT_DIR/usr_used.csv
IOW_FILE=$OUTPUT_DIR/iow_used.csv

# Continues to measure CPU unless killed.

# Is primarily used with benchmark.sh.

while true;

do

DATA=$(vmstat 1 2|tail -1)

IDLE=$(echo $DATA | awk '{print $15}')
USED=$(( 100-$IDLE ))

SYS=$(echo $DATA | awk '{print $14}')
USR=$(echo $DATA | awk '{print $13}')
IOW=$(echo $DATA | awk '{print $16}')

echo -n $(echo -n $USED && echo -n ',') >> $USED_FILE
echo -n $(echo -n $SYS && echo -n ',') >> $SYS_FILE
echo -n $(echo -n $USR && echo -n ',') >> $USR_FILE
echo -n $(echo -n $IOW && echo -n ',') >> $IOW_FILE

done
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9.2.11 disk.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to measure the disk usage

# throughout the execution of a batch.

# Records number of jobs in batch and output filename.

RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics

↪→ | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
OUTPUT_FILE=benchmarks/disk.out

# While there are jobs running.

while [ $RUNNING -ne 0 ]

do

DISK=$(df -h | grep '/dev/sda1' | awk '{print $3}' | head

↪→ -1 | cut -f1 -d"G" | tr '.' ',')
echo -n $DISK >> $OUTPUT_FILE
echo -n ';' >> $OUTPUT_FILE
sleep 10

RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

done
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9.2.12 cache.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this script is to clear the system cache and SWAP.

# This script must be run from the host OS, not the master-node.

# Connected to clearcache.sh.

echo 3 > /proc/sys/vm/drop_caches && swapoff -a && swapon -a &&

↪→ printf '\n%s\n' 'Ram-cache and Swap Cleared'

9.2.13 clearcache.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Purpose of this is to pipe the users password

# in order to execute cache.sh.

# This script must be run from the host OS, not the master-node.

# Connected to cache.sh and multi_benchmark_outside.sh.

echo "password" | sudo -S ./cache.sh

9.2.14 sync.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Script used to transfer files from master to slaves-nodes.

for HOST in `cat $HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/slaves`
do

# Repeat line below with different filename to

# transfer the specified file to all slave nodes.

scp $HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/yarn-site.xml $HOST:
↪→ $HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop

done
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9.3 Algorithm Scripts

9.3.1 CBT.sh

# !/bin/bash

# Path to Fair-Scheduler.xml file.

FILE=$HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/fair-scheduler.xml

# Waits for the jobs to appear in the queue before proceeding.

while [ $(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc -l)

↪→ -eq 0 ]

do

echo "Waiting for jobs to appear in queue."

done

sleep 5

# Preset MARP values.

# Fetches the current MARP value.

MARP_VALUE=$(cat $FILE | grep 'maxAMShare' | cut -d'>' -f2 | cut

↪→ -d'<' -f1)

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$MARP_VALUE
MARP_INCREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.040}')
MARP_DECREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.030}')

# Counter used to track the amount of jobs

# above a certain threshold such that

# a preemptive MARP decrease can

# take place accordingly.

PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

# Fetches the amount of jobs in RUNNING and ACCEPTED state,

# and aggregates them.

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics

↪→ | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
TOTAL_JOBS=$(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc

↪→ -l)

# The threshold for idle CPU.

CPU_THRESHOLD=15

# Variable to enable preemptive MARP decreases.
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PRE_DROP=false

# Backup check of accepted, running and total jobs.

while [ $(($REMAINING+$RUNNING)) -ne $TOTAL_JOBS ]

do

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F

↪→ ':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

done

# Saves all the jobnames into an array.

JOB_NAMES=$(yarn application -list | awk '{print $1}' | awk '{if(
↪→ NR>2)print}')

COUNTER=0

for JOB in $JOB_NAMES; do

JOBS[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
((COUNTER++))

done

sleep 10

# Loops as long as there are jobs running.

while [ $RUNNING -ne 0 ]

do

# Fetches CPU data.

CPU_IDLE=$(vmstat 1 2 | tail -1 | awk '{print $15}')

# If the amount of idle CPU is above the set threshold.

# Else check for job progressions to determine

# preemptive decreases.

if [ $CPU_IDLE -gt $CPU_THRESHOLD ]; then

# Backup check for the amount of accepted

# and running jobs.

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1

↪→ /cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')

# If all jobs are running and no jobs in queue,

# then the script is finished.
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# Else increase the MARP.

if [ $REMAINING -eq 0 -a $RUNNING -ge 0 ]; then

if [ $RUNNING -eq 0 ]; then

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE
↪→ <\/maxAMShare>|<maxAMShare

↪→ >0.050<\/maxAMShare>|g" $FILE
exit

fi

else

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE
↪→ $MARP_INCREASE | awk '{printf "%0.3f"

↪→ , $1 + $2}')
fi

else

# Catches jobs that are above a certain

# progression threshold, for preemptive

# MARP decreases.

for JOB in "${JOBS[@]}"; do

# Fetches the progression of the

# specific job.

PROG=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/

↪→ v1/cluster/apps/"$JOB" | awk -F',' '{
↪→ print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".")

if [[ "$PROG" -gt 95 ]]; then

JOBS=( ${JOBS[@]/"$JOB"} )

((PARALLEL_COUNTER++))

fi

done

# Decreases MARP based on the PARALLEL_COUNTER.

if [ $PARALLEL_COUNTER -ne 0 ]; then

PRE_DROP=true

DELTA_MARP=$(echo $MARP_DECREASE
↪→ $PARALLEL_COUNTER | awk '{printf "

↪→ %0.3f", $1 * $2}')
NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE

↪→ $DELTA_MARP | awk '{printf "%0.3f",

↪→ $1 - $2}')
PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

fi

fi

# Lastly, changes the MARP value accordingly.
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if [ $NEW_MARP_VALUE != $MARP_VALUE ]; then

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare
↪→ >|<maxAMShare>$NEW_MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|
↪→ g" $FILE

MARP_VALUE=$NEW_MARP_VALUE

# If it was a preemptive MARP decrease, no sleep

# is required as there is no Delay Factor.

if [ "$PRE_DROP" = true ]; then

PRE_DROP=false

else

sleep 30

fi

fi

done
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9.3.2 CBTwS.sh

#!/bin/bash

# Path to Fair-Scheduler.xml file.

FILE=$HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/fair-scheduler.xml

# Waits for the jobs to appear in the queue before proceeding.

while [ $(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc -l)

↪→ -eq 0 ]

do

echo "Waiting for jobs to appear in queue."

done

sleep 5

# Preset MARP values.

# Fetches the current MARP value.

MARP_VALUE=$(cat $FILE | grep 'maxAMShare' | cut -d'>' -f2 | cut

↪→ -d'<' -f1)

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$MARP_VALUE
MARP_INCREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.040}')
MARP_DECREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.030}')

# Counter used to track the amount of jobs above a

# certain threshold such that a preemptive MARP

# decrease can take place accordingly.

PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

# Variables used to store progression calculations of job(s).

PROG_SUM=0

PROG_AVG_CURRENT=0

PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS=0

# Variables used to store the delta progressions

# between two intervals.

DELTA_PREVIOUS=0

DELTA_CURRENT=0

# Variables used in EMA to weight the current versus

# the previous delta value.

EMA_CURRENT=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.40}')
EMA_PREVIOUS=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.60}')

# Fetches the amount of jobs in RUNNING and ACCEPTED state,

# and aggregates them.
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REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics

↪→ | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
TOTAL_JOBS=$(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc

↪→ -l)

# The threshold for idle CPU.

CPU_THRESHOLD=15

# Variable to enable preemptive MARP decreases.

PRE_DROP=false

# Variable used to force the algorithm to keep the

# variables and counters up-to-date.

# Essentially forcing the algorithm to visit

# the Else-side in the first If-Else statement.

LOCKOUT=false

# Backup check of accepted, running and total jobs.

while [ $(($REMAINING+$RUNNING)) -ne $TOTAL_JOBS ]

do

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F

↪→ ':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

done

# Saves all the jobnames into two arrays.

# JOBS tracks the preemptive MARP decreases.

# APPS is used to track the progression of jobs for

# delta progression calculations.

JOB_NAMES=$(yarn application -list | awk '{print $1}' | awk '{if(
↪→ NR>2)print}')

COUNTER=0

for JOB in $JOB_NAMES; do

JOBS[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
APPS[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
((COUNTER++))

done

sleep 10

# Loops as long as are there jobs running.
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while [ $RUNNING -ne 0 ]

do

# Fetches CPU data.

CPU_IDLE=$(vmstat 1 2 | tail -1 | awk '{print $15}')

# If the amount of idle CPU is above the set threshold

# and not in lockout-state.

# Else check for preemptive decreases and update job

# progressions for delta progression calculations.

if [ $CPU_IDLE -gt $CPU_THRESHOLD -a "$LOCKOUT" = false ];

↪→ then

# Calculates the amount of jobs running and

# their aggeregated progression.

# Proceeds to calculate the average progression.

for APP in "${APPS[@]}"; do

PROG_VAL=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master

↪→ :8088/ws/v1/cluster/apps/"$APP" | awk

↪→ -F',' '{print $7}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

if [ $(echo $PROG_VAL | cut -f1 -d".") -gt 0

↪→ ]; then

PROG_SUM=$(echo $PROG_SUM $PROG_VAL
↪→ | awk '{printf "%0.3f", $1 +

↪→ $2}')
((JOBS_RUNNING++))

fi

done

PROG_AVG_CURRENT=$(echo $PROG_SUM $JOBS_RUNNING |

↪→ awk '{printf "%0.3f", $1 / $2}')
PROG_SUM=0

JOBS_RUNNING=0

# Calculates the current delta progression

# using EMA.

DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $PROG_AVG_CURRENT
↪→ $PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS | awk '{printf "%0.3f",

↪→ $1 - $2}')
CURRENT=$(echo $DELTA_CURRENT $EMA_CURRENT | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.3f", $1 * $2}')
PREVIOUS=$(echo $DELTA_PREVIOUS $EMA_PREVIOUS | awk

↪→ '{printf "%0.3f", $1 * $2}')
DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $CURRENT $PREVIOUS | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.3f", $1 + $2}')
DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $DELTA_CURRENT 1 | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.0f", $1 / $2}')
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# Backup check for the amount of accepted

# and running jobs.

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1

↪→ /cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')

# If all jobs are running and no jobs in queue,

# then sleeps until all jobs are completed.

# Else increase the MARP.

if [ $REMAINING -eq 0 -a $RUNNING -ge 0 ]; then

sleep 20

else

# Increases MARP only if current delta

# is higher than previous.

if [ "$DELTA_CURRENT" -gt "$DELTA_PREVIOUS"
↪→ ]; then

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE
↪→ $MARP_INCREASE | awk '{printf
↪→ "%0.3f", $1 + $2}')

elif [ "$DELTA_CURRENT" -le "$DELTA_PREVIOUS
↪→ " ]; then

:

echo "Delta not high enough for MARP

↪→ increase."

fi

PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS=$PROG_AVG_CURRENT
DELTA_PREVIOUS=$DELTA_CURRENT

fi

# Sets the lockout variable to true.

LOCKOUT=true

else

# If lockout is true, sleep for 15 seconds to

# let jobs process before measuring again.

# Also resets the lockout variable.

if [ "$LOCKOUT" = true ]; then

LOCKOUT=false

sleep 15

fi

# Removes a finished job and its progression

# from the delta progression calculations.
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for APP in "${APPS[@]}"; do

PROG=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/

↪→ v1/cluster/apps/"$APP" | awk -F',' '{
↪→ print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".")

if [[ "$PROG" -eq 100 ]]; then

APPS=( ${APPS[@]/"$APP"} )

fi

done

# Catches jobs that are above a certain progression

# threshold, for preemptive MARP decreases.

for JOB in "${JOBS[@]}"; do

# Fetches the progression of the

# specific job.

PROG=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/

↪→ v1/cluster/apps/"$JOB" | awk -F',' '{
↪→ print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".")

if [ $PROG -ge 90 ]; then

JOBS=( ${JOBS[@]/"$JOB"} )

((PARALLEL_COUNTER++))

fi

done

# Decreases MARP based on the

# PARALLEL_COUNTER variable.

if [ $PARALLEL_COUNTER -ne 0 ]; then

PRE_DROP=true

DELTA_MARP=$(echo $MARP_DECREASE
↪→ $PARALLEL_COUNTER | awk '{printf "

↪→ %0.3f", $1 * $2}')
NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE

↪→ $DELTA_MARP | awk '{printf "%0.3f",

↪→ $1 - $2}')
PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

fi

fi

# Lastly, changes the MARP value accordingly.

if [ $NEW_MARP_VALUE != $MARP_VALUE ]; then

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare
↪→ >|<maxAMShare>$NEW_MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|
↪→ g" $FILE

MARP_VALUE=$NEW_MARP_VALUE
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# If it was a preemptive MARP decrease, no sleep is

# required as there is no Delay Factor.

if [ "$PRE_DROP" = true ]; then

PRE_DROP=false

else

sleep 30

fi

fi

done

# Resets the MARP value at the end of the script.

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|<maxAMShare
↪→ >0.050<\/maxAMShare>|g" $FILE
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9.3.3 CBTwAT.sh

#!/bin/bash

# Path to Fair-Scheduler.xml file.

FILE=$HADOOP_HOME/etc/hadoop/fair-scheduler.xml

# Waits for the jobs to appear in the queue before proceeding.

while [ $(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc -l)

↪→ -eq 0 ]

do

echo "Waiting for jobs to appear in queue."

done

sleep 5

# Preset MARP values.

# Fetches the current MARP value.

MARP_VALUE=$(cat $FILE | grep 'maxAMShare' | cut -d'>' -f2 | cut

↪→ -d'<' -f1)

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$MARP_VALUE
MARP_INCREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.040}')
MARP_DECREASE=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.030}')

# Counter used to track the amount of jobs above a certain

# threshold such that a preemptive MARP decrease can

# take place accordingly.

PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

# Variables used to store progression calculations of job(s).

PROG_TRACKER=0

PROG_SUM=0

PROG_AVG_CURRENT=0

PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS=0

# Variables used to store the delta progressions between

# two intervals.

DELTA_PREVIOUS=0

DELTA_CURRENT=0

# Variables used to for Epsilon-Greedy Algorithm.

# And their respective exploration and exploitation phases.

DELTA_THRESHOLD=1

DELTA_AVG_COUNTER=1

DELTA_AVG_COUNTER_THRESHOLD=3

DELTA_AVG_SUM=0
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MEMORY_POINTER=0

EPSILON=10

# Number of delta-thresholds to randomly generate,

# and the range they are to be generated within (inclusive).

THRESHOLDS_LEN=3

THRESHOLD_RANGE=4

# The threshold for idle CPU.

CPU_THRESHOLD=15

declare -A THRESHOLDS

declare -a MEMORY

# Various variables used for certain lockout-mechanics.

PRE_DROP=false

LOCKOUT=false

EXPLORATION=true

EXPLOITATION=false

# Variables used in EMA to weight the current versus

# the previous delta value.

EMA_CURRENT=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.40}')
EMA_PREVIOUS=$(echo | awk '{printf 0.60}')

# Fetches the amount of jobs in RUNNING and ACCEPTED state,

# and aggregates them.

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/metrics

↪→ | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}')
TOTAL_JOBS=$(yarn application -list | awk '{if(NR>2)print}' | wc

↪→ -l)

# Backup check of accepted, running and total jobs.

while [ $(($REMAINING+$RUNNING)) -ne $TOTAL_JOBS ]

do

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' | awk -F

↪→ ':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/cluster/

↪→ metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

done

# Saves all the jobnames into two arrays.
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# JOBS tracks the preemptive MARP decreases.

# APPS is used to track the progression of jobs for

# delta progression calculations.

JOB_NAMES=$(yarn application -list | awk '{print $1}' | awk '{if(
↪→ NR>2)print}')

COUNTER=0

for JOB in $JOB_NAMES; do

JOBS[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
APPS[$COUNTER]="$JOB"
((COUNTER++))

done

# Generates the specified number of random

# delta-thresholds to explore.

# All delta-thresholds have to be unique.

for (( i=1; i<=$THRESHOLDS_LEN; i++ )) do

THRESHOLD=$(( $RANDOM % $THRESHOLD_RANGE + 1 ))

while [[ " ${!THRESHOLDS[@]} " == *" $THRESHOLD "* ]]; do

THRESHOLD=$(( $RANDOM % $THRESHOLD_RANGE + 1 ))

done

THRESHOLDS[$THRESHOLD]=0
MEMORY[$i]=$THRESHOLD

done

sleep 5

# Loops as long as are there jobs running.

while [ $RUNNING -ne 0 ]

do

# Fetches CPU data.

CPU_IDLE=$(vmstat 1 2 | tail -1 | awk '{print $15}')

# If the amount of idle CPU is above the set threshold and

# not in lockout-state.

# Else check for preemptive decreases and update job

# progressions for delta progression calculations.

if [ $CPU_IDLE -gt $CPU_THRESHOLD -a "$LOCKOUT" = false ];

↪→ then

# Exploration phase.

# Gets assigned one delta-threshold to test for

# DELTA_AVG_COUNTER_THRESHOLD-times.

if [ "$EXPLORATION" = true ] && [

↪→ $DELTA_AVG_COUNTER -eq 1 ]; then

((MEMORY_POINTER++))

DELTA_THRESHOLD=${MEMORY[$MEMORY_POINTER]}
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fi

# Exploitation phase.

# Chooses the delta-threshold with the

# best progression, at a rate of (100-EPSILON).

if [ "$EXPLOITATION" = true ]; then

BEST=$(printf '%s\n' "${THRESHOLDS[@]}" |

↪→ sort -n | tail -1)

RNG=$(( $RANDOM % 100 + 1 ))

if [ "$RNG" -gt "$EPSILON" ]; then

for i in "${!THRESHOLDS[@]}"
do

if [ ${THRESHOLDS[$i]} -eq "

↪→ $BEST" ]; then

DELTA_THRESHOLD=$i
fi

done

else

DELTA_THRESHOLD=$(echo "${!MEMORY[@
↪→ ]}" | xargs shuf -n1 -e)

fi

fi

# Calculates the amount of jobs running and

# their aggergated progression.

for APP in "${APPS[@]}"; do

PROG_VAL=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master

↪→ :8088/ws/v1/cluster/apps/"$APP" | awk

↪→ -F',' '{print $7}' | awk -F':' '{
↪→ print $2}')

if [ $(echo $PROG_VAL | cut -f1 -d".") -gt 0

↪→ ]; then

PROG_SUM=$(echo $PROG_SUM $PROG_VAL
↪→ | awk '{printf "%0.3f", $1 +

↪→ $2}')
((JOBS_RUNNING++))

fi

done

# Used to avoid division by zero errors,

# under certain circumstances.

if [ "$REMAINING" -ne 0 ] && [ "$RUNNING" -eq 0 ];

↪→ then

JOBS_RUNNING=1

fi
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# Proceeds to calculate the average progression.

PROG_AVG_CURRENT=$(echo $PROG_SUM $JOBS_RUNNING |

↪→ awk '{printf "%0.3f", $1 / $2}')
PROG_SUM=0

JOBS_RUNNING=0

# Calculates the current delta progression

# using EMA.

DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $PROG_AVG_CURRENT
↪→ $PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS | awk '{printf "%0.3f",

↪→ $1 - $2}')
CURRENT=$(echo $DELTA_CURRENT $EMA_CURRENT | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.3f", $1 * $2}')
PREVIOUS=$(echo $DELTA_PREVIOUS $EMA_PREVIOUS | awk

↪→ '{printf "%0.3f", $1 * $2}')
DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $CURRENT $PREVIOUS | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.3f", $1 + $2}')
DELTA_CURRENT=$(echo $DELTA_CURRENT 1 | awk '{

↪→ printf "%0.0f", $1 / $2}')

# If the delta of previous deltas is than the

# delta-threshold, then increase tracker.

# Tracker is only useful if we wan the delta to be

# higher than the delta-threshold a certain

# number of times before increasing MARP.

DELTA=$((DELTA_CURRENT-DELTA_PREVIOUS))
if [[ "$DELTA" -ge "$DELTA_THRESHOLD" ]]; then

((PROG_TRACKER+=1))

elif [ "$DELTA_CURRENT" -lt "$DELTA_PREVIOUS" ]

then

((PROG_TRACKER-=1))

fi

PROG_AVG_PREVIOUS=$PROG_AVG_CURRENT
DELTA_PREVIOUS=$DELTA_CURRENT

# Backup check for the amount of accepted and

# running jobs.

REMAINING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1

↪→ /cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $3}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')
RUNNING=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/v1/

↪→ cluster/metrics | awk -F',' '{print $4}' |

↪→ awk -F':' '{print $2}')

# If all jobs are running and no jobs in queue,

# then sleeps until all jobs are completed.
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# Else increase the MARP if tracker is positive

# or above certian threshold.

if [ $REMAINING -eq 0 -a $RUNNING -ge 0 ]; then

sleep 20

else

if [ "$PROG_TRACKER" -gt 0 ]; then

NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE
↪→ $MARP_INCREASE | awk '{printf
↪→ "%0.3f", $1 + $2}')

PROG_TRACKER=0

elif [ "$PROG_TRACKER" -le 0 ]; then

PROG_TRACKER=0

fi

fi

# Stores and aggregates the achieved delta.

DELTA_AVG_SUM=$((DELTA_AVG_SUM+DELTA))

# If the appropriate amount of samples for a

# delta-threshold has been collected,

# proceed to calculate the throughput

# of that delta-threshold.

# Finally store it and proceed to explore a new

# delta-threshold by reducing DELTA_AVG_COUNTER.

if [ "$EXPLORATION" = true ] && [

↪→ $DELTA_AVG_COUNTER -eq

↪→ $DELTA_AVG_COUNTER_THRESHOLD ] ; then

DELTA_AVG_SUM=$((DELTA_AVG_SUM/
↪→ DELTA_AVG_COUNTER_THRESHOLD))

THRESHOLDS[$DELTA_THRESHOLD]=$DELTA_AVG_SUM
DELTA_AVG_COUNTER=0

DELTA_AVG_SUM=0

# If all delta-thresholds has been tested,

# permanently enter exploitation phase.

if [ "$MEMORY_POINTER" -eq "$THRESHOLDS_LEN"
↪→ ]; then

EXPLORATION=false

EXPLOITATION=true

fi

fi

# Increases for each sample.

((DELTA_AVG_COUNTER++))

# Sets the lockout variable to true.
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LOCKOUT=true

else

# If lockout is true, sleep for 15 seconds to

# let jobs process before measuring again.

# Also resets the lockout variable.

if [ "$LOCKOUT" = true ]; then

LOCKOUT=false

sleep 15

fi

# Removes a finished job and its progression

# from the delta progression calculations.

for APP in "${APPS[@]}"; do

PROG=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/

↪→ v1/cluster/apps/"$APP" | awk -F',' '{
↪→ print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".")

if [[ "$PROG" -eq 100 ]]; then

APPS=( ${APPS[@]/"$APP"} )

fi

done

# Catches jobs that are above a certain

# progression threshold, for preemptive

# MARP decreases.

for JOB in "${JOBS[@]}"; do

PROG=$(curl -s http://hadoop-master:8088/ws/

↪→ v1/cluster/apps/"$JOB" | awk -F',' '{
↪→ print $7}' | awk -F':' '{print $2}' |

↪→ cut -f1 -d".")

if [ $PROG -ge 90 ]; then

JOBS=( ${JOBS[@]/"$JOB"} )

((PARALLEL_COUNTER++))

fi

done

# Decreases MARP based on the

# PARALLEL_COUNTER variable.

if [ $PARALLEL_COUNTER -ne 0 ]; then

PRE_DROP=true

DELTA_MARP=$(echo $MARP_DECREASE
↪→ $PARALLEL_COUNTER | awk '{printf "

↪→ %0.3f", $1 * $2}')
NEW_MARP_VALUE=$(echo $MARP_VALUE

↪→ $DELTA_MARP | awk '{printf "%0.3f",

↪→ $1 - $2}')
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PARALLEL_COUNTER=0

fi

fi

# Lastly, changes the MARP value accordingly.

if [ $NEW_MARP_VALUE != $MARP_VALUE ]; then

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare
↪→ >|<maxAMShare>$NEW_MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|
↪→ g" $FILE

MARP_VALUE=$NEW_MARP_VALUE

# If it was a preemptive MARP decrease, no sleep

# is required as there is no Delay Factor.

if [ "$PRE_DROP" = true ]; then

PRE_DROP=false

else

sleep 30

fi

fi

done

# Resets the MARP value at the end of the script.

sed -i -e "s|<maxAMShare>$MARP_VALUE<\/maxAMShare>|<maxAMShare
↪→ >0.050<\/maxAMShare>|g" $FILE
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